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RÉSUMÉ 

L'imagerie spectroscopique proche infrarouge fonctionnelle (ISPIf) s'est imposée comme 

technique d’imagerie neuronale prometteuse. Cette dernière permet une surveillance non invasive 

de l'évolution chronique de l'activité hémodynamique corticale. Durant la dernière décennie, ISPIf 

combiné avec l'électroencéphalographie (EEG) a été appliqué dans le contexte de l'épilepsie 

humaine, et a permi d’explorer le lien entre l’activité neurale et hémodynamique. Cependant, la 

plupart des travaux antérieurs sont uniquement axés sur l'étude des crises d'épilepsie qui sont 

aléatoires et se produisent rarement pendant un test de l’EEG-ISPIf. Cette thèse cherche à évaluer 

la capacité de l'EEG-ISPIf à observer les changements hémodynamiques associés aux décharges 

épileptiformes intercritiques (DEIs), et à déterminer si ces DEIs peuvent également être utilisés 

pour extraire de l'information additionnelle servant à la localisation du site d’un foyer épileptique. 

En se basant sur des données multimodales EEG-ISPIf recueillies sur un grand échantillon de 

patients (40), combiné à l'utilisation d'un modèle linéaire généralisé (MLG), une première étude a 

permis la quantification préliminaire de la sensibilité et la spécificité de la technique en utilisant la 

détection des zones cérébrales activées par des DEIs pour la localisation de la région du foyer 

épileptique. Dans un sous-groupe de 29 patients atteints au niveau de la région néocorticale, lorsque 

mesuré durant des évènements de DEIs, des diminutions de la concentration d’hémoglobine 

désoxygénée (HbR) (chez 62% des sujets) et des augmentations de la concentration de 

l’hémoglobine oxygénée (HbO) (chez 38% des sujets) ont été observées. De plus, cette variation 

en HbR et HbO était significativement plus forte dans la région du foyer épileptique (qui donc 

pourrait conduire à une localisation du foyer épileptique) dans 28% / 21% des patients. Ces 

estimations modestes de la sensibilité et de la spécificité suggèrent que l'utilisation d'une fonction 

de réponse hémodynamique (FRH) canonique n’est pas optimale dans l’analyse des DEIs par MLG 

classique. Par conséquent, une seconde approche a été explorée dans le cadre d’une deuxième étude 

par modélisation des variations spécifiques à chaque patient dans la construction de la réponse 

hémodynamique associée aux DEIs. Un terme quadratique a également été ajouté au modèle pour 

tenir compte de la non-linéarité de la réponse associée à une fréquence plus élevée d’évènements 

lors de l'enregistrement. Ces nouveaux modèles ont d'abord été validés numériquement par 

simulations, avant d’être appliqués à l'analyse de données de cinq patients sélectionnés. Lorsque 

comparée à la FRH canonique, l'utilisation de la FRH spécifique au patient dans l'analyse MLG a 

non seulement amélioré considérablement les scores statistiques et les étendues spatiales des 
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activations existantes, mais a aussi permis la détection de nouvelles régions du cerveau activées 

par des DEIs, et ce, sur l'ensemble des cinq patients. Ces améliorations dans la détection 

d'activations ont également permis d'obtenir des résultats plus précis dans la localisation du site de 

foyer épileptique dans certains cas. 

Une fois de plus, les résultats présentés dans cette thèse ont confirmé le potentiel de l'EEG-fNIRS 

pour étudier les DEIs. Ils ont également démontré que la réalisation d'une analyse minutieuse et 

basée sur un modèle personnalisé serait nécessaire pour obtenir des résultats favorables. En 

travaillant sur ces limitations, l’EEG-ISPIf pourrait donc devenir un outil performant dans la 

surveillance chez les patients épileptiques, autant pour la mesure de l’évolution chronique de la 

condition que dans l'évaluation préopératoire. 
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ABSTRACT 

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) has emerged as a promising neuroimaging 

technique as it allows non-invasive and long-term monitoring of cortical hemodynamics. For the 

last decades, fNIRS combined with electroencephalography (EEG) has been applied in the context 

of human epilepsy, and has yielded good results. However, most previous work only focused on 

the study of epileptic seizures which are random and seldom occur during EEG-fNIRS testing. This 

thesis sought to evaluate the potential of EEG-fNIRS in observing the hemodynamic changes 

associated with interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs), and to determine whether these IEDs can 

also be used to extract useful information in the localization of the epileptic focus site. 

Based on the EEG-fNIRS data collected from a relatively large number of patients (40) and using 

a standard general linear model (GLM) approach, the first study of this thesis provided preliminary 

estimates of the sensitivity and the specificity of EEG-fNIRS in detecting brain areas activated by 

IEDs and in localizing the epileptic focus region. In the 29 patients with neocortical epilepsies, 

significant deoxygenated hemoglobin (HbR) concentration decreases and oxygenated hemoglobin 

(HbO) concentration increases corresponding to IEDs were observed in 62% and 38% of patients 

respectively. This HbR/HbO response was most significant in the epileptic focus region among all 

the activations, and thus could lead to successful identification of the epileptic focus site in 

28%/21% of the patients. These modest estimates of the sensitivity and the specificity suggested 

that using a standard GLM with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) might not be 

the optimal method in the analysis of IEDs. Therefore, the second study of this thesis made a first 

attempt to model the patient-specific variations in the shape of the hemodynamic response to IEDs. 

A quadratic term was also added to the model to account for the nonlinearity in the response when 

frequent IEDs were present in the recording. The new models were first validated through carefully 

designed simulations, and were then applied in the data analysis of five selected patients. Compared 

with the canonical HRF, including patient-specific HRFs in the GLM analysis not only 

significantly improved the statistical scores and the spatial extents of existing activations, but also 

was able to detect new brain regions activated by IEDs on all of the five patients. These 

improvements in activation detection also helped obtain more accurate focus localization results in 

some cases. 
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The results of this thesis again confirmed the potential of using EEG-fNIRS to study IEDs. They 

also demonstrated that conducting careful and model based analysis of patient data is required to 

yield favorable outcome. Should serval limitations be addressed in the future, combined EEG-

fNIRS may be suitable to be used routinely in the epilepsy monitoring unit as a tool for long-term 

patient monitoring and presurgical evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Epilepsy 

Epilepsy currently affects approximately 50 million people worldwide, making it one of the most 

common neurological diseases globally (World Health Organization, 2016). Epilepsy is a common 

and diverse set of chronic neurological disorders that can be characterized by spontaneous, 

recurrent epileptic seizures (Chang and Lowenstein, 2003; Engel and Pedley, 2008). A seizure, 

which can last from a few seconds to several minutes, is the result of abnormal, excessive neuronal 

discharges, and is therefore usually accompanied by clinical manifestations such as altered mental 

state, tonic/clonic movements, and other various experiential symptoms (Blume et al., 2001; Fisher 

et al., 2005; Gotman, 2011). Uncontrolled seizures are not only a major personal handicap but also 

represent a considerable public health burden due to high use of health care resources and high 

number of disability days or unemployment (Megiddo et al., 2016; Tellez-Zenteno et al., 2004; 

Wiebe et al., 1999). 

About 60% of patients with epilepsy have syndromes of focal seizures (Panayiotopoulos, 2005). A 

seizure is called “focal” or “partial” if it is generated in one part of the brain and is initially 

associated with unilateral brain hemisphere involvement, as opposed to generalized seizures which 

originate from the whole or a large portion of the brain. In between the seizures (or “ictus”), brief 

paroxysmal discharges (normally from 20 to 200 ms) may occur, and are thus called “interictal 

epileptiform discharges” (IEDs, a.k.a. spikes). IEDs have been shown to be spatially correlated 

with seizures and are also considered to be fundamental components contributing to 

epileptogenesis (Gotman, 2008, 1991; Gotman et al., 2006; Palmini, 2006; Staley and Dudek, 

2006). 

The traditional treatment of a patient’s epilepsy normally starts with the prescription of 

antiepileptic drugs (AEDs). However, medication fails to control epileptic seizures in around 30% 

of the patients (Eadie, 2012), in which case alternative treatments such as epilepsy surgery (Duncan 

et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2016), neurostimulation (Bergey, 2013), or dietary therapy (Felton and 

Cervenka, 2015) might be more suitable. Epilepsy surgery is an operation to control seizures by 

resecting or disconnecting the brain area that is indispensable for the generation of clinical seizures 

(known as the epileptogenic zone, or most equivalently, the epileptic focus region) (Lüders et al., 
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2006; Nadler and Spencer, 2014; Rosenow and Lüders, 2001). Recent reports revealed that about 

half of the patients with drug-resistant focal epilepsy are potential candidates of an epileptic surgery 

(Duncan et al., 2016), and that epileptic surgery usually leads to good seizure freedom outcomes 

(34% to 74% of seizure freedom rate depending on different reports)  (Jobst and Cascino, 2015). 

Research to evaluate the eligibility of a patient for an epilepsy surgery and to better predict the 

outcomes of the surgery relies on the application of contemporary neuroimaging techniques both 

in clinical diagnosis, especially in the precise identification of the epileptic focus region (De Ciantis 

and Lemieux, 2013; Ramli et al., 2015), and to understand the mechanism of epilepsy at a more 

fundamental level (Ryvlin and Rheims, 2016). 

1.2 Functional near infrared spectroscopy 

 

Figure 1.1 (A) Schematic diagram of the near infrared light propagation through different layers of 

the head. (B) Light absorption spectra of major chromophores, reproduced from (Nguyen, 2010). 

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a non-invasive neuroimaging technique that is 

capable of continuously monitoring tissue oxygenation and cortical hemodynamics in the brain 

(Jöbsis, 1977). When light within the near infrared wavelength range (650nm to 900nm) is 

projected onto the scalp by optical emitters, it is able to travel for a few centimeters before 

eventually being captured by light detectors. Photon transport theory (Delpy et al., 1988) suggests 

that the averaged path of photon propagation follows a roughly banana-shaped pattern 

(Haeussinger et al., 2011; Okada et al., 1997), see Figure 1.1A. Previous simulation studies showed 
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that keeping a distance of three to five centimeters between an emitter and a detector usually 

ensures a light penetration depth of one to two centimeters (Strangman et al., 2013), and thus a 

reasonable sensitivity within the top two to three millimeters of the brain cortex (Irani et al., 2007). 

During its propagation in brain tissue, near infrared light attenuates as a result of reflectance, 

scattering, and absorption. A simplifying assumption is made that reflectance and scattering usually 

remain at a constant level for a certain wavelength of light if travelling along the same trajectory 

(Desjardins et al., 2012). Therefore, variations in light intensity detected by the detectors are 

considered to be due to the changes in absorption, which is dominated by its main light absorbers: 

HbO and HbR (Figure 1.1B). Continuous measurement of near infrared light attenuation enables 

the reconstruction of local HbO and HbR concentration changes, and thus allows long-term 

monitoring of cortical hemodynamics.  

1.3 Problem statement 

Recent work of our group and others has explored the potential of fNIRS, combined with 

electroencephalography (EEG), in the context of human epilepsy (Obrig, 2014). Hemodynamic 

brain responses attributed to epileptic events, mostly seizures, are routinely observed with a good 

degree of statistical significance and in concordance with clinical presentation. Especially, previous 

studies with a large fNIRS head coverage suggested the potential of using EEG-fNIRS as a focus 

localization tool for focal seizures (Nguyen et al., 2013, 2012; Watanabe et al., 2002). 

Unfortunately, as seizures are unpredictable, one may not always be able to record seizures even 

during a prolonged EEG-fNIRS recording. It is likely, however, that IEDs will be recorded as they 

are typically numerous in patients with drug-refractory focal epilepsy. A few recent studies have 

showed that the hemodynamic response to IEDs was also observable with fNIRS (Machado et al., 

2011; Pellegrino et al., 2016; Pouliot et al., 2012). However, the overall sensitivity and specificity 

in detecting brain regions activated by IEDs and in localizing the epileptic focus were not estimated 

due to the limited number of patients involved in those studies. 

Furthermore, current observations on the cortical hemodynamics in epilepsy are still confounded 

in many ways. For example, the relation between the fNIRS-measured hemodynamic change and 

the underlying epileptiform discharge is not fully understood. The neurovascular coupling 

mechanism during normal cortical processing may not apply to the epileptic conditions (Schwartz, 

2007), as supported by many evidences including Masterton et al. (2010), showing that the 
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hemodynamic response to IEDs did not follow a canonical shape in their patients with benign 

rolandic epilepsy (please refer to chapter 2 for a detailed description of neurovascular coupling and 

hemodynamic response). Such variability in the hemodynamic response may complicate the 

interpretation of EEG-fNIRS data and decrease the localization accuracy using IEDs. Although 

many methods have been applied for fMRI to account for the patient-specific hemodynamic 

response shape in BOLD signals, similar work has never been done for fNIRS. Whether a simple 

but robust model can be proposed for fNIRS data processing remains to be investigated. 

1.4 Objectives, hypotheses and research work overview 

The general objective of this Ph.D. project is to (1) confirm the usefulness of EEG-fNIRS in 

detecting the hemodynamic response to IEDs and in localizing the epileptic focus in a relatively 

controlled setting, e.g. the epilepsy monitoring unit, with chronic drug-refractory epileptic patients; 

(2) support the understanding of the complex oxygenation process and network associated with 

IEDs in focal epilepsy. 

Two individual objectives are stated below with corresponding hypotheses. 

Objective 1: Based on the EEG-fNIRS data collected from a relatively large number of patients, 

provide a preliminary assessment of the sensitivity and the specificity in detecting the 

hemodynamic response (hemoglobin) to IEDs and in localizing the epileptic focus region.  

Hypothesis 1-1: Both the local and the remote hemoglobin concentration changes associated with 

IEDs can be detected using multichannel EEG-fNIRS with a large head coverage. 

Hypothesis 1-2: The local hemodynamic response to IEDs follows the neurovascular coupling 

mechanism during normal cortical processing, and thus has a similar shape to the canonical 

hemodynamic response function. 

Article 1: Peng, K., Nguyen, D.K., Tayah, T., Vannasing, P., Tremblay, J., Sawan, M., Lassonde, 

M., Lesage, F., and Pouliot, P., fNIRS-EEG study of focal interictal epileptiform discharges. 

Epilepsy Research, 108(3), 491–505, 2014. 

Objective 2: Develop and implement new analysis methods to process EEG-fNIRS data that model 

the patient-specific variations in the shape of the hemodynamic response function to IEDs. 
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Hypothesis 2-1: The shape of the hemodynamic response function to IEDs varies across time, 

patients and brain regions. Besides, the relation between IEDs and the associated hemodynamic 

response is not linear if very frequent IEDs are present. 

Hypothesis 2-2: Compared with a canonical hemodynamic response function, including a 

hemodynamic response function that is specific to a patient in data analysis improves the ability of 

EEG-fNIRS in detecting the brain regions activated by IEDs as well as in localizing the epileptic 

focus site. 

Article 2: Peng, K., Nguyen, D.K., Vannasing, P., Tremblay, J., Lesage F., and Pouliot P., Using 

patient-specific hemodynamic response function in epileptic spike analysis of human epilepsy: a 

study based on EEG-fNIRS, NeuroImage, 126, 239–255, 2016. 

In parallel, auxiliary collaborative work during this thesis have led to other publications: 

Review article on the literature of using multi-channel EEG-fNIRS to study focal seizures and IEDs 

in human epilepsy, co-written by four authors:  

Peng, K., Pouliot, P., Lesage, F., and Nguyen, D.K., Multi-channel continuous EEG-fNIRS 

recording of focal seizures and interictal epileptiform discharges in human epilepsy: a review, 

NeuroPhotonics, 3(3), 031402, 2016. 

Article on assessing the possibility of using combined continuous wave fNIRS and time resolved 

spectroscopy (TRS) to monitor cortical tissue oxygen saturation variations during language 

production on epileptic patients, for which I designed the experiment protocol, participated in the 

data acquisition as well as performed the data analysis and interpretation: 

Peng, K., Kassab, A., Nguyen, D.K., Auger, H., Dehaes, M., Hoge, R., Lesage F., and Pouliot P., 

Observing cortical tissue oxygen saturation variations during language production on patients with 

epilepsy using combined functional near infrared spectroscopy and time resolved spectroscopy, in 

preparation. 

Article on the study of cortical hemodynamic changes during status epilepticus, for which I 

analyzed the EEG-fNIRS data related to IEDs:  

Kassab, A., Peng, K., Tremblay, J., and Nguyen, D.K., Clinical application of functional near 

infrared spectroscopy in epileptic patients in the intensive care, in preparation.  
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This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief literature review on neurovascular 

coupling during normal cortical processing, as well as the application of current functional 

neuroimaging techniques in human epilepsy study. Chapter 3 briefly introduces the diffuse optical 

imaging basis, and describes the methodology of this study in details (including both the hardware 

setup and the data analysis). In chapter 4 and chapter 5, two published papers are fully included to 

address the first two individual objectives. General discussions and conclusions of the entire study 

are provided in chapter 6 and 7 respectively.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Neurovascular coupling and hemodynamic response function 

Neurovascular coupling describes the relationship between local neural activity and the subsequent 

changes in cerebral blood flow (Huneau et al., 2015). It is considered as the basis of many 

functional neuroimaging techniques, e.g. fNIRS, which rely on this coupling to infer underlying 

neural activity from observed hemodynamic changes (Liao et al., 2013). This section gives a brief 

review of the neurovascular coupling and hemodynamic response during normal cortical 

processing. However, as stated in section 1.3, it should be noted that the coupling is likely to be 

altered in many pathologies (Girouard and Iadecola, 2006), including epilepsy (Schwartz, 2007). 

Therefore, understanding the link between epileptic events and their hemodynamic response 

remains a vital area of research (Voges et al., 2012). 

Various cellular processes of neurons consume energy, in terms of the adenosine 5'-triphosphate 

(ATP) (e.g. reestablishing resting membrane potential or recycling neurotransmitters). ATP is first 

synthesized by anaerobic glycolysis, but is mostly provided through mitochondrial oxidative 

phosphorylation in glucose metabolism, a process which requires a constant supply of both oxygen 

and glucose (Sperlágh and Vizi, 1996; Surin et al., 2012). Therefore, when a brain region is 

activated, e.g. by a stimulus, it poses extra demand on the need of oxygen and glucose, and thus 

triggers an increase in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) which is responsible to deliver those 

two energy substrates. However, as the increase in blood flow is more coupled with glucose 

consumption (Paulson et al., 2010), the loss in oxygen is actually overcompensated, leading to a 

net increase of regional oxygen concentration. This process can be explicitly described by the 

emerging model of the oxygen response (Heeger and Ress, 2002) with the following three phases: 

1- increased neural activity triggers an increase in oxygen consumption, resulting in a temporary 

decrease in local oxygen concentration (HbO ↓, HbR ↑); 2- after a delay of one to two seconds, a 

large increase in rCBF triggered by the same neural activity overcompensates the consumption of 

oxygen, and significantly increases the ratio of local HbO concentration to HbR concentration 

(HbO ↑, HbR ↓); 3- the ending of the oxygenated blood oversupply gradually brings the 

concentration of both HbO and HbR to the baseline level. For example, figure 2.1A depicts the 
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hemodynamic response (hemoglobin and blood flow) measured on 7 healthy subjects (Desjardins 

et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 2.1: Hemodynamic response measured on 7 healthy subjects using fNIRS (for HbO, HbR 

and HbT) or diffuse correlation spectroscopy (for CBF) (Desjardins et al., 2009). 

Considering the vascular bed within a small volume of tissue as an expandable compartment (e.g. 

the balloon model), the vasodilation of the venules and veins during the perfusion of extra blood 

flow also causes an increase in regional cerebral blood volume (rCBV) (Buxton et al., 2004, 1998) 

which can be reflected by the increase in the concentration of total hemoglobin (HbT) in Figure 

2.1 under the widely accepted hypothesis of constant hematocrit (Boas et al., 2003; Hoge et al., 

2005; Lloyd-Fox et al., 2010).  

These changes in HbR concentration and in rCBV produce variations in the blood-oxygenation-

level-dependent (BOLD) signals, the most common functional image signal that can be depicted 

with a BOLD-functional magnetic resonance imaging (BOLD-fMRI) system (Arthurs and 

Boniface, 2002; Buxton et al., 1998). Different methods have been applied to propose a function, 

namely the hemodynamic response function (HRF), that represents a typical shape of the BOLD 

response to the neural activity of an impulse stimulus, e.g. using Poisson function (Friston et al., 

1994), Gaussian function (Rajapakse et al., 1998), or Gamma-variate function (Friston et al., 1998; 

Worsley et al., 2002). Figure 2.2 depicts the shapes of the Gamma HRF (Cohen, 1997), the Glover 

HRF (Glover, 1999) and the SPM canonical HRF (Friston et al., 2007) modelled for BOLD-fMRI. 
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Figure 2.2: Depiction of the Gamma HRF, the Glover HRF and the SPM canonical HRF modelled 

for BOLD signals, reproduced from Lu et al., (2006). 

As seen in Figure 2.2, an HRF for BOLD signals retains a shape that starts with a significant 

positive peak within 4 to 6 seconds after the stimulus, normally followed by a relatively smaller 

negative nadir (the “undershoot”) that can persist for as long as 30 seconds (Friston et al., 2007). 

While the positive peak is a result mainly of the decrease in HbR in the second phase of the 

emerging model introduced above, the “undershoot” corresponds to a situation in the third phase 

that the blood volume returns to baseline more slowly than blood flow, leading to an increase in 

local HbR concentration (Buxton et al., 1998). Moreover, it should also be noted that some studies 

have also reported a decrease (1-2s) of the BOLD signal shortly after the stimulus onset but prior 

to the normal peak increase (Ernst and Hennig, 1994; Hu et al., 1997; Malonek and Grinvald, 1996; 

Menon et al., 1995; Yacoub and Hu, 2001), especially when operating at high static magnetic field 

strengths (e.g. > 3 Tesla) (Uludag, 2010; Uludağ et al., 2009). This decrease is denoted as the 

“initial dip”, and is believed to reflect the transient mismatch between the increased metabolism 

and the CBF increase (i.e. the first phase in the emerging model) (Hu and Yacoub, 2012). However, 

the dip is small is not always presented in the observation (Buxton, 2001; Lindauer et al., 2001). 

2.2 Current functional neuroimaging techniques for human epilepsy 

The presurgical evaluation of a patient with epilepsy first includes the application of structural 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), a preferred technique to determine the extent of an 
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epileptogenic lesion as well as the relation of the lesion to eloquent cortex (Duncan et al., 2016). 

However, recent reports estimated that more than 20% of patients with refractory focal epilepsy 

are “MRI-negative” (or “nonlesional”), meaning that no distinct lesion can be recognized on their 

MRI images (Bien CG et al., 2009; Oertzen et al., 2002; Téllez-Zenteno et al., 2010). On some 

other patients, the structural findings may also be discordant with their clinical semiology (Castro 

et al., 2008; Rysz et al., 1998). In this case, functional mapping of epileptic activities needs be 

considered.  

2.2.1 Electroencephalography 

The most utilized (and the earliest) functional neuroimaging technique to directly visualize 

abnormal neural activities is to perform a multichannel electroencephalography (EEG) recording 

(Swartz, 1998). During the scan, an array of electrodes are placed along the scalp to continuously 

record voltage fluctuations resulting from ionic current within the neurons (Sheehy, 1984) at a 

relatively high temporal resolution (from 250Hz up to 20,000Hz). Focal epileptiform abnormalities 

can be clearly distinguished from background on EEG (Grigg-Damberger and Foldvary-Schaefer, 

2012), e.g. interictal discharges (IEDs) show brief (20-200ms) asymptomatic paroxysmal EEG 

transients while ‘ictal’ discharges (seizures) are sudden focal rhythmic activity with characteristic 

pattern of evolution (with respect to amplitude, frequency and spatial extent) lasting at least several 

seconds. A routine EEG of 20-30 minutes is able to capture IEDs in approximately 50% of epileptic 

patients (Salinsky et al., 1987). Performing repetitive routine EEG sessions or a sleep EEG session 

can further increase the possibility of observing IEDs to nearly 70% of the patients (Doppelbauer 

et al., 1993; Liporace et al., 1998). In circumstances when seizures need to be recorded, long-term 

video-EEG monitoring is conducted (Ghougassian et al., 2004). 

EEG plays an important role in epilepsy management. First of all, EEG helps in epilepsy diagnosis 

and in determining seizure types, and thereby in choosing AED medication and predicting 

prognosis (Binnie and Stefan, 1999; Smith, 2005). Second, for focal epilepsy, EEG has been 

confirmed as a useful tool in the localization of the epileptic focus area (Plummer et al., 2008). For 

example, with a relatively dense array of electrodes (128 channels) mounted over the patient’s 

head, Michel et al. (2004) correctly localized the epileptogenic zone for more than 90% of their 

patients (44 in total) with interictal data. Especially, with intracranial EEG (icEEG), electrodes can 

be placed either on the exposed surface of the brain to record electrical activity from the cerebral 
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cortex (a technique called “electrocorticography” (ECoG)) (Kuruvilla and Flink, 2003; Lachaux et 

al., 2003; Miller et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2014), or within the desired brain areas (called 

stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG)) (Alomar et al., 2016; Bechtereva and Abdullaev, 2000; 

Gonzalez-Martinez and Lachhwani, 2014; Kratimenos et al., 1993; Thivard et al., 2006), to avoid 

signal attenuation from extracerebral layers and to improve spatial resolution. Thanks to its high 

sensitivity and specificity (Blount et al., 2008; Hill et al., 2012), icEEG is currently considered as 

the “gold standard” for delineating the epileptic focus region (Blount et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 

2013; Zumsteg and Wieser, 2000). Furthermore, spatial analysis of EEG signals in the time and 

frequency domain enables studies into the functional connectivity network in epilepsy (Panzica et 

al., 2013; Rotondi et al., 2016; Sargolzaei et al., 2015; Wendling et al., 2009). Finally, research has 

been conducted to assess the possibility of using EEG signals for automatic seizure onset detection 

or prediction (Ahammad et al., 2014; Minasyan et al., 2010; Mporas et al., 2015; van Mierlo et al., 

2014), see Ramgopal et al. (2014) for a recent review. 

The limitations of EEG are obvious. Intracranial EEG is invasive, limited in both sampling time 

and area, and at risk for possible complications such as bleeding or infection (Blount et al., 2008; 

Zhang et al., 2013). For scalp EEG, its signal is attenuated (sometimes even cancelled) by soft 

tissues/bone and frequently degraded by muscle artifacts, which decreases its sensitivity in 

detecting epileptic events (Lieb et al., 1976), especially in identifying the earliest moments of a 

seizure (Devinsky et al., 1989; Spencer et al., 1985). To generate enough potentials to be detected 

by a scalp electrode, a large area of the cortex has to be activated synchronously, often of the order 

of a few square centimeters (Smith, 2005). Moreover, EEG monitoring does not provide 

information on blood volume and oxygenation which could help evaluate the metabolic impact of 

seizures or IEDs. 

2.2.2 Magnetoencephalography 

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a functional neuroimaging technique that is able to 

noninvasively measure the weak magnetic fields associated with intracellular current flow within 

neurons at a high spatiotemporal resolution (Cohen, 1968; Hämäläinen et al., 1993). Compared 

with scalp EEG, one of the major advantages of MEG is that its signal is less affected by distortion 

from the skull and intervening soft tissue (Ray and Bowyer, 2010). The main clinical use of MEG 

in epilepsy is to detect and localize the source of pathological activity in patients, usually the IEDs 
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(Albert et al., 2014; Englot et al., 2015; Ray and Bowyer, 2010; Tovar-Spinoza et al., 2008). 

However, MEG source localization was also reported to be successful for some patients with 

seizures (Eliashiv et al., 2002; Fujiwara et al., 2012; Tanaka et al., 2004) or on resting-state data 

(Krishnan et al., 2015). Previous studies involving a relatively large number of patients reported 

that the accuracy of epileptic focus localization with MEG might potentially be close to that of 

icEEG, the “gold standard”, provided that sufficient IEDs are present in the recording (Lau et al., 

2008; Papanicolaou et al., 2005; Stefan et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2013). For 

example, Papanicolaou et al., (2005) performed focus localization on 41 patients (29 with temporal 

lobe epilepsy and 12 with extratemporal temporal lobe epilepsy) with both MEG and icEEG but 

did not see statistical difference between the percentages of patients correctly localized with MEG 

(56%) and icEEG (54%). Recent development of sophisticate algorithms that is able to perform 

colocalization based on combined MEG-scalp EEG data may further improve its accuracy (Aydin 

et al., 2015, 2014; Stefan, 2010). 

However, MEG often has poor sensitivity in recording paroxysmal activity within the mesial 

structures of the brain, as magnetic fields associated with medial discharges are likely to decay 

rapidly (Shigeto et al., 2002). Furthermore, MEG is not suitable for long-term recording, making 

it challenging to record seizures (although not impossible) (Baumgartner et al., 2000; Knowlton, 

2008). 

2.2.3 Combined EEG-fMRI 

Unlike EEG and MEG, BOLD-fMRI provides indirect measures of neural activity by detecting the 

hemodynamic changes associated with them (Faro and Mohamed, 2006). BOLD-fMRI works 

based on the different magnetic properties of the HbR and HbO molecules (i.e. HbR is 

paramagnetic while HbO is diamagnetic) (Goebel, 2007). According to the neurovascular coupling, 

increased neural activity triggers a subsequent increase in rCBF (please refer to section 2.1). The 

increase in rCBF overcompensates the consumption of oxygen and reduces local HbR 

concentration, leading to an increase of the BOLD signal (activation) (Berman et al., 2006; Cohen 

and Bookheimer, 1994). Conversely, a decrease in CBF increases local HbR concentration and 

produces a decreasing BOLD response (deactivation) (Gold and Lauritzen, 2002; Tomasi et al., 

2006).  
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Combined EEG-fMRI enables the observation of BOLD signal changes related to epileptic events 

at a high spatial resolution (Cunningham et al., 2008; Moeller et al., 2013; van Graan et al., 2015). 

With a general linear model (GLM) that assumed a canonical HRF, it was shown that EEG-fMRI 

was able to locate brain regions that correlated with IEDs on 70% to 80% of the patients (Grouiller 

et al., 2011; Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006). Regarding focus localization, several studies have 

confirmed the potential of EEG-fMRI (Gotman et al., 2006; Lemieux et al., 2001; Moeller et al., 

2009; Pittau et al., 2012a). For example, on some patients, fMRI was able to locate significant 

BOLD response related to IEDs that was close to the icEEG-defined epileptogenic zone (Vulliemoz 

et al., 2011). Recently, a localization accuracy of 64% was reported by Pittau et al. (2012a) based 

on their observations on 33 patients who had IEDs during EEG-fMRI scan. 

EEG-fMRI also helps predict surgical outcome in the presurgical evaluation of a patient (An et al., 

2013; Coan et al., 2015; Thornton et al., 2010a; van Houdt et al., 2013). Previous work suggested 

that resecting a brain region that does not include the area presenting significant IED-correlated 

BOLD signal usually results in a poor surgical outcome, while conducting surgery where the area 

of maximal BOLD signal change is concordant with resection is more likely to lead to postsurgical 

seizure-freedom (An et al., 2013; Thornton et al., 2010a). 

Using EEG-fMRI to investigate epileptic network is another important application in epilepsy 

(Gotman, 2008; Kobayashi et al., 2006a; Leite et al., 2013). IED-related studies revealed complex 

and specific propagation network of the hemodynamic changes associated with focal IEDs (An et 

al., 2015; Fahoum et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2014; Vulliemoz et al., 2009). Besides, it was also shown 

that epileptic discharges affect the default mode network, which may explain the reduction in 

consciousness level and cognitive reserve during epilepsy (Centeno and Carmichael, 2014; 

Fahoum et al., 2013; Pittau et al., 2012b). 

Although less common, EEG-fMRI has also been applied to map seizure-related hemodynamic 

changes and has yielded promising results, e.g. in focus localization (Sierra-Marcos et al., 2013) 

and in seizure network study (Moeller et al., 2010), see Chaudhary et al. (2013) for a recent review. 

However, EEG-fMRI generally has difficulties in recording seizures as they are unpredictable and 

rarely occur at the exact moment of scanning (Di Bonaventura et al., 2006). The difficulty in 

recording seizures with fMRI is exacerbated by the fact that small patient movements during a 

seizure (which is very likely) can have a severely negative effect on data quality (Gotman et al., 
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2006; Hajnal et al., 1994), in which case complex artifact removal analysis is required (Donaire et 

al., 2009; LeVan et al., 2010; Thornton et al., 2010b). 

2.2.4 Ictal Single photon emission computed tomography 

Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is a technique that is able to provide three-

dimensional (3D) imaging of the dynamic changes in rCBF (Groch and Erwin, 2000; Livieratos, 

2012). Gamma-emitting radiotracers are first injected into the patient’s body through bloodstream, 

and are irreversibly trapped in the tissue compartment instantly after they cross the blood-brain 

barrier. Therefore, the distribution of the radiotracers is considered to be proportional to the 

cerebral perfusion seconds after the tracer injection, and is able to be maintained for a few hours 

which permits subsequent image acquisition (Fougère et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2011). 

Ictal SPECT identifies the epileptic focus region based on the fact that the increase in rCBF from 

baseline (i.e. the hyperperfusion)  is at its maximum at the site of seizure origin (Goffin et al., 2008; 

Van Paesschen, 2004). Early analysis showed good sensitivity for ictal SPECT localization (> 

80%) (Devous et al., 1998; Spanaki et al., 1999). Furthermore, a recent multimodal neuroimaging 

technique called subtraction ictal SPECT coregistered to MRI (SISCOM) combines the 

information from ictal SPECT and structural MRI, and shows its advantage in recognizing the 

extent of epileptogenic zone or discovering potential epileptogenic regions (Brinkmann et al., 2000; 

Lee et al., 2011; Newey et al., 2013; O’Brien et al., 2004, 1998; So, 2000). Concordant localization 

results with SISCOM and with other localization modalities might indicate favorable postsurgical 

outcome (Ahnlide et al., 2007; Kudr et al., 2013; von Oertzen et al., 2011). 

Compared with the high sensitivity, the localization specificity of ictal SPECT is lower (~70%), 

especially with extratemporal lobe epilepsies (Newton et al., 1995; Weil et al., 2001). In a SPECT 

scan, the time for the radiotracers to be injected, to travel to the brain, and to be fixed in the brain 

tissue normally takes more than 40 seconds (Van Paesschen, 2004). Therefore, ictal SPECT can 

rarely discriminate between the seizure onset zone and areas receiving propagated activity (Fougère 

et al., 2009; Paesschen et al., 2003). Ictal SPECT is now used more along with other imaging 

modalities (e.g. icEEG) to assist in the formulation of an epileptogenic zone localization, rather 

than being used to determine a resection directly (Duncan et al., 2016; Lascano et al., 2016). 
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2.2.5 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography 

Positron emission tomography (PET) is similar to SPECT in terms of its use of radioactive tracers 

and detection of gamma rays (Bailey et al., 2005; Livieratos, 2012), but has a relatively higher 

spatial resolution and better signal contrast (Kim et al., 2011; Spencer, 1994). The 18F-

fluorodeoxyglucose, an analogue of glucose, is often selected as the radiotracer (FDG-PET). 

Therefore, the distribution of FDG in the brain tissue reflects cerebral metabolism (Fougère et al., 

2009; Lee et al., 2001), which is also an indirect measure of neural activity. However, in epilepsy, 

FDG-PET is normally applied in the interictal period due to a long tracer uptake time (>30 min), 

which is significantly longer than averaged seizure duration (Kim et al., 2011; Sager et al., 2011). 

The basis of FDG-PET in focus localization is that epileptogenic zone of focal epilepsies usually 

shows interictal hypometabolism (Engel, 1988; Savic et al., 1997). FDG-PET was reported to be 

most sensitive in localizing the epileptic focus for temporal lobe epilepsies (Fougère et al., 2009; 

Rathore et al., 2014; Spencer, 1994), with its sensitivity comparable to ictal SPECT (>80%) 

(Drzezga et al., 1999; Gok et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2011; Won et al., 1999). Moreover, FDG-PET 

helps select good surgical candidates. Patients showing unilateral temporal hypometabolism 

ipsilateral to the EEG foci normally have a higher possibility of achieving postsurgical seizure 

freedom (Kim et al., 2011; Willmann et al., 2007). 

FDG-PET suffers from low localization specificity. Sites showing cerebral hypometabolism might 

distribute much wider than the actual epileptogenic zone (Duncan et al., 2016), making it difficult 

to decide the precise extent of the area to be resected if only an FDG-PET image is presented 

(Sarikaya, 2015). Besides, FDG-PET is a single snapshot that lacks temporal information, which 

is a disadvantage shared with SPECT. 

2.2.6 Combined EEG-fNIRS 

Except for EEG, none of the techniques reviewed above is suitable for long-term recording for 

several reasons including cost, availability, safety and portability, which may be addressable by 

fNIRS. In past decades, different groups have assessed the clinical potential of EEG-fNIRS as an 

auxiliary method of epilepsy diagnosis (Adelson et al., 1999; Arca Diaz et al., 2006; Buchheim et 

al., 2004; Cooper et al., 2011; Haginoya et al., 2013, 2002; Jeppesen et al., 2015; Munakata et al., 

2004; Pellegrino et al., 2016; Rizki et al., 2015; Roche-Labarbe et al., 2008; Seyal, 2014; Shuhaiber 
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et al., 2004; Singh et al., 2014; Slone et al., 2012; Sokol et al., 2000; Sokoloff et al., 2015; Steinhoff 

et al., 1996; Villringer et al., 1994; Vinette et al., 2015; Wallois et al., 2009; Watanabe et al., 2002, 

2000; Yücel et al., 2014a), summarized in Table 2.1. In these works, the hemodynamic effects of 

epileptic events (mostly seizures) were preliminarily investigated in adults, children and neonates. 

Early studies revealed heterogeneous patterns of oxygenation changes that might be specific to 

seizure types (Adelson et al., 1999; Haginoya et al., 2002; Sokol et al., 2000; Steinhoff et al., 1996; 

Villringer et al., 1994). For example, Villringer et al. reported cerebral blood volume increases 

concordant with seizure origin in three patients with presumed extratemporal epilepsy (Villringer 

et al., 1994), while a reproducible deoxygenation was also observed over the frontal lobe by 

Steinhoff et al. on two patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (Steinhoff et al., 1996). Sokol 

et al. studied 8 patients with drug refractory temporal epilepsy using fNIRS and showed distinct 

patterns of cerebral oxygenation for complex partial seizures and for rapidly secondarily 

generalized complex partial seizures (Sokol et al., 2000). Haginoya et al. studied various types of 

pediatric epileptic seizures with fNIRS in 15 children and reported heterogeneous CBV changes 

depending on seizure types (convulsions, absence, tonic status epilepticus, and infantile spasms) 

(Haginoya et al., 2002). These initial observations suggested the utility of fNIRS in epilepsy 

research but did not make direct progress towards evaluating its preclinical value for focus 

lateralization or localization because of the limited number of subjects, the use of a single fNIRS 

channel (frequently affixed to the hairless skin overlying the frontal cortex to avoid hair 

contamination) distant from the seizure focus, heterogeneity in seizure types, and/or lack of clear 

confirmation of the epileptogenic zone. One pioneer fNIRS study on focus lateralization was 

carried out by Watanabe et al. in 2002, where they performed bihemispheric sampling of brain 

hemodynamics and correctly lateralized the focus for 28 of the 29 patients (Watanabe et al., 2002). 

Their recent work on mesial temporal lobe epilepsy presented four successful focus lateralization 

cases when using HbO changes as the index (Rizki et al., 2015). However, the behavior of other 

chromophores was not discussed and information on remote changes was not elaborated. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of the literature on EEG-fNIRS in human epilepsy (Other groups) 

Work  Number 

of patients  

Number of 

channels 

Epilepsy type and event Major contributions 

Villringer et 

al. (1994)  

3 1 Focal seizure (extratemporal) Increases in blood volume and HbO concentration 

were found over the presumed epileptic focus 

region. 

Steinhoff et 

al. (1996)  

2 1 Focal seizure (temporal) Reproducible cerebral deoxygenation was detected 

in the ipsilateral frontal cortex. 

Adelson et 

al. (1999)  

3 1 Focal seizure (foci not specified) A perfusion-metabolism mismatch was observed 

during seizures. 

Sokol et al. 

(2000)  

8 1 Focal seizure (temporal) Complex partial seizures and rapidly secondarily 

generalized complex partial seizures showed 

distinct pattern of cerebral oxygenation. 

Watanabe et 

al. (2000)  

12 8-24 Focal seizure (10 temporal, 2 

parietal) 

In all 12 cases, rCBV increased rapidly on the focus 

side after partial seizure onsets. 

Haginoya et 

al. (2002)  

15 1 Cryptogenic or symptomatic, 

generalized or focal, seizure 

Heterogeneous CBV changes were reported 

depending on seizure types. 

Watanabe et 

al. (2002) 

29 8-24 Focal seizure (25 temporal, 2 

frontal, 2 parietal) 

Significant hyper-perfusion on the side of seizure 

foci was observed in 96% of cases (28/29).  

Buchheim 

et al. (2004)  

3 1 Generalized seizure (absence)  Absence seizures were associated with a decrease 

in HbO and an increase in HbR over the frontal 

cortex.  

Munakata et 

al. (2004)  

3 24 Generalized seizure (West 

syndrome) 

An increase in rCBV occurred in multiple areas 

during clusters of spasms. 
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Table 2.1 (Continued) Summary of the literature on EEG-fNIRS in human epilepsy (Other groups) 

Work  Number 

of patients  

Number of 

channels 

Epilepsy type and event Major contributions 

Shuhaiber 

et al. (2004) 

1 2 Focal seizure (frontal) Seizures produced a progressive decline and wide 

fluctuations in regional oxygen saturation (rSO2) on 

the side ipsilateral to the focus.  

Arca Diaz 

et al. (2006) 

1 2 Focal seizure (frontal) Fluctuations in rSO2 were observed in bilateral 

frontal regions during concurrent seizures. 

Roche-

Labarbe et 

al. (2008)  

6 1 Generalized seizure  Generalized spike-and-wave discharges were 

related to complex oxygenation changes in frontal 

areas. 

Wallois et 

al. (2009) 

1 2 Focal seizure (temporal, neonatal 

seizures) 

Seizure-like discharges induced increases first in 

HbR, then in HbO and HbT. An undershoot was 

seen only for HbR. 

Cooper et 

al. (2011) 

4 Up to 60 Generalized seizure (neonatal 

seizures) 

Transient hemodynamic events identified were 

associated first with an increase followed by a rapid 

decrease of HbO concentration. 

Slone et al. 

(2012)  

5 2 Focal seizure (temporal) A decrease in HbO, HbT and oxygen saturation 

(SO2) were observed in the frontal lobe up to 15 min 

before the seizure onset. 

Sato et al. 

(2013) 

1 48 Focal seizure (frontal) Increased cerebral blood flow was seen in the 

seizure onset zone after the onset of a 

supplementary motor area seizure, with rapid 

propagation to adjacent areas. 

Seyal 

(2014)  

6 1 Focal seizure (temporal) Preictal SO2 increase was observed in the frontal 

lobe, followed by periictal SO2 decrease and 

postictal increase.  
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Table 2.1 (Continued) Summary of the literature on EEG-fNIRS in human epilepsy (Other groups) 

Work  Number 

of patients  

Number of 

channels 

Epilepsy type and event Major contributions 

Singh et al. 

(2014) 

1 58 Neonatal seizures High amplitude HbO, HbR and HbT increased prior 

to extended decreases were seen to be associated 

with all seven electrographic neonatal seizures. 

 

Yücel et al. 

(2014a) 

 

2 

 

6-7 

 

Focal seizure 

 

An increase in HbO, HbT, blood flow and 

metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) was located 

over the epileptic focus region during seizures. A 

subsequent deoxygenation phase was also seen for 

one seizure. 

Jeppesen et 

al. (2015) 

15 2 Focal seizure (10 temporal, 3 

frontal, 1 parietal, 1 unspecified) 

NIRS-measured hemoglobin concentration changes 

in the frontal lobe during seizures may not be 

suitable as biomarkers for seizure detection. 

Rizki et al. 

(2015) 

4 44 Focal seizure (mesial temporal) EEG-fNIRS captured HbO increases during 

seizures in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy, which 

could be used to lateralize the epileptic focus side. 

Sokoloff et 

al. (2015) 

11 2 Neonatal seizures Neonatal seizures were associated with reduced 

rSO2 on both hemispheres. 

Vinette et 

al. (2015) 

4 2 Focal seizure (3 temporal, 1 

central) 

Slowly varying changes in hemodynamics might 

precede epileptic seizures. 

 

Pellegrino 

et al. (2016) 

 

9 

Up to 8 

emitters 

and 16 

detectors 

 

Focal IED (3 frontal, 3 temporal, 2 

occipital, 1 parieto-occipital) 

An HbO response to IEDs was observed over the 

presumed focus region for 8 patients. The response 

was long-lasting, often bilateral and patient-specific 

in its shape. 
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Table 2.2 Summary of the results of our group using EEG-fNIRS in human epilepsy 

Work  Number 

of patients  

Number of 

channels 

Epilepsy type and event Major contributions 

 

Nguyen et 

al. (2012) 

 

3 

 

95-120 

 

Focal seizure (temporal) 

An initial HbO increase with an HbR decrease was 

first observed in the focus area. Long complex 

partial seizures were associated with a subsequent 

HbR increase while HbO continued to increase or 

even decreased. Similar hemodynamic profile was 

seen over the region contralateral to the focus area. 

 

Nguyen et 

al. (2013) 

 

9 

 

44-203 

 

Focal seizure (frontal) 

 

Over the seizure focus, an initial concentration 

increase for HbO and HbT from baseline to peak 

was noted, followed by a gradual decline to a 

plateau or to the baseline. The behavior of HbR 

concentration was heterogeneous. Similar changes 

in HbO, HbR and HbT were seen in homologous 

contralateral region, albeit of lower amplitudes. 

Pouliot et 

al. (2014) 

9 (3 had 

seizures) 

47-173 Focal seizure and IED (2 occipital, 

1 parieto-occipital) 

An HbR decrease associated with seizures was 

located in the focus region for 2/3 patients. For 

IEDs, an HbR decrease consistent with the focus 

region was seen on 6/7 patients. 

Machado et 

al. (2011) 

1 43 Focal IED (frontal) EEG-fNIRS showed an increase of CBV (HbO↑, 

HbR↓, HbT↑) spatially concordant with the 

presumed epileptic focus. 

Pouliot et 

al. (2012) 

3 100-150 Focal IED (1 left fronto-centro-

temporal, 1 right frontal, 1 left 

parieto-occipital) 

The hemodynamic response to IEDs contained 

significant second order inhibitive component in 

the case of numerous IEDs taking place in rapid 

succession.  
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In the past few years, the feasibility of applying an optical imaging technique in the study of the 

hemodynamic response to neonatal seizures has been explored by different groups (Cooper et al., 

2011; Singh et al., 2014; Sokoloff et al., 2015; Wallois et al., 2009), see also Wallois et al. (2010) 

for a review of early discoveries. Their recent results showed that the shape of the hemodynamic 

changes associated with neonate seizures might be distinct from the standard responses to 

functional stimulations on older children or adults. Since reading neonatal EEG can be extremely 

challenging, and performing SPECT, PET or fMRI on neonates is usually not possible due to 

ethical and technical restrictions (Wallois et al., 2009), their studies are remarkable in showing the 

potential of fNIRS for monitoring in neonatal intensive care units. 

Another particular interest of recent fNIRS work was in the observation of oxygenation variations 

preceding the EEG onsets of epileptic seizures. With EEG-fNIRS, two different groups observed 

preictal oxygenation changes over the frontal lobe prior to temporal lobe seizures (Seyal, 2014; 

Slone et al., 2012). Although a subsequent attempt of using fNIRS-measured hemoglobin 

concentration changes as biomarkers for seizure detection was unsuccessful (Jeppesen et al., 2015), 

this endeavor suggests a potential for fNIRS as a home monitoring seizure detection or prediction 

device. 

Some other studies focused on the application of recent fNIRS methodological improvements to 

epilepsy. For example, aiming at removing the movement artifact from clinical fNIRS recordings, 

Yücel and colleagues proposed to use collodion-fixed prism-based optical fibers which were 

eventually proven to be helpful in recovering the hemodynamic response to three epileptic seizures 

in their study (Yücel et al., 2014a). Serving the same purpose, data-based filtering techniques were 

also adapted into the analysis of long term fNIRS data (Vinette et al., 2015). In addition, efforts 

have been made by Machado et al. to provide an optimal fNIRS emitter/detector montage in IED 

studies to maximize sampling sensitivity over one or several brain regions (Machado et al., 2014). 

The personalized montage was used in their follow-up study of IEDs on 9 patients, in which an 

HbO response with a patient-specific shape was located over the epileptic focus region and 

sometimes over the unaffected contralateral area as well (Pellegrino et al., 2016).   

In summary, preliminary work of other groups confirms the clinical potential and usefulness of 

fNIRS: 1) it was seen as a robust tool to explore hemodynamics associated with seizures on adults, 

children and neonates; 2) studies of seizures indicated a potential for epileptic focus localization; 
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3) it can possibly be used to study preictal hemodynamic changes; 4) fNIRS hardware and software 

have steadily improved over the last few years and will most likely continue to improve, which 

may in turn benefit future clinical studies. 

Our group has been trying to complement the current research paradigm by recording from more 

channels (typically 100-150) to reconstruct 2-dimensional (2D) topographic images of activations 

with much larger brain coverage. The relatively large number of channels ascertained complex 

local and remote oxygenation changes associated with focal seizures in a fair number of patients. 

Our work on temporal lobe seizures (Nguyen et al., 2012), frontal lobe seizures (Nguyen et al., 

2013) and posterior seizures (Pouliot et al., 2014) confirms that continuous EEG-fNIRS can indeed 

detect hemodynamic changes during focal seizures. In most cases, we observed an increase in HbO 

but more heterogeneous behavior of HbR (usually decreased, sometimes unchanged or even 

increased) over the epileptic focus region. These changes can last much longer than the EEG 

evidence of seizure activity. In addition, early complex hemodynamic changes outside the focus 

were frequently observed, notably in contralateral homologous areas but also in more remote 

regions as seizures evolve. In summary, the hemodynamic changes associated with epileptic 

seizures are more complex than previously thought, and can sometimes complicate the focus 

localization process.  

On the other hand, our group also published the first studies that showed a clinical potential of 

EEG-fNIRS in studying the hemodynamic response to focal IEDs (Machado et al., 2011; Pouliot 

et al., 2014). For example, on a 10 year-old boy with right frontal lobe epilepsy, Machado et al. 

(2011) observed a significant HbO increase and an HbR decrease temporally synchronized with 

IEDs and spatially concordant with the presumed epileptic focus region. With careful modeling, 

(Pouliot et al., 2012) also showed that the hemodynamic response is associated with significant 

inhibitive nonlinearities when numerous IEDs take place in rapid succession, and that modeling 

this nonlinear contribution helped to obtain the concordant localization of the epileptic focus with 

fMRI for some patients (Pouliot et al., 2012). However, due to the limited number of patients 

involved in these studies, the overall sensitivity and the specificity of using the fNIRS-measured 

hemodynamic response to IEDs in activation detection and in focus localization were not estimated. 
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CHAPTER 3 THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 

This chapter first gives a brief introduction of the theory of light propagation in diffused media. 

The rest of this chapter covers the hardware setup as well as the data analysis pipeline that were 

used in the two IED-related studies presented in chapter 4 and chapter 5. 

3.1 Brief introduction of diffuse optical imaging basics 

3.1.1 Forward modeling and inverse problem 

Photon transport in biological tissue can be equivalently simulated numerically with Monte Carlo 

method, or analytically modeled with the radiative transport equation (RTE) as follows (Durduran 

et al., 2010; Wang and Wu, 2007): 

1

𝑣

𝜕𝐿(𝑟,�̂�,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= −�̂� ∙ ∇𝐿(𝑟, �̂�, 𝑡) − 𝜇𝑡𝐿(𝑟, �̂�, 𝑡) + 𝑆(𝑟, �̂�, 𝑡) + 𝜇𝑠 ∫ 𝐿(𝑟, �̂�′, 𝑡)𝑓(�̂�, �̂�′)𝑑�̂�′4𝜋

0
 (3.1) 

The RTE is a differential equation describing the changes in the light radiance, 𝐿(𝑟, �̂�′, 𝑡) which is 

defined as the light power per unit area along the �̂� direction at the distance 𝑟 and time 𝑡. The first 

two terms in the right hand side of the RTE, −�̂� ∙ ∇𝐿(𝑟, �̂�, 𝑡) and −𝜇𝑡𝐿(𝑟, �̂�, 𝑡), represent the loss in 

light radiance due to beam divergence and light extinction (i.e. absorption and scattering), while 

the last two terms describe the energy incident from the light source 𝑆 and from light scattering 

from any direction �̂�′ into the direction �̂�. In the RTE, 𝑣 is the speed of light in the medium; 𝜇𝑠 is 

the scattering coefficient; 𝜇𝑡 = 𝜇𝑠 + 𝜇𝑎  where 𝜇𝑎  is the absorption coefficient; 𝑓(�̂�, �̂�′)  is a 

probability density function that represents the likelihood of light scattering from the direction �̂�′ 

into �̂� . The scattering coefficient 𝜇𝑠  and the scattering coefficient 𝜇𝑎  are respectively the 

reciprocals of the photon scattering length and the photon absorption length, which are defined as 

the typical distances traveled by a photon before it is scattered or absorbed. Both the scattering 

coefficient and the absorption coefficient are dependent on the wavelength of the light. 

Unfortunately, the RTE is quite complex and is difficult to solve (Rutily and Chevallier, 2006). In 

brain imaging, the RTE is often simplified into the diffusion equation (DE) for the photon fluence 

rate, 𝛷(𝑟, 𝑡), by assuming that brain tissue is highly diffusive, i.e. 𝜇𝑠 ≫ 𝜇𝑎 (Boas et al., 2004b). 

The DE is less accurate compared with Monte-Carlo methods or the RTE, but is more efficient in 

computation: 
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𝑣𝑆(𝑟, 𝑡) + ∇ ∙ 𝐷(𝑟)∇𝛷(𝑟, 𝑡) − 𝑣𝜇𝑎(𝑟)𝛷(𝑟, 𝑡) =  
𝜕𝛷(𝑟,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
        (3.2) 

where 𝐷 is the photon diffusion coefficient 𝐷 = 
𝑣

3(𝜇𝑎+𝜇𝑠
′)

≈
𝑣

3𝜇𝑠
′; 𝜇𝑎(𝑟) and 𝜇𝑠

′(𝑟) are the position 

dependent absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient. In diffuse optical imaging, the 

tissue is usually considered to be homogeneous, thus we have 𝜇𝑎(𝑟) =  𝜇𝑎, 𝜇𝑠
′(𝑟) =  𝜇𝑠

′ . Note that 

𝜇𝑠
′  differs from 𝜇𝑠  as 𝜇𝑠

′  incorporates 𝜇𝑠  and the anisotropy factor 𝑔, i.e. 𝜇𝑠
′ = (1 − 𝑔)𝜇𝑠  where 

𝑔 = < cos(𝜃) > is  the averaged cosine of the scattering angle 𝜃 for a single scattering event. This 

is because that light tends to scatter predominantly in the forward direction. Therefore, the typical 

distance traveled by a photon before its direction is randomized by scattering events is longer than 

the photon scattering length (thus 𝜇𝑠
′  < 𝜇𝑠, “reduced”). In summary, the DE explains the temporal 

changes in photon concentration in a unit volume (the right hand side) as the contribution from the 

source (the first term on the left hand side) plus the photons scattered into the volume (the second 

term) minus the photon loss due to absorption within the volume (the third term) (Buckley, 2011). 

The DE needs be solved to find the absorption and scattering properties of the tissue. This is known 

as the inverse problem, which is often ill-posed in real practice (Gibson et al., 2005). The reader is 

referred to other materials (e.g. Buckley (2011); Durduran et al. (2010); Wang and Wu (2007)) for 

a discussion of its theoretical solution under different boundary conditions, as such discussion is 

out of the scope of this thesis. In the context of NIRS, the main absorber of near infrared light is 

hemoglobin (HbO and HbR). Therefore, by using two or more wavelengths within the near infrared 

range (650nm to 950nm, e.g. 𝜆1 and 𝜆2), the absorption coefficient of each wavelength (𝜇𝑎) can be 

related to the HbO concentration, 𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑂 , and HbR concentration, 𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑅 , with the following 

extinction equations: 

{
𝜇𝑎(𝜆1) = 휀𝐻𝑏𝑂

𝜆1 𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑂 + 휀𝐻𝑏𝑅
𝜆1 𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑅

𝜇𝑎(𝜆2) = 휀𝐻𝑏𝑂
𝜆2 𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑂 + 휀𝐻𝑏𝑅

𝜆2 𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑅

    (3.3a) 

where 휀 is the extinction coefficient dependent on the type of hemoglobin and the wavelength of 

the near infrared light. The extinction coefficients of HbO and HbR corresponding to different light 

wavelengths have been measured in vitro and are available online (Prahl, 1998). 
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3.1.2 The differential pathlength approach 

Equation 3.3a also holds for relative values of hemoglobin concentration (Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑂 and Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑅) and 

absorption coefficients (Δ𝜇𝑎), i.e. 

{
Δ𝜇𝑎(𝜆1) = 휀𝐻𝑏𝑂

𝜆1 Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑂 + 휀𝐻𝑏𝑅
𝜆1 Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑅

Δ𝜇𝑎(𝜆2) = 휀𝐻𝑏𝑂
𝜆2 Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑂 + 휀𝐻𝑏𝑅

𝜆2 Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑅

   (3.3b) 

Therefore, if we are only interested in the temporal concentration changes of hemoglobin (rather 

than absolute values), we simply need to find the relative changes in absorption coefficients from 

the NIRS recordings. In this case, a much simpler differential pathlength approach can be applied 

using only the variations in the optical density (OD) of the detected light: 

Δ𝑂𝐷(𝜆, 𝑑, 𝑡) =  −ln(
𝛷(𝜆,𝑑,𝑡)

𝛷0(𝜆,𝑑)
)     (3.4) 

where 𝑑 is the distance of the NIRS source and detector (SD) separation; 𝛷 is the detected photon 

fluence at time 𝑡; 𝛷0 is the detected photon fluence during baseline. Three hypotheses are required 

here. First, the relative changes in absorption coefficients are much smaller than their baseline 

values, i.e. Δ𝜇𝑎 ≪ 𝜇𝑎0. Second, the absorption change is homogeneous along the light pathway 

within the tissue. Finally, the scattering change is negligible, i.e. Δ𝜇𝑠
′ ≈ 0. Under these hypotheses, 

the Taylor series can be used to expand the OD when a small change in absorption is present, for 

a certain wavelength of light and a certain SD separation (Durduran et al., 2010): 

𝑂𝐷(𝜇𝑎0 + Δ𝜇𝑎, 𝜇𝑠0
′ + Δ𝜇𝑠

′) ≈ 𝑂𝐷(𝜇𝑎0 + Δ𝜇𝑎, 𝜇𝑠0
′ ) ≈ 𝑂𝐷(𝜇𝑎0, 𝜇𝑠0

′ ) +
𝜕𝑂𝐷(𝜇𝑎0,𝜇𝑠0

′ )

𝜕𝜇𝑎
Δ𝜇𝑎 (3.5) 

Therefore, we have 

Δ𝑂𝐷(𝜆, 𝑑, 𝑡) = 𝑂𝐷(𝜇𝑎0 + Δ𝜇𝑎, 𝜇𝑠0
′ + Δ𝜇𝑠

′ , 𝜆, 𝑑, 𝑡) − 𝑂𝐷(𝜇𝑎0, 𝜇𝑠0
′ , 𝜆, 𝑑)

≈
𝜕𝑂𝐷(𝜇𝑎0, 𝜇𝑠0

′ , 𝜆, 𝑑)

𝜕𝜇𝑎
Δ𝜇𝑎(𝜆, 𝑡) = 𝑑𝑎(𝜆, 𝑑)Δ𝜇𝑎(𝜆, 𝑡) ≈ 𝑑 ∙ 𝐷𝑃𝐹(𝜆) ∙ Δ𝜇𝑎(𝜆, 𝑡) 

(3.6) 

The last step in equation 3.6 employs the modified Beer-Lambert Law (MBLL), which is an 

approximation that is currently widely applied in optical brain imaging (Delpy et al., 1988; 

Desjardins et al., 2012; Kocsis et al., 2006). 𝑑𝑎(𝜆, 𝑑) ≡  
𝜕𝑂𝐷(𝜇𝑎0,𝜇𝑠0

′ ,𝜆,𝑑)

𝜕𝜇𝑎
 is called the differential 

absorption pathlength. With the MBLL, 𝑑𝑎(𝜆, 𝑑) is expressed as the multiplication of the SD 
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distance 𝑑 and a differential pathlength factor (DPF) to account for the additional path travelled by 

the photons in the medium due to scattering events. The DPF is dependent on the light wavelength, 

and can be measured with additional instruments or computed with Monte Carlo simulations 

(Bonnéry et al., 2012; Chatterjee et al., 2015; Duncan et al., 1996).  

Note that equation 3.6 assumes the distribution of the small absorption change to be spatially 

uniform in the medium. However, if the change in light absorption is rather localized, equation 3.6 

leads to systemic underestimates for Δ𝜇𝑎 (and thus for the hemoglobin concentration change as 

well). This is defined as the partial volume effect in optical imaging. In this case, the DPF in 

equation 3.6 must be replaced with a corrected partial pathlength factor (PPF) that incorporates 

both the differential pathlength and the partial volume (Steinbrink et al., 2001; Strangman et al., 

2003): 

𝑃𝑃𝐹(𝜆) =
𝐷𝑃𝐹(𝜆)

𝑃𝑉𝐹(𝜆)
     (3.7) 

where 𝑃𝑉𝐹(𝜆)  is a wavelength-dependent partial volume factor (PVF). In the field of brain 

imaging with focal activations, a PVF of 40-60 is often applied (Boas et al., 2001; Strangman et 

al., 2003). 

Combining Equations 3.3b, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.7, we obtain the explicit form to derive hemoglobin 

concentration changes from detected OD variations: 

Δ𝑂𝐷(𝜆, 𝑑, 𝑡) =  −ln (
𝛷(𝜆,𝑑,𝑡)

𝛷0(𝜆,𝑑)
) = 𝑑 ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝐹(𝜆) ∙ (휀𝐻𝑏𝑂

𝜆 Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑂 + 휀𝐻𝑏𝑅
𝜆 Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑅)  (3.8) 

3.2 Multichannel EEG-fNIRS recording methods 

In the section above, we briefly review the theory relating light propagation properties to 

hemoglobin concentration when a single SD channel is used. However, in our recordings on 

epileptic patients, we employed more channels (typically 100 to 150) to reconstruct 2D topographic 

images of brain activations. This brings additional instrumental and methodological challenges 

which are introduced respectively in the following subsections. 

3.2.1 System setup and recording protocol 

In the two studies presented below (chapter 4 & chapter 5), we used a home-modified commercial 

fNIRS imaging system (ISS Imagent, Champaign, IL., USA). Helmets of different sizes were 
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designed to ensure a best-fit to a patient’s head. Recording hardware included 19 carbon EEG 

electrodes, 64 fibre sources and 16 fiber detectors mounted on the helmets. A detector was placed 

3 to 5 cm away from several adjacent sources, forming multiple optical Source-Detector (SD) 

channels (Figure 3.1A). Optode positions were then co-registered onto a 3D high-resolution 

anatomical MRI (obtained prior to EEG-fNIRS) using BrainSightTM (Rogue Research, Montreal, 

Canada) (Figure 3.1B). 3D coordinates of a SD channel were considered as the midpoint of its 

source and detector. In our studies, channel positions were intentionally arranged so that the 

covered area included the whole lobe with the pre-acknowledged epileptic focus, the corresponding 

contralateral lobe, and as much area from the other lobes as possible, especially on the suspected 

focus side. Two wavelengths on each side of the 800nm hemoglobin isosbestic point (i.e. the 

wavelength at which the absorption rates of HbR and HbO are equal) were used: 690 nm which is 

more sensitive to HbR and 830 nm which is more sensitive to HbO. Optical intensity information 

is collected by an ISS oximeter at 19.5Hz.  

 

Figure 3.1: (A) Example of helmet configuration in one simultaneous EEG-fNIRS recording on an 

epileptic patient (B) Co-registered optode distribution projected onto the scalp: sources/detectors 

are marked in blue/green respectively. 

EEG data were recorded at a sampling rate of 500 Hz using a Neuroscan Synamps 2TM system 

(Compumedics, Charlotte, NC., USA), and were then band-pass filtered between 0.1 Hz and 100 

Hz to remove instrumental noise and other artificial disturbances. The electrocardiogram (EKG) 

of the patient was also plotted.  
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After installation of the helmet, multiple sessions (typically 15 min each) of simultaneous EEG-

fNIRS recording were performed for each patient. During recordings, the patient was simply asked 

to sit comfortably and relax in a dark room. After the acquisition, the EEG data of the patient were 

reviewed offline by certified clinical neurophysiologists. Seizure-onset and seizure-offset times, 

defined respectively as the earliest and latest clinical or electrographic evidence of seizure activity, 

were marked directly on the EEG along with IEDs using Analyzer 2.0 (Brain Products, Gilching, 

Germany). Physiological data (e.g. the heartbeats) were also marked on the EKG and are semi-

automatically filtered. 

3.2.2 Data processing and statistical analysis 

The data processing was carried out with our in-house Matlab (MathWorks, USA) toolbox, namely 

nirs10, which is based on statistical parametric mapping 8 (SPM8) (Friston et al., 2007) and NIRS-

SPM (Jang et al., 2009; Ye et al., 2009).  

For each patient, the anatomical MRI image was segmented to obtain a grey matter layer, from 

which four 2D cortical projections (frontal, dorsal, right and left) were extracted. The positions of 

fNIRS optodes on the standard SPM8 anatomical atlas were then mapped back to these 

topographical projections of the patient’s grey matter layer. 

The optical data of each SD channel were first transferred into hemoglobin concentration changes 

using the MBLL (equation 3.8). The DPFs for the two near infrared wavelengths (690nm & 830nm) 

were calculated based on the empirical law derived by Duncan et al. (1996). However, the age 

factor was not considered in our computation of the DPF, due to a recent study from our group in 

which they confirmed that the difference in DPF between young and old adults was not statistically 

significant (Bonnéry et al., 2012). A PVF of 50 was used in the first two studies of this thesis 

(reported in chapter 4 and chapter 5). The extinction coefficients of HbO and HbR corresponding 

to the near infrared light of 690nm and 850nm were referred from Prahl (1998). Relative changes 

in HbT concentration were obtained by adding together HbO and HbR concentration changes (i.e. 

Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑇= Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑂 + Δ𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑅). 

After converting optical data into hemoglobin concentration changes, a first challenge was to 

interpret these changes, i.e. to separate the hemodynamic response to epileptic events from noise 

and other systemic physiological signals (e.g. heartbeats, respiration or Mayer wave). In our study, 
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this was addressed by employing a general linear model (GLM) which decomposes the detected 

hemoglobin concentration change into a linear combination of the expected hemodynamic response 

to epileptic or physiological events plus an error term: 

𝒀 = [𝑋1 𝑋2 …𝑋𝑃] × [𝛽1 𝛽2 … 𝛽𝑃]𝑇 + 𝝐 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝝐   (3.9) 

𝒀 is an M by N matrix where each column contains the M points of the recorded hemoglobin 

concentration change time course of one channel (thus N channels in total); 𝑋𝑝  is an M by 1 

regressor vector denoting the expected hemoglobin concentration response to a certain of event 

(epileptic or physiological, P regressors in total); 𝛽𝑝 is an N by 1 vector of regression coefficients 

corresponding to 𝑋𝑝; 𝝐 is an M by N noise term. The GLM is considered as a standard analysis 

method in the detection of brain activation with BOLD-fMRI (Friston et al., 2007; Monti, 2011; 

Worsley and Friston, 1995), and has been adapted to fNIRS studies (Koh et al., 2007; Plichta et al., 

2007; Schroeter et al., 2004; Ye et al., 2009) thanks to the similar physiological basis as well as the 

comparable experimental designs between fMRI and fNIRS. In our GLM for one session of 

recording, we included a regressor for each type of epileptic event marked in our EEG traces (i.e. 

seizures and/or different types of IEDs, e.g. left temporal lobe IED and right temporal lobe IED for 

a patient with bilateral temporal lobe epilepsy), a heartbeat rate regressor derived from our EKG 

recordings and a constant regressor. For each type of epileptic event, the expected hemoglobin 

concentration response (i.e. the regressor) was formulated by convolving the time and duration of 

the events (also marked on EEG data) 𝑢 with a basis function, normally an HRF:  

𝑋𝑝 = ∫ ℎ(𝛿)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝛿)𝑑𝛿
+∞

−∞
     (3.10) 

where ℎ is the selected HRF.  

For all channels, the estimated regression coefficients �̂� and the error covariance matrix 𝑪 were 

derived from the GLM (equation 3,9) with least squares estimation (Ye et al., 2009): 

�̂� = (𝑿𝑇𝑿)−1𝑿𝑇𝒀      (3.11) 

𝑪 = 𝜮⨂{(𝑿𝑇𝑿)−1𝑿𝑇𝑽((𝑿𝑇𝑿)−1𝑿𝑇)𝑇}𝑃×𝑃 ≡ 𝜮⨂𝑪𝛽   (3.12) 

where 𝑽  is the temporal autocorrelation in the recorded hemoglobin data 𝒀 ; ⨂  denotes the 

Kronecker product; 𝜮 is the common error variance matrix of all channels (N by N) as follows:  
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𝜮 =

[
 
 
 
𝜎1

2 0 ⋯ 0

0 𝜎2
2 ⋯ 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 0 𝜎𝑁

2]
 
 
 
     (3.13) 

Suppose that the 𝑝0th regressor 𝑋𝑝0
 is from an event of interest, the next step is to conduct a 

hypothesis test for the corresponding coefficient 𝛽𝑝0
 to test whether 𝑋𝑝0

 can explain the variance 

in 𝒀 at a stastically significant level. However, in order to reconstruct 2D topographic maps of 

brain activations, such statistical test needs to be performed at pixel-level of the four 2D cortical 

projections (rather than at the channel level), which thus requires spatial interpolation of the 

channel-wise regression coefficients �̂� and the error covariance matrix 𝑪. A central difficulty here 

is that the sparse and irregular spatial distribution of fNIRS recordings (unlike the dense 

measurements from fMRI) breaks the basic assumption of homogeneous Gaussian random field 

model in the conventional spatial analysis of functional signals. This problem has been addressed 

in Ye et al. (2009) by proposing an inhomogeneous interpolation kernel 𝑲, and analyzing the 

interpolated fNIRS statistics with the inhomogeneous Gaussian random field theory. By 

incorporating their contributions, we were able to conduct a t-statistical test on the interpolated 

regression coefficient at every pixel b, �̂�𝑝0
𝐾𝑏, of each of the four 2D projections, testing the null 

hypothesis that the interpolated hemoglobin concentration change at the pixel b is not correlated 

with the expected hemodynamic response to the 𝑝0th event, i.e. �̂�𝑝0
𝐾𝑏 = 0, with the following t-

statistic and effective degrees of freedom (EDoF) (Ye et al., 2009): 

𝑡𝑝0,𝑏 =
�̂�𝑝0𝐾𝑏

√𝛴𝑏𝐶𝑝0

       (3.14) 

𝐸𝐷𝑜𝐹 = 
tr(𝑹𝑽)2

tr(𝑹𝑽𝑹𝑽)
     (3.15) 

where 𝛴𝑏  is the element in 𝑲𝑇𝜮𝑲 corresponding to the pixel b; 𝐶𝑝0
 is the 𝑝0th element in the 

diagonal of 𝑪𝛽 in the equation 3.12, 𝑪𝛽 = (𝑿𝑇𝑿)−1𝑿𝑇𝑉((𝑿𝑇𝑿)−1𝑿𝑇)𝑇; 𝑹 = 𝑰 − 𝑿(𝑿𝑇𝑿)−1𝑿𝑇𝒀 

is the residual forming matrix; tr() denotes the trace operator. The portion of the brain tissue within 

the pixel b on the 2D map is considered to be activated by the event of interest 𝑋𝑝0
, if the absolute 

value of its t-statistic is large enough that it cannot be a result of the type I error (see below). The 

detailed derivation of the 𝑡𝑝0,𝑏 and 𝐸𝐷𝑜𝐹 is well documented in the publications from the authors 

of NIRS-SPM (Tak and Ye, 2014; Ye et al., 2009), and thus is not repeated here. 
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The temporal autocorrelation matrix of fNIRS data 𝑽  was estimated through the precoloring 

procedure (Worsley and Friston, 1995; Ye et al., 2009). We applied a temporal smoothing process 

to the fNIRS data prior to the GLM estimation. The smoothing kernel was considered to be strong 

enough to “washout” the intrinsic autocorrelation in the original hemoglobin concentration data. 

Therefore, the new temporal autocorrelation matrix 𝑽 is obtained by: 

𝑽 = 𝑺𝑇𝚲𝑺 ≈ 𝑺𝑇𝑺     (3.16) 

where 𝚲 is the (unknown) intrinsic autocorrelation matrix; 𝑺 is the temporal smoothing kernel. 

For each of the four 2D projections, as t-tests were done at each pixel (which means that tens of 

thousands of hypothesis tests were performed simultaneously), methods to control the familywise 

error rate (FWER) need to be considered. The current version of nirs10 integrates the Lipschitz-

Killing curvature based expected Euler characteristics (EC) threshold from NIRS-SPM (Li et al., 

2012), which is based on the fact that the probability of a family-wise error can be approximated 

by the expected EC at a high threshold.  

Finally, in the case that multiple EEG-fNIRS sessions were conducted on a patient, a “patient-

level” analysis was also performed following the individual analysis of each session. By a 

precision-weighted average of the sessions (Tak and Ye, 2014; Ye et al., 2009), the patient-level 

analysis intended to pool the information from all the recorded sessions. Therefore, for a regressor 

of interest 𝑋𝑝0
, the t-statistic at each pixel b was calculated at the second level across the estimated 

regression coefficients �̂�𝑝0
𝐾𝑏 of different sessions. 

Below we plot a flowchart of our data processing and statistical analysis pipeline (Figure 3.2) and 

briefly explain each module below. 

(1) fNIRS data preprocessing: 

 Noisy channel removal. This module removes noisy/saturated channels on the median of a 

channel-wise rolling standard derivation measure. 

 Baseline normalization: Through this module, the detected light intensity of a channel is 

normalized to its median value (𝑂𝐷 → ∆𝑂𝐷).  
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Figure 3.2 Flowchart of EEG-fNIRS data processing and statistical analysis pipeline using the nirs10 toolbox
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 Downsampling: If needed (e.g. for a long recording session of 60 minutes or more), the 

light intensity variations are then downsampled. Low pass filtering is performed prior to 

the downsampling process according to the Nyquist theorem. 

 Hb transformation: The light intensity data of all the channels are transformed to HbO and 

HbR concentration changes using the MBLL (∆𝑂𝐷 → ∆𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑂, ∆𝐶𝐻𝑏𝑅). 

 PCA and high pass filtering: A principal component analysis (PCA) procedure is applied 

to the hemoglobin concentration change timecourses of all the channels. This is based on 

the assumption that movement (such as sudden jumps affecting most channels) and other 

artifacts such as large physiological responses are common to all channels but unrelated to 

the IED response. One component with the most variance is removed in this module. A 4th 

order Butterworth high pass filter is also applied with the cutoff frequency at 0.01Hz. 

 Temporal smoothing: We smooth the hemoglobin concentration change data by applying a 

low pass filter with the shape of the SPM8 canonical HRF. The full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) is about 4 s wide. Under a simplifying assumption that the shape of the SPM8 

canonical HRF is not too different from a Gaussian function, the cutoff frequency f is related 

to the FWHM by f = 2.36/FWHM, or about 0.6 Hz. 

(2) EEG recording processing: 

 Marker generation: A sequence of time and duration is generated for each type of epileptic 

event (if present) according to the markers of the neurologists on EEG. A heartbeat rate 

vector is also generated from EKG and is carefully reviewed. 

 Temporal convolution: The sequences (of time and duration) of each type of epileptic event 

are linearly convolved with a selected HRF to obtain the expected hemodynamic response 

to these events. 

(3) Structural MRI image processing: 

 Head segmentation: The structural MRI image of a patient’s head is segmented into the 

following six layers: white matter, grey matter, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), skull, scalp and 

air. Four 2D cortical projections (frontal, dorsal, right and left) are extracted from the grey 

matter layer. 
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 Coregistration: The positions of all fNIRS optodes (sources and detectors) are mapped 

automatically to the four cortical projections of the patient’s grey matter layer. The 

coordinates of an fNIRS channel are obtained by mapping the midpoint of its corresponding 

source and detector onto the cortex. 

 Manual adjustment: If the automatic coregistration is not perfect for some optodes, minor 

manual adjustment is allowed. The positions of all the optodes should correspond to the 

photo taken on the patient during the actual EEG-fNIRS recording. 

(4) Statistical analysis 

 General linear model: The hemoglobin concentration changes of all the channels and the 

expected hemodynamic responses to epileptic or physiological events are aligned with a 

general linear model. The regression coeffients for all regressors and the error variance are 

estimated with least square method.  

 Spatial interpolation: For each recording session, the estimated regression coefficients and 

error variance are interpolated to the four 2D projections using an inhomogeneous 

interpolation kernel. 

 FWER threshold calculation (Session-level): With the EC correction method, a t-value 

threshold is calculated for each of the four 2D projections to control the false positive rate 

on the corresponding contrast map. 

 Statistical parametric mapping (Session-level): A t-statistical test is conducted at each pixel 

of the four 2D projections. After applying the session-level FWER threshold, the t-statistics 

are rendered onto the projected grey matter layer. 

 Precision-weighted averaging: The session-level estimated regression coefficients of all the 

sessions are weighted over error variance for a second-level statistic test. 

 FWER threshold calculation (Patient-level): The EC method seems to be a bit too restrict 

for the number of the sessions is usually limited for one patient. In the current version of 

nirs10, a 2D peak false discovery rate (pFDR) correction is applied for the patient-level t-

statistic correction (see chapter 4). 
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 Statistical parametric mapping (Patient-level): A t-statistical test is conducted at each pixel 

of the four 2D projections using the estimated regression coefficients of all sessions as data 

samples. After applying the session-level FWER threshold, the patient-level t-statistics are 

rendered onto each of the four projected grey matter layer. 
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CHAPTER 4 ARTICLE #1: FNIRS-EEG STUDY OF FOCAL 

INTERICTAL EPILEPTIFORM DISCHARGES 

Ke Peng1, Dang Khoa Nguyen2, Tania Tayah2, Phetsamone Vannasing3, Julie Tremblay3, 

Mohamad Sawan1, Maryse Lassonde3,4, Frédéric Lesage1,5, Philippe Pouliot1,5 

1 Département de génie électrique, École Polytechnique de Montréal, C.P.6079, Succ. Centre-ville, 

Montréal, Qc, Canada H3C3A7; 2 Service de neurologie, Hôpital Notre-Dame du CHUM, 1560 

Rue Sherbrooke Est, Montréal, Qc, Canada H3L4M1; 3 Centre de recherche, Hôpital Sainte-

Justine, 3175 Chemin de la côte-Sainte-Catherine, Montréal, Qc, Canada H3T1C5; 4 Centre de 

recherche en neuropsychologie et cognition, Département de psychologie, Université de Montréal, 

Montréal, Qc, Canada H3C3J7; 5 Institut de cardiologie de Montréal, Centre de recherche, 5000 

Rue Bélanger Est, Montréal, Qc, Canada H1T1C8 

This article addresses the first objective of this thesis, which is to provide estimates for the 

sensitivity and the specificity in detecting the hemodynamic response to IEDs and in localizing the 

epileptic focus region, with a GLM-based approach. This article has been published in Epilepsy 

Research in 2014 (Peng et al., 2014). 

4.1 Abstract 

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) acquired with electroencephalography (EEG) is a 

relatively new non-invasive neuroimaging technique with potential for long term monitoring of the 

epileptic brain. Simultaneous EEG-fNIRS recording allows the spatio-temporal reconstruction of 

the hemodynamic response in terms of the concentration changes in oxyhemoglobin (HbO) and 

deoxy-hemoglobin (HbR) associated with recorded epileptic events such as interictal epileptic 

discharges (IEDs) or seizures. While most previous studies investigating fNIRS in epilepsy had 

limitations due to restricted spatial coverage and small sample sizes, this work includes a 

sufficiently large number of channels to provide an extensive bilateral coverage of the surface of 

the brain for a sample size of 40 patients with focal epilepsies. Topographic maps of significant 

activations due to each IED type were generated in four different views (dorsal, frontal, left and 

right) and were compared with the epileptic focus previously identified by an epileptologist. 
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After excluding 5 patients due to the absence of IEDs and 6 more with mesial temporal foci too 

deep for fNIRS, we report that significant HbR (respectively HbO) concentration changes 

corresponding to IEDs were observed in 62% (resp. 38%) of patients with neocortical epilepsies. 

This HbR/HbO response was most significant in the epileptic focus region among all the activations 

in 28%/21% of patients. 

Keywords: Focal epilepsy; fNIRS; NIRS-SPM; EEG; Interictal epileptic discharges 

4.2 Introduction 

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a promising functional imaging approach to 

monitor brain activity (Jöbsis, 1977). Since hemoglobin is the main absorber of near-infrared (NIR) 

light (wavelengths in the range from 650 nm to 900 nm), fNIRS is capable of recording the 

concentration changes in deoxy-hemoglobin (HbR), oxy-hemoglobin (HbO) and total hemoglobin 

(HbT, which is a proxy for regional cerebral blood volume (rCBV)) in the human brain using their 

spectroscopic properties (Delpy and Cope, 1997; Desjardins et al., 2012). Application of fNIRS to 

epilepsy research is of interest as it offers the potential for long-term non-invasive and high 

temporal resolution hemodynamic imaging, with perhaps more flexibility in experimental setup 

including lower cost and portability (Irani et al., 2007; Lareau et al., 2011; Lloyd-Fox et al., 2010). 

With electroencephalographic (EEG) signals simultaneously acquired with fNIRS, the 

hemodynamic changes associated with epileptiform events such as interictal epileptiform 

discharges (IEDs) and seizures can be investigated. Using a high number of channels for extended 

spatial coverage, our group has recently shown the potential of fNIRS to accurately detect 

hemodynamic changes associated with focal seizures, localize the epileptic focus and characterize 

the complex local and remote oxygenation changes occurring during such events (Nguyen et al., 

2013, 2012). However, because seizures are random and seldom occur during EEG-fNIRS testing, 

we sought to determine if IEDs captured during these long recordings could also provide useful 

localization information, as IEDs have been shown to be highly correlated with seizures and are 

also considered as fundamental components contributing to epileptogenesis (Gotman, 2008; 

Gotman et al., 2006; Staley and Dudek, 2006).  

Although IEDs are more easily captured during recordings than seizures and generally not 

associated with movement artifacts, they are associated with a weaker neurovascular response than 

seizures, which poses additional methodological challenges. In a preliminary investigation, we 
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previously showed the feasibility of recording the hemodynamic response due to IEDs with EEG-

fNIRS (Machado et al., 2011). There we found a spatially concordant increase in rCBV at the 

epileptogenic focus on one patient with focal epilepsy, and on three more in (Pouliot et al., 2012) 

where concordance with EEG-fMRI was investigated. Here, we extend the results of this work to 

a larger dataset of forty patients. Our main objectives are to investigate the distribution of 

activations associated with IEDs and to evaluate the preclinical value of using only EEG-fNIRS 

data for focus localization. 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Simultaneous EEG-fNIRS recording 

Forty patients with refractory focal epilepsy investigated for potential epilepsy surgery underwent 

continuous EEG-fNIRS recording at the Optical Imaging Laboratory of Saint-Justine Hospital. The 

study was approved by the Ethics Committees of Sainte-Justine and Notre-Dame Hospitals and 

informed consents were obtained from all subjects. Most EEG-fNIRS studies were performed 

while patients were admitted for video-EEG monitoring as part of their presurgical evaluation, at 

which time anticonvulsants were frequently reduced or tapered for clinical purposes. An 

epileptologist was available at all times to ensure patient safety. In addition to video-EEG 

monitoring, the comprehensive presurgical evaluation included ictal single photon computed 

tomography (iSPECT), positron emission tomography (PET), anatomical brain magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) and magnetoencephalography (MEG). When needed, an intracranial EEG study 

was performed. Localization of the most plausible epileptic focus region was carried out by an 

epileptologist (DKN) based on multimodal analysis of clinical, electrophysiological, structural and 

functional imaging data as it is usually done in major epilepsy centers for the purpose of epilepsy 

surgery. Basically, one looked for congruency among clinical semiology analysis, location of scalp 

interictal and ictal EEG findings, location of the epileptogenic lesion on MRI when present, 

activations during iSPECT, source localizations by MEG, findings from intracranial EEG 

recordings when available. The epicenter of the epileptic focus was then transposed onto the 3D 

brain. The extent of the epileptic focus was arbitrarily set as a 30mm radius sphere around this 

epicenter. 
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A detailed description of the EEG-fNIRS recording process can be found in Nguyen et al. (2012). 

Briefly, custom helmets for different head sizes were designed to mount 64 fibered light sources 

and up to 16 detectors, as well as 19 carbon EEG electrodes onto the patient heads. For each patient, 

optode and electrode positions were co-registered onto a 3-D high resolution anatomical MRI 

image (obtained previously) using the BrainSight software (Rogue-Research, Montreal, Canada). 

The EEG was recorded at 500Hz with a Neuroscan Synamps 2TM system (Compumedics, USA). 

A band-pass filter between 0.1Hz and 100Hz was applied to remove instrumental noise and other 

artificial disturbances. The fNIRS data was captured simultaneously using a multi-channel Imagent 

Tissue Oximeter (ISS Inc., Champaign, IL, USA). The oximeter employed a frequency-domain 

method which implied that light sources are intensity modulated over time at 110MHz. Optical 

channels, consisting of one fiber source and one detector that could see several sources, were 

usually three to five centimetres apart to ensure sensitivity to cortical tissue. Two different 

wavelengths were used in recordings, one at 690nm which is more sensitive to HbR and the other 

one at 830nm which is more sensitive to HbO, and were both recorded through multiple optical 

channels (115±39 channels per subject). The channel positions were intentionally arranged so that 

the covered area would include the whole lobe that contained the most probable epileptic focus, 

the contralateral lobe, and as much area as possible of the other lobes. The DC light intensity probed 

by detectors was sampled at a frequency of 19.5Hz. Two to twelve consecutive sessions (or “runs”) 

of typically 15 minutes each were recorded for each patient. During the recordings, the patient was 

simply asked to sit comfortably in a chair and relax. IED regressors and possible seizure regressors 

were marked offline on the EEG trace using Analyzer 2.0 (Brain Products GmbH, Germany) by a 

certified clinical neurophysiologist (TT) and reviewed by an epileptologist (DKN). For the 12 

patients who had more than one type of IEDs, these were divided in distinct IED types (e.g.1. right 

temporal spikes and left temporal spikes in some patients with bi-temporal lobe epilepsy; e.g.2. 

right frontal spikes and diffuse spike and wave from secondary bilateral synchrony in some other 

patients). IEDs of each type were only analyzed if they occurred frequently enough (>1/200 Hz, 

i.e. at least 18 IEDs per hour). From the recorded electrocardiogram, a heartbeat rate regressor was 

derived and manually checked to correct inaccuracies. 
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4.3.2 Data Processing 

The fNIRS data was processed with a Matlab (MathWorks, USA) toolbox developed in-house, 

called nirs10 (available upon request), based on SPM8 (Friston et al., 2007) and NIRS-SPM (Jang 

et al., 2009; Ye et al., 2009). Channels with source-detector separation greater than 6 cm or with 

standard deviation greater than 10% of the mean were removed right away and were not included 

in channel counts presented later on, following Nguyen et al. (2013, 2012). Concentration changes 

of HbR and HbO were obtained from light intensity using the modified Beer-Lambert Law. 

Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on NIRS data and, following data inspection, 

one component with the most variance was removed, to reduce movement such as sudden jumps 

affecting most channels as well as other artifacts such as large physiological responses, common 

to all channels, and presumed unrelated to the IED response. Concentration changes were then 

high-pass filtered with an infinite response 4th order Butterworth filter at 0.01Hz, and low-pass 

filtered using a filter with the shape of the canonical SPM8 hemodynamic response function (HRF).  

The hemoglobin concentration changes Y for each channel were fitted by a general linear model 

(GLM), namely a decomposition of the response variable Y into a linear combination of 

explanatory variables iX  plus an error term  ,   XY . The design matrix X contained one 

regressor for each IED type, and several additional confound regressors included only as 

confounds, i.e. to remove variance in the data, and not further studied in this work: regressors for 

all seizure-like events, a heart rate regressor and a constant. The IEDs were treated as brief 

impulsions of equal amplitude and their contribution to the design matrix was calculated by 

convolving their timing with a canonical HRF (Friston et al., 1998). The pre-coloring method (Ye 

et al., 2009) was used to add known correlated noise, as in (Pouliot et al., 2012). 

4.3.3 Coregistration and contrasts 

For each patient, an anatomical MRI was segmented into six different layers (air, scalp, skull, CSF, 

grey matter and white matter). The grey matter layer was used to extract six two-dimensional 

cortical projections. The three-dimensional position of each channel was projected onto these two-

dimensional topographic maps, of which 4 views were considered: dorsal, frontal, left and right 

views. Two-dimensional contrast maps for each IED type were finally generated by interpolation 

of the amplitudes, , of the hemodynamic responses for the four views, as well as for each session 
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of each patient. Patient-level analysis followed the analysis of each session as a way to pool the 

information from all the recorded sessions. As in Ye et al. (2009), this was done by a precision-

weighted average of the session contrast maps.  

There is evidence that during IEDs a compensatory increase in rCBV in the focus region could be 

expected, concomitantly with a decrease in local HbR and an increase in local HbO and HbT, to 

provide extra oxygen supply to the epileptic tissue (Geneslaw et al., 2011; Penfield and Jasper, 

1954; Saito et al., 1995; Suh et al., 2006). Thus at each location on 2D maps, a hemodynamic 

response to IEDs was called “standard”, or non-inverted, if the response at that location was a 

negative change for HbR, or a positive change for HbO/HbT.  

One-tailed t-statistic maps (T-maps) were obtained for each IED type, testing the null hypothesis 

that the HbR did not decrease (resp. that HbO or HbT did not increase), with the other IED types 

considered as potential confounds. 

Assuming a p-value of 0.05, the patient-level significance of the hemodynamic responses to IEDs 

was decided upon a peak False Discovery Rate (pFDR) correction. A rigorous implementation of 

pFDR for NIRS is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, the following heuristic procedure was 

used (denoted as 2D-pFDR): 1- a list was made of the uncorrected p-values of the pixels at the 

local peaks on the 2D contrast map of the view of interest. This view (usually left or right, 

sometimes dorsal) was chosen to best cover the location of the most frequent IED type. 2- Only 

those peaks which surpassed a first height threshold were then sent to the FDR-BH algorithm 

(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), where their p-values were treated as coming from independent 

tests. Here we chose u>2.5 as this first threshold as in Chumbley et al. (2010). This procedure 

produced a new height threshold which was then applied to the whole 2D T-maps of all the views 

to finally control the false positive rate of all pixels. 

4.3.4 Sensitivity & specificity definition 

The most plausible epileptic focus region, which was represented as a 30mm radius sphere around 

the epicenter of each patient, was also projected onto the four 2D views. The overlap between the 

projected focus and the patient-level statistical maps of activations could thus be assessed. The 

sensitivity and specificity, calculated separately on HbR maps or on HbO/HbT maps, were defined 

as follows: For each patient, a positive was decided for sensitivity if the epileptic focus region 
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overlapped a non-inverted significant “standard” hemodynamic response. A positive was decided 

for specificity if the change in HbR/HbO in the epileptic focus region was the most significant 

among the other significant HbR/HbO clusters, and thus would lead to a successful identification 

of the epileptic focus region. An observed hemoglobin concentration change was said to be the 

most significant if it occupied a larger area on the cortex than any other standard response all over 

the brain, or if it contained a higher maximum statistical score in case the areas of two or more 

clusters were very close in size. Specificity was set to negative if sensitivity was negative. 

4.4 Results 

Forty patients with drug-resistant epilepsy underwent an EEG-fNIRS study (26 males; mean age 

33; range 10-62). Three of the forty patients (#19, #22, #34) were excluded as very few IEDs were 

detected on EEG recordings (#22, #34: no IED was captured; #19: only 1 IED was captured during 

a 15-minute recording); another (#17) was excluded because fNIRS optodes were not covering the 

epileptic focus due to technical problems, a fifth one (#37) was excluded because focus localization 

was clinically uncertain despite extensive multimodal evaluation. Subsequent data analysis was 

undertaken on the remaining 35 patients.   

Table 4.1 provides the type and total number of IEDs that were recorded for each patient. 

According to conventional anatomy, each hemisphere of the brain was divided into four major 

lobes: Frontal (F), Temporal (T), Parietal (P) and Occipital lobes (O). Among the 35 remaining 

patients, 29 patients (83%) suffered from neocortical epilepsy while 6 patients had a mesial 

temporal focus. 

Because EEG-fNIRS can only sample the superficial cortex, data was examined separately between 

patients with neocortical epilepsies and mesial temporal lobe epilepsies (MTLE). For neocortical 

epilepsy, the markings of significant (p<0.05, 2D-pFDR corrected) concentration changes in HbR 

are depicted in Table 4.2, while the markings for HbO and HbT can be found in Appendix (Table 

4.3). For MTLE, the results for all the chromophores are provided in Appendix (Table 4.4). In these 

tables, an up arrow ↑ (down arrow ↓) indicates that an increase (resp. a decrease) in the 

concentration of the hemoglobin was observed in the corresponding locations of the contrast maps. 

A double arrow sign ↑↑ or ↓↓ means that the given activation was recognised as being the most 

significant. 
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Table 4.1 Types and total numbers of IEDs identified on EEG recordings 

Neocortical Epilepsy 

 

# 

 

Focus 

 

IED Type (Number) 

Number 

of 

Channels 

Number 

of 

Sessions 

Recording 

Time(min) 

 

# 

 

Focus 

 

IED Type (Number) 

Number 

of 

Channels 

Number 

of 

Sessions 

Recording 

Time(min) 

1 R F(polar) R F (105) 28 5 81 24 R F(IFG) R FC (298) 135 4 60 

2 R P R P (605) 49 2 35 25 L F(SFG+MFG) L FC (1023) 203 7 100 

3 L F(SFG+MFG) L (865) 45 5 76 26 L T(PostMTG+ITG) L T (1424) 152 5 72 

4 L F(MFG) L CP (3283) 53 7 102 27 R T R T (1128), L T (138) 144 6 87 

5 L T(PostSTG+MTG) L T (72) 57 2 19 28 L OrbitalF, L F(IFG) L T (1969), L F (279) 132 8 120 

 

7 

 

R F(IFG) 

R FT (2302) 

biD R>L (6) 

biF R>L (15) 

 

134 

 

4 

 

54 

 

29 

 

R F(IFG) 

 

R F (1541) 

 

92 

 

4 

 

60 

8 R F(IFG+MFG) R F (238) 94 8 129 30 L O L TO (1157) 107 3 45 

 

10 

R F(IFG) 

R INS 

biF R>L (1317), biF 

L>R (524) 

F (115) 

 

73 

 

7 

 

100 

 

31 

 

R OrbitalF, RF aINS 

 

R FT (494) 

 

129 

 

4 

 

60 

 

11 

L T(STG), L INS 

L F(IFG) 

 

L T (305) 

 

127 

 

7 

 

107 

 

33 

 

R F(IFG), R aINS 

 

R F (103) 

 

142 

 

7 

 

106 

 

12 

L T(STG) 

L F(IFG), L INS 

 

L (16) 

 

135 

 

1 

 

15 

 

35 

R T(PostMTG+ITG) 

L T 

R T (389) 

L T (23) 

 

146 

 

6 

 

90 

 

13 

 

L T(PostMTG+STG) 

 

L T (97) L F (153) 

 

146 

 

12 

 

181 

 

36 

 

L aINS, L F(IFG) 

L FT (1088), L F (5) 

BiF L>R (1450) 

 

144 

 

4 

 

50 

15 R INS R T (63) 106 6 84 38 R T(PostITG), R O R T (666), R FT (530) 106 6 83 

16 R F(SFG), R PreCG R C (3377) 174 3 47 39 R F(SFG), R SMA Cz (550) 121 5 70 

21 R F(IFG) R F (781) 141 6 83 40 L PreCG L F (117) 140 9 135 

23 L F(SFG+MFG) L FCP (1210) 118 5 38       

Mesial Temporal Lobe Epilepsy 

 

# 

 

Focus 

 

IED Type (Number) 

Number 

of 

Channels 

Number 

of 

Sessions 

Recording 

Time(min) 

 

# 

 

Focus 

 

IED Type (Number) 

Number 

of 

Channels 

Number 

of 

Sessions 

Recording 

Time(min) 

 

6 

L T(mesial) 

R T(mesial) 

L T (242) 

R T (577) 

 

68 

 

3 

 

41 

 

18 

 

L T(mesial) 

 

L F (74), L T (44) 

 

133 

 

6 

 

83 

9 R T(mesial) R T (148), R FT (34) 61 6 90 20 L T(mesial) L FT (159) 153 10 143 

 

14 

R T(mesial) 

L T(mesial) 

R T (43) 

L T (1148) 

 

150 

 

11 

 

156 

 

32 

 

L T(mesial) 

 

L T (249), L CP (6) 

 

101 

 

5 

 

74 

Abbreviations: L: Left; R: Right; F: Frontal; T: Temporal; P: Parietal; O: Occipital; C: Center; SFG: Superior frontal gyrus; MFG: Middle frontal 

gyrus; IFG: Inferior frontal gyrus; CG: Central gyrus; STG: Superior temporal gyrus; MTG: Middle temporal gyrus; ITG: Inferior temporal gyrus; 

Post: Posterior; INS: Insular; aINS: anterior insular; SMA: Supplementary motor area.  
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4.4.1 EEG-fNIRS response in neocortical epilepsies versus mesial temporal 

lobe epilepsies 

4.4.1.1 Neocortical epilepsies 

Detailed results from Patient #36 and Patient #7 are presented below to illustrate the analytical 

procedure, followed by a summary of results from all the 29 patients with a neocortical focus.   

• Illustrative case 1 (Patient #36):  

This 36 year-old man with pharmacoresistant predominantly nocturnal seizures had an epileptic 

focus in the left inferior frontal gyrus confirmed by MEG (Figure 4.1A), intracranial EEG and a 

good surgical outcome following epilepsy surgery (Engel II; follow-up 3 years). 144 fNIRS and 

19 EEG channels provided a full coverage of bilateral frontal lobe, temporal lobe and central areas 

(Figure 4.1B). Three types of IEDs were identified from four sessions with a total recording time 

of 50 min (Figure 4.1C): 1088 left fronto-temporal IEDs at a rate of 22 per minute (referred as type 

I IEDs); 1450 bi-frontal (L>R) IEDs at a rate of 29 per minute (type II); 5 left frontal IEDs at a rate 

of 6 per hour (type III). Ignoring type III IEDs due to their low frequency, we show the projection 

onto the grey matter image of 2D-pFDR corrected patient-level HbR concentration contrasts 

associated with type I and II IEDs in Figure 4.1D and E. No significant HbO or HbT response to 

type I or type II IEDs was observed. The most probable epileptic focus region determined from 

pre-surgical evaluation was represented as a green circle of 30mm radius. Sensitivity and 

specificity were decided by jointly looking at the T-maps of type I and II IEDs: type I IEDs were 

ignored since only very small activations were present in the left and right pre-central gyrus. For 

type II IEDs, significant HbR decreases were located in the left inferior frontal gyrus and part of 

the left superior temporal gyrus, mostly inside the focus circle with a minimum t-value of -3.2. On 

the contralateral right inferior frontal gyrus, less significant HbR decreases were also located as 

expected with a minimum t-value of -2.9. Hence, both the sensitivity and the specificity were 

declared positive on HbR. 

Comparing the T-maps of the left and the right view, experts could easily lateralize to the left 

hemisphere. A left inferior frontal focus could be immediately inferred for this patient, following 

the position of the most significant HbR decreases.   
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Figure 4.1 Patient #36. (A) MEG dipole localization of epileptic spikes revealing a cluster of sources in the 

L inferior frontal gyrus and L anterior insula. (B) Reconstructed NIRS channel map over grey matter layer 

(Left view). (C) EEG fragment with marking for L fronto-temporal and bi-frontal IEDs. (D) Hemodynamic 

response (HbR) to R fronto-temporal IEDs (Type I) at patient-level (2D-pFDR corrected, p<0.05). Solid 

green circle (30mm radius): focus region; dashed green circle: contralateral region corresponding to focus. 

(E) HbR response to bi-frontal IEDs (Type II). 
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Figure 4.2 Patient #7. (A) MEG dipole localization of epileptic spikes revealing a cluster of sources in the 

right inferior frontal gyrus. (B) Reconstructed NIRS channel map over grey matter layer (Right view). (C) 

EEG fragment with marking for right fronto-temporal IEDs. (D) Hemodynamic responses to right fronto-

temporal IEDs, patient level (2D-pFDR corrected, p<0.05). Solid green circle (30mm radius): focus region; 

dotted green circle: contralateral region corresponding to focus. 
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Table 4.2 Hemodynamic response regions of focal IEDs in neocortical epilepsy (HbR) 

Neocortical Epilepsy  

 

 

# 

 

 
Focus 

 

Hemodynamic response SENS SPEC M 

I 

R 

R 

Congruent with 

focus 

Outside focus  

↓ 
 

U 

 

L Intra lobar Extra lobar Contralateral 

Mirrored (to focus) Not-Mirrored 

1 RF(polar) ↓↓R F (polar)     1 1 1 0 

2 RP      0 0 0  

3 L F (SFG+MFG)     ↓↓R F (SFG+MFG)  0 0 0  

4 L F(MFG) ↓↓L F (MFG)     1 1 1 0 

5 L T (postSTG +MTG)      0 0 0  

7 R F (IFG) ↓R F (IFG)  ↓RO ↓L F (IFG) ↓↓L F (SFG), ↓L T, ↓L P 1 0 0 1 

8 R F (IFG+MFG) ↓R F (IFG)    ↓↓L P 1 0 1 0 

10 R F (IFG), R INS  ↓↓R F (SFG) ↓R F (PreCG) ↓L F (IFG) ↓LT (STG) 0 0 0  

 

11 

L T(STG)  

L F (IFG), L INS 

  

↓L F (SFG) 

  

↓L F (IFG) 

 

↓↓R F (preCG) 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

 

12 

L T (STG) L F (IFG) 

L INS 

      

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

13 

L T 

 (postMTG + STG)  

 

↓L T (postMTG) 

  

↓L F (IFG) 

 

↓R F (postCG) 

 

↓↓R F (SFG + postCG) 

 

1 

 

0 

 

0 

 

1 

15 R INS      0 0 0  

16 R PreCG R F (SFG)      0 0 0  

21 R F (IFG) ↓R F (IFG) ↓R preCG ↓R F(SFG) ↓R T (STG) ↓↓L F (IFG) ↓L T (STG) 1 0 1 1 

 

23 

 

L F (SFG+MFG) 

 

↓L F (SFG) 

   

↓R F (SFG) 

↓↓R T (Post STG) 

↓R F (MFG) 

 

1 

 

0 

 

1 

 

1 

24 R F (IFG)      0 0 0  

25 L F (SFG + MFG) ↓↓L F (SFG + MFG) ↓L F (IFG)  ↓R F (SFG+MFG)  1 1 1 1 

26 L T (PostMTG + 
ITG) 

↓↓L PostMid  ↓L T (STG)    1 1 1 0 

27 R T     ↓↓L F (IFG) 0 0 0  

28 L ObitalF L F (IFG)   ↓↓L P  ↓R F (SFG) 0 0 0  

29 R F (IFG) ↓R F (IFG)   ↓L F (IFG) ↓↓L T (PostTG) 1 0 1 1 

30 L O  ↓↓L O    ↓R P  1 1 1 0 

31 R aINS, R F(IFG)  ↓R F (IFG)   ↓L F (IFG) ↓L T (ITG) ↓↓L F (SFG) 1 0 1 1 

33 R F (IFG), R aINS ↓R F (IFG)  ↓↓R P   1 0 0 0 

35 RT (PostMTG+ITG) ↓R T (STG) ↓R T (STG)  ↓L T ↓L P, ↓↓L F (IFG) 1 0 0 1 

36 L aINS, L F (IFG) ↓↓L F (IFG)  ↓L T (STG) ↓R F (IFG)  1 1 1 1 

38 R  postITG,R O ↓R T, ↓R O  ↓R P ↓↓L P ↓L T, ↓L O 1 0 0 1 

39 R F (SFG), R SMA ↓R F (SFG) ↓↓R SMA     1 1 1 0 

40 L PreCG ↓↓L PreCG   ↓R PreCG  1 1 1 1 

Neocortical Epilepsy Subtotal (Percentage, 29 subjects in total) 62 28 45 61 

 

Abbreviations: L: Left; R: Right; F: Frontal; T: Temporal; P: Parietal; O: Occipital; C: Center; SFG: Superior frontal gyrus; MFG: Middle frontal gyrus; IFG: Inferior frontal gyrus; 

CG: Central gyrus; STG: Superior temporal gyrus; MTG: Middle temporal gyrus; ITG: Inferior temporal gyrus; Post: Posterior; INS: Insular; aINS: anterior insular; SMA: 

Supplementary motor area; SENS: sensitivity; SPEC: specificity; U: unbiased; L: pre-lateralized; MIRR: mirrored activation. 
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• Illustrative case 2 (Patient #7):  

This 22-year-old man with pharmacoresistant gelastic seizures had an epileptic focus located in the 

right inferior frontal gyrus confirmed by MEG (Figure 4.2A), intracranial EEG and seizure-

freedom following epilepsy surgery (follow-up 1 year). Prior to surgery, three 15-minute sessions 

were recorded with EEG-fNIRS followed by a fourth session of 8.4 minutes. 134 NIRS channels 

(Figure 4.2B) were widely and symmetrically distributed on the helmet, providing a full coverage 

of the focus region as well as other lobes on the same right side or on the contralateral side. Figure 

4.2C shows a segment of EEG recording in Session 2 with 4 IEDs marked. A total number of 2302 

right fronto-temporal IEDs were captured in the primary focus region, occurring at an overall rate 

of 43 per minute. In the meantime, 21 bi-frontal IEDs were also marked, arising at a rate of 23 per 

hour. Only the hemodynamic response to the right frontal-temporal IEDs is presented as the bi-

frontal IEDs arose at less frequently than 1/200 Hz (actual analysis showed no significant 

activation). In Figure 4.2D, T-maps from the patient-level one-tailed t-tests are depicted. T-

thresholds from a 2D-pFDR correction procedure are calculated and applied for the contrast maps. 

The most plausible epileptic focus region was shown as a circle of 30mm radius.  

The activated area in the right inferior frontal gyrus seen in Figure 4.2D was in good concordance 

with the focus region. A negative concentration change in HbR with a minimum t-value of -2.5, as 

well as positive changes in HbO and in HbT (resp. 3.5/3.4 maximal t-values), was observed in the 

green circle which describes the focus region, and was recognized as possible response to IEDs. 

On the contralateral side, homologous responses (decrease in HbR together with increases in HbO 

and in HbT) were found both inside and outside the dotted green circle. However, the contralateral 

response clusters seemed to be more scattered.  

Although the analysis has shown sensitivity to the location of epileptic focus, stronger activations 

in the left superior frontal gyrus were present. Hence, current results with EEG-fNIRS for this 

patient do not allow specific identification of the focus.   

• Summary of neocortical epilepsies (29 patients) 

Among the 29 patients who had a neocortical focus, 18 patients (62%) had significant negative 

HbR concentration changes in the epileptic focus region, which led to a sensitivity of 62% for 

EEG-fNIRS in HbR. 8 patients (28% of 29 patients, 44% of the 18 patients whose sensitivity has 

been decided to be positive) had the most significant decrease in HbR in the focus region. Hence 
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for our sample of patients with neocortical epilepsy, specificity of HbR measured was thus 

estimated to be 28%. 

The results based on HbO and HbT are quite similar. 12 patients (38%) showed a positive HbO 

concentration change as well as a positive HbT concentration change as expected in the focus 

region. For 6 patients (21% of 29 patients, 50% of 12 patients), the positive concentration change 

in the focus region was the most significant positive change. Thus the total sensitivity and 

specificity based on HbO was estimated to be 38% and 21% respectively. 

4.4.1.2 Mesial temporal lobe epilepsies 

EEG-fNIRS was insensitive for 5 out of 6 patients (#6, #9, #14, #18 and #32) who suffered from 

MTLE, while for one patient (#20), it showed increases in HbO and in HbT in the overlying 

temporal neocortex albeit less significant when compared with other activations, see Appendix 

(Table 4.4). 

4.4.2 Overall concordance between EEG-fNIRS response and epileptic focus 

region 

Combing the results for neocortical epilepsy and for MTLE, we noted that, in the total 35 patients 

with sufficient IEDs, concordant negative HbR concentration changes could be located near the 

focus region in 18 patients (12 patients for HbO/HbT), wherein the changes near the focus region 

was the most significant in 8 patients (6 patients for HbO/HbT). As a result, the estimated HbR 

sensitivity dropped to 51% (34% for HbO/HbT) while the estimated HbR specificity dropped to 

23% (17% for HbO/HbT), when the patient set was undifferentiated to epilepsy types. 

4.5 Discussion 

With the accelerated technical and methodological developments seen over the last few years, 

simultaneous EEG-fNIRS is getting closer to the clinical realm. In particular, our group has been 

working towards implementing long-term EEG-fNIRS in the epilepsy unit and neurological 

intensive care unit with the development of wireless and wearable multichannel wearable system 

dedicated for simultaneous EEG-fNIRS acquisitions at the bedside (Lareau et al., 2011; Sawan et 

al., 2013, Le Lan et al., 2013) and showed that the technique has definite potential to detect, localize 

and assess the impact of focal seizures (Nguyen et al., 2013, 2012; Pouliot et al., 2014). Although 
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only a few patients experienced seizures during the one or two hour-long EEG-fNIRS recordings, 

most had IEDs on EEG. Hence, we decided to determine if such events could provide useful 

information. Compared with previous work (Machado et al., 2011; Pouliot et al., 2012), this study 

benefited from several improvements. First, a relatively large number of patients were recorded. 

Second, hemodynamic responses were systematically analyzed with the same processing pipeline 

applied to all patients. This uniformity and large sample size allowed for the first time a preliminary 

estimation of the sensitivity and specificity. Finally, typically about one hundred fNIRS channels 

provided for a large spatial coverage, which has motivated the discussion below of the concurrent 

hemodynamic behavior due to IEDs in other remote regions. 

4.5.1 Sensitivity and Specificity estimates 

In 18 of 29 patients with neocortical epilepsies, concordant HbR decreases due to IEDs in the 

epileptic focus region were observed (11 for HbO/HbT), which led to an estimation of overall 

sensitivity to be 62% for HbR (34% for both HbO and HbT). In 8 patients, concordant HbR 

decreases in the focus region were the most significant (6 for HbO/HbT), thus the overall specificity 

of EEG-fNIRS was estimated to be 28% for HbR (23% for HbO/HbT). Previous work from our 

group with fNIRS-EEG showed that temporal and frontal lobe seizures were associated with 

significant local hemodynamic changes resulting in a considerable sensitivity on the observation 

of seizures and good specificity (Nguyen et al., 2013, 2012). In this work focussing on IEDs, EEG-

fNIRS showed only modest sensitivity, in part explained by the fact that IEDs evoke a less 

important neurovascular response compared to seizures, even when many IEDs are statistically 

pooled. Similar studies on the estimation of sensitivity and specificity have also been conducted 

with EEG-fMRI. The first assessment was done by Salek-Haddadi et al. (2006), where the authors 

stated that EEG-fMRI was sensitive to the hemodynamic correlates of IEDs in over 68% of their 

34 patients with focal epilepsy (while no information about specificity was revealed). In a more 

recent EEG-fMRI study of 33 patients (Pittau et al., 2012a), the estimates were much higher: the 

BOLD response was concordant in 29 patients (88% sensitivity) and contributed to the localization 

of focus in 21 patients (64% specificity). This is somewhat not surprising since EEG-fMRI has 

better spatial resolution, being able to assess hemodynamic changes from deep-seated structures as 

well, without surface physiology confounds. As expected, the EEG-fNIRS approach encountered 

difficulties with MTLE cases. Even if temporal IEDs detected on scalp EEG meant that IEDs from 
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mesial structures had projected to ~6-10 cm2 of temporal neocortex (Cooper et al., 1965; Tao et 

al., 2007), we did not detect significant and specific temporal neocortical activations in most cases. 

In real clinical practice, lateralization to the left or right hemisphere is seldom an issue as clinical 

manifestations and scalp EEG findings can usually provide that information. Obtaining more 

precise localization information within that hemisphere is the more clinically relevant need. If we 

had restricted our analysis only to fNIRS activations that are topographically related on the basis 

of observed epileptiform activity (i.e. in the assumed hemisphere of epileptogenicity), specificity 

would have been increased to 45% for HbR (see Table.2, column SPEC 'L') and 24% for HbO (see 

Appendix A) while keeping the same sensitivity (62%/38% for HbR/HbO). In this paper, we opted 

to remain as unbiased as possible and reported sensitivity and specificity estimates without prior 

assumptions on focus lateralization. 

4.5.2 Remote hemodynamic responses 

It is increasingly recognized that focal IEDs or seizures generate various hemodynamic changes in 

areas contiguous, contralateral or remote from the epileptic focus, observable on EEG-fNIRS, 

EEG-fMRI and SPECT studies (Huberfeld et al., 2006; Kobayashi et al., 2006a; Lee et al., 2000; 

Nguyen et al., 2013, 2012; Zijlmans et al., 2011). This EEG-fNIRS study of IEDs was no different: 

in the 18 patients who already had significant HbR responses near the focus, similar HbR 

activations in the corresponding area of the contralateral lobe, were seen in 11 patients (61%, see 

Table 4.2; 50% for HbO/HbT, see Appendices Table 4.3 and Table 4.4). More work is necessary 

to better understand the pathophysiology of these remote changes temporally synchronized with 

the IEDs. 

4.5.3 Limitations 

Due to the interpretation of fNIRS responses as cortical activations being confounded in several 

ways, it was recognized that the development of proper statistical method of fNIRS data was 

challenging. The group of Ye et al. (2009) refined the statistical threshold calculation by using the 

expected Euler characteristic, which can be applied at the session or at the group level (Li et al., 

2012). In the present work, the EC correction at the session-level was applied (results not shown) 

leading to clinically reasonable results, but a practical way of pooling this information from all the 

sessions was not found. On the other hand, using the EC correction at the patient level would have 
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led to a sensitivity of only 3% and no specificity at all for both HbR and HbO. Thus we observed 

that, when there are a small number of sessions, EC correction is not a suitable threshold to apply 

at the patient level, and instead a 2D-pFDR criterion was devised. In future work, pooling the 

sessions together in the 1st-level analysis and applying the EC correction on that will be considered, 

ideally by using continuous recordings.  

One particular drawback in evoked brain activity detection as mentioned above is the ability to 

distinguish NIRS signals from various sources of noise originating from tissue layers over the brain 

and systemic physiology. Here a PCA was used on raw data as a filter to eliminate movement 

artifacts and other large fluctuations common to most channels, while a heart rate regressor was 

included in the GLM to remove the effects of cardiac oscillation. Tests were conducted on the data 

from several patients to ensure that removing the one component with the most variance was a 

reasonable and effective choice to remove artefacts. A potential consequence of these filtering 

efforts is that the true sensitivity and specificity could have been misestimated. Improvements on 

this technique include the use of short source-detector separation (Gagnon et al., 2011; Zhang et 

al., 2007). However, due to the constraint of maintaining high spatial coverage and of instrumental 

gain limitations, short channels were not feasible in this study, but were considered to be included 

in future work.  

Also, there was no standard definition to rely upon for sensitivity and specificity of EEG-fNIRS in 

the analysis of responses due to epileptic events. It was therefore necessary to make a practical 

proposal for their definition. It is possible that the reliance on experienced neurologists introduced 

a bias in the estimates of sensitivity and specificity in this study. 

4.6 Conclusion 

In this work, we extended recent developments using EEG-fNIRS in epilepsy research, 

contributing new evidence that this technique can detect and characterize local and remote 

hemodynamic changes associated with IEDs. Our preliminary observations suggest modest 

sensitivity and specificity to localize the epileptic focus, attributed to an inability to observe 

hemodynamic changes in deep seated structures and ‘unexpected’ large-scale effects of IEDs that 

are traditionally considered focal based on EEG readings. Further methodological work and 

validation work are clearly necessary before the move from bench to bedside. 
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Table 4.3 Hemodynamic response regions of focal IEDs in neocortical epilepsy (HbO/HbT) 

Neocortical Epilepsy  

 

 

# 

 

 
Focus 

 

Hemodynamic response SENS SPEC M 

I 

R 

R 

Congruent with 

focus 

Outside focus  

↑ U L Intra lobar Extra lobar Contralateral 

Mirrored (to focus) Not-Mirrored 

1 RF(polar)  ↑↑R PreCG (HbT)    0 0 0  

2 RP      0 0 0  

3 L F (SFG+MFG) ↑↑L F (SFG)   ↑R F (SFG) (HbT)  1 1 1 0/1 

4 L F(MFG) ↑↑L F (SFG)    ↑R PreCG (HbO)  1 1 1 1/0 

5 L T (postSTG+MTG)      0 0 0  

7 R F (IFG) ↑R F (IFG)   ↑L F (IFG) ↑↑L F (SFG), ↑L T, ↑L P 1 0 1 1 

 

8 

 
R F (IFG+MFG) 

   ↑↑L F (IFG) (HbO) 
↑L F (IFG) (HbT) 

↑L P (HbO) 
↑↑L F (PosCG) (HbT) 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

 

10 R F (IFG) R INS ↑R F (IFG) ↑R F (MFG+SFG) ↑R T (PosITG) (HbO) ↑↑L F (IFG+MFG) ↑L  (PreCG) 1 0 0 1 

 

11 

L T(STG)  

L F (IFG) L INS 

 

↑↑L F (IFG) 

   

↑R F (IFG) 

 

↑R P (HbT) 

 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

 

12 

L T (STG) 

L F (IFG) L INS 

       

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

13 L T (postMTG + STG)  ↑↑L T (PostSTG)   ↑R T (STG)  1 1 1 1 

15 R INS      0 0 0  

16 R PreCG R F (SFG)      0 0 0  

21 R F (IFG) ↑↑R F (IFG) ↑R F (SFG)   ↑L T (MTG) (HbO) 1 1 1 0 

 

23 

 

L F (SFG+MFG) 

  ↑L T (STG+MTG) (HbO) 

↑L T (STG) (HbT) 

  

↑↑R T (STG + MTG) 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

24 R F (IFG)      0 0 0  

25 L F (SFG + MFG)   ↑↑L P   0 0 0  

26 L T (PostMTG  + ITG) ↑L T (MTG + ITG)  ↑↑L P, ↑L O  ↑R P 1 0 0 0 

27 R T ↑R T (MTG)  ↑↑R O, ↑R P  ↑L P 1 0 0 0 

28 L ObitalF L F (IFG)     ↑↑RPostCG 0 0 0  

 

29 

 
R F (IFG) 

 
↑R F (MFG) 

↑R F (MFG) (HbO) 
↑↑R F (MFG)(HbT) 

 
↑R P ↑R postCG 

 ↑↑L PreCG (HbO) 
 ↑L PreCG (HbT) ↑L F 

 
1 

 
0 

 
0 

 
0 

30 L O      ↑↑R P (HbO) 0 0 0  

31 R aINS, R orbtoF(IFG)      ↑↑L F (polar) (HbT) 0 0 0  

33 R F (IFG) R aINS     ↑↑L T (MTG) 0 0 0  

35 R T (postMTG + ITG)  ↑↑R PreCG   ↑L F (MFG) 0 0 0  

36 L aINS ,L F (IFG)      0 0 0  

38 R  postITG, R O   ↑R O, ↑R P  ↑↑L O 0 0 0  

39 RF (SFG) R SMA  ↑R F (IFG) (HbT)  ↑↑L F (SFG)  0 0 0  

40 L PreCG ↑↑L PreCG   ↑R PreCG ↑R P 1 1 1 1 

Neocortical Epilepsy Subtotal (Percentage, 29 subjects in total) 38 21 24 55 

 

Abbreviations: L: Left; R: Right; F: Frontal; T: Temporal; P: Parietal; O: Occipital; C: Center; SFG: Superior frontal gyrus; MFG: Middle frontal gyrus; IFG: Inferior frontal gyrus; 

CG: Central gyrus; STG: Superior temporal gyrus; MTG: Middle temporal gyrus; ITG: Inferior temporal gyrus; Post: Posterior; INS: Insular; aINS: anterior insular; SMA: 

Supplementary motor area; SENS: sensitivity; SPEC: specificity; U: unbiased; L: pre-lateralized; MIRR: mirrored activation. 
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Table 4.4 Hemodynamic response regions of focal IEDs in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (HbR/HbO/HbT) 

Mesial Temporal Lobe Epilepsy   

 

 

# 

 

 
Focus 

 

Hemodynamic response SENS SPEC M 

I 

R 

R 

Congruent with focus Outside focus  

    U L Intra lobar Extra lobar Contralateral 

Mirrored (to focus) Not-Mirrored 

HbR         

 

6 

L T (mesial)      0 0 0  

R T (mesial)      0 0 0  

9 R T (mesial)   ↓↓R F (MFG)   ↓L F (MFG) 0 0 0  

 

14 

R T (mesial)   ↓R F  (SFG)  ↓↓L F (MFG +SFG) 0 0 0  

L T (mesial)     ↓↓R F (SFG) 0 0 0  

18 L T (mesial)   ↓L P  ↓↓R T (PostMTG)  ↓R inf P 0 0 0  

20 L T (mesial)   ↓LF (MFG)  ↓↓R F (MFG) 0 0 0  

32 L T (mesial)  ↓L postT ↓↓L preCG ↓L postCG  ↓R preCG ↓R postCG 0 0 0  

HbR: MTLE Subtotal (Percentage, 6 subjects in total) 0 0 0  

HbR: Overall (Neocortical epilepsy + MTLE  Percentage, 35 subjects in total) 51 23 37 61 

HbO/HbT  

 

6 

L T (mesial)      0 0 0  

R T (mesial)   ↑↑R F (IFG) (HbT)   0 0 0  

9 R T (mesial)     ↑↑L F (IFG)  0 0 0  

 

14 

R T (mesial)   ↑R PreCG ↑R F (IFG)  ↑↑L F (IFG+ MFG) 0 0 0  

L T (mesial)   ↑↑L F (SFG)  ↑R F (IFG) 0 0 0  

18 L T (mesial)   ↑L PreCG  ↑↑R T (ITG) 0 0 0  

20 L T (mesial) ↑L T (antiMTG) ↑L T (MTG) ↑↑L F (IFG)   1 0 0 0 

 

32 

 

L T (mesial) 

  ↑L Post CG ↑L P 

↑↑L PreCG (HbO) 
 

 ↑R PreCG (HbO) 

↑R PostCG (HbO) 
↑↑R P (HbT) 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 
 

    HbO/HbT: MTLE Subtotal (Percentage, 6 subjects in total) 17 0 0  

   HbO/HbT: Overall (Neocortical epilepsy + MTLE  Percentage, 35 subjects in total) 34 17 20 50 

 

Abbreviations: L: Left; R: Right; F: Frontal; T: Temporal; P: Parietal; O: Occipital; C: Center; SFG: Superior frontal gyrus; MFG: Middle frontal gyrus; IFG: 

Inferior frontal gyrus; CG: Central gyrus; STG: Superior temporal gyrus; MTG: Middle temporal gyrus; ITG: Inferior temporal gyrus; Post: Posterior; INS: Insular; 

aINS: anterior insular; SMA: Supplementary motor area; SENS: sensitivity; SPEC: specificity; U: unbiased; L: pre-lateralized; MIRR: mirrored activation. 
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CHAPTER 5 ARTICLE #2: USING PATIENT-SPECIFIC 

HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE FUNCTION IN EPILEPTIC SPIKE 

ANALYSIS OF HUMAN EPILEPSY: A STUDY BASED ON EEG-FNIRS 

Ke Peng1, Dang Khoa Nguyen2, Phetsamone Vannasing3, Julie Tremblay3, Frédéric Lesage1,4, and 

Philippe Pouliot1,4 

1 Département de génie électrique, Institut de génie biomédical, École Polytechnique de Montréal, 

C.P.6079, Succ. Centre-ville, Montréal, Qc, Canada H3C3A7; 2 Service de neurologie, Hôpital 

Notre-Dame du CHUM, 1560 Rue Sherbrooke Est, Montréal, Qc, Canada H3L4M1; 3 Centre de 

recherche, Hôpital Sainte-Justine, 3175 Chemin de la côte-Sainte-Catherine, Montréal, Qc, Canada 

H3T1C5; 4 Institut de cardiologie de Montréal, Centre de recherche, 5000 Rue Bélanger Est, 

Montréal, Qc, Canada H1T1C8 

As the standard GLM analysis with a canonical HRF might not be optimal, this article developed 

novel analysis methods which were to model the linear and the nonlinear patient-specific HRFs 

with a simple deconvolution algorithm. Detailed study of five patients has suggested that, in most 

cases, including the proposed specific HRFs in the GLM analysis leads to improved detection of 

hemoglobin activations. This article addresses the second objective of this thesis, and has been 

published in NeuroImage in 2016. 

5.1 Abstract 

Functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) can be combined with electroencephalography 

(EEG) to continuously monitor the hemodynamic signal evoked by epileptic events such as 

seizures or interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs, aka spikes). As estimation methods assuming 

a canonical shape of the hemodynamic response function (HRF) might not be optimal, we sought 

to model patient-specific HRF (sHRF) with a simple deconvolution approach for IED-related 

analysis with EEG-fNIRS data. Furthermore, a quadratic term was added to the model to account 

for the nonlinearity in the response when IEDs are frequent. Prior to analyzing clinical data, 

simulations were carried out to show that the HRF was estimable by the proposed deconvolution 

methods under proper conditions. EEG-fNIRS data of five patients with refractory focal epilepsy 

were selected due to the presence of frequent clear IEDs and their unambiguous focus localization. 

For each patient, both the linear sHRF and the nonlinear sHRF were estimated at each channel. 
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Variability of the estimated sHRFs was seen across brain regions and different patients. Compared 

with the SPM8 canonical HRF (cHRF), including these sHRFs in the general linear model (GLM) 

analysis led to hemoglobin activations with higher statistical scores as well as larger spatial extents 

on all five patients. In particular, for patients with frequent IEDs, nonlinear sHRFs were seen to 

provide higher sensitivity in activation detection than linear sHRFs. These observations support 

using sHRFs in the analysis of IEDs with EEG-fNIRS data. 

Keywords: hemodynamic response function, nonlinear, deconvolution, IED, EEG-fNIRS, 

epilepsy 

5.2 Introduction 

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) has recently been combined with 

electroencephalography (EEG) and shown great clinical potential in the study of epilepsy (Obrig, 

2014). Based on the measurement of cortical oxy-, deoxy- and total hemoglobin (HbO, HbR and 

HbT) (Jöbsis, 1977), EEG-fNIRS has specifically been used in epileptic patient assessment for 

localizing the brain regions that generate abnormal activity (Watanabe et al., 2002).  

Our group has recently demonstrated the feasibility of analyzing simultaneous EEG-fNIRS data of 

interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) under a general linear model (GLM) framework for the 

purpose of activation detection and focus localization (Machado et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2014; 

Pouliot et al., 2014, 2012). By assuming an invariant hemodynamic response function (HRF) across 

time, brain regions and subjects (e.g. the SPM8 canonical HRF), we reported modest sensitivity 

and specificity in the localization of epileptic focus for all chromophore types in our first EEG-

fNIRS study on 40 patients with refractory epilepsy (Peng et al., 2014). 

However, there is evidence showing that the shape of HRF varies across time, subjects or brain 

regions in epilepsy (Bagshaw et al., 2004; Bénar et al., 2002; Handwerker et al., 2004; Jacobs et 

al., 2008; Lemieux et al., 2008) as well as in other brain diseases (Ben Bashat et al., 2012; 

Veldsman et al., 2015). Based on blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)-functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI), a variety of specific HRF (sHRF) models have been provided as 

alternatives to the canonical HRF (cHRF) in the GLM to account for such variability, including 

using parametric models (Friston et al., 2007, 1998; Gössl et al., 2001; Rajapakse et al., 1998), 

finite impulse response filters (Goutte et al., 2000; van Houdt et al., 2010), Fourier basis sets 
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(Josephs et al., 1997), deconvolution (Lu et al., 2006; Ward, 2006), Bayesian methods (Marrelec 

et al., 2003; Woolrich et al., 2004), machine learning (Pedregosa et al., 2014), etc. Compared with 

the traditional cHRF, the implementation of a flexible sHRF in fMRI data analysis usually 

presented larger sizes of detected clusters and higher peak statistic scores in the detection of 

neuronal activation associated with epileptic events (Jacobs et al., 2007; Lindquist et al., 2009; 

Proulx et al., 2014; Storti et al., 2013), which reflected a reduction in model misspecification and 

an improvement in detection sensitivity.  

On the other hand, the simplifying assumption of linearity in the hemodynamic response may not 

hold with the presence of high frequency stimuli (Friston et al., 2000; Heckman et al., 2007; Zhang 

et al., 2008). The nonlinear aspect of the HRF has been observed in both human epilepsy and animal 

models. In Jacobs et al. (2008), an fMRI study on children with epilepsy, the authors reported a 

decrease in HRF peak amplitude with increasing IED frequency. Similar results were obtained 

from rat experiments in Vanzetta et al. (2010), showing that their measured cerebral blood flow 

(CBF) did not increase linearly as expected when IED rates exceeded 0.2Hz. In a previous multi-

modal study, we used the Volterra kernels (Friston et al., 2000) to quantify the nonlinear 

hemodynamic effects in epilepsy, and showed improved results both for fMRI and fNIRS (Pouliot 

et al., 2012). The Volterra series were also applied in a recent approach for multi-subject fMRI 

(Zhang et al., 2014) to provide sHRF models. However, benefits to the detection power in 

individual analysis were not discussed. 

When processing EEG-fNIRS, similarities with EEG-fMRI can be found as the two techniques 

share the same physiological basis as well as have comparable experimental designs (Plichta et al., 

2007). However, fNIRS recordings usually suffer from a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and 

higher contributions from physiology which can then lead to a much weaker statistical significance 

for the activation (Toronov et al., 2007). Moreover, some inhomogeneity between BOLD signals 

and optically-measured hemoglobin concentration changes was also reported (Cui et al., 2011; 

Minati et al., 2011). In summary, despite the fairly large body of literature on the sHRF modeling 

for fMRI, little work has been done based on fNIRS.  

In this paper, we sought to implement a simple nonlinear deconvolution model using Volterra series 

for the estimation of a patient-specific HRF in fNIRS. The model was validated through tests 

conducted on extensive simulations. Finally, EEG-fNIRS data acquired from five epileptic patients 
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with frequent IEDs were processed using a GLM with its design matrix constructed respectively 

by the sHRFs and an SPM8 cHRF (Friston et al., 2007). Quantitative result comparison was then 

conducted focusing on the outcomes of activation detection. 

5.3 Method 

5.3.1 Reconstruction of a specific HRF 

In this section, we introduce the nonlinear deconvolution model in detail, as well as our heuristic 

procedure based on surrogate series to calculate the 95% confidence level on the deconvolved 

sHRF. 

5.3.1.1 The nonlinear deconvolution model 

Using Volterra expansion up to second order, fNIRS-measured hemoglobin concentration changes  

can be related to the stimulus sequence (here IEDs) u with the following model: 

𝑦(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑘1(𝜎)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝜎)𝑑𝜎
∞

−∞
+

𝜆

2
∫∫ 𝑘2(𝜎, 𝜏)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝜎)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑑𝜎𝑑𝜏

∞

−∞
+ ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝜔(𝑖)𝐼

𝑖=0 + 휀(𝑡)  

(5.1) 

where k1 and k2 are respectively the first and the second Volterra kernels. The ratio of nonlinear 

expression in the response is controlled by a constant λ/2. ti is a polynomial term of order i, ω(i) is 

its corresponding coefficient, and ε(t)~N(0, δ2) is Gaussian white noise. As in (Pouliot et al., 2012), 

the first order Volterra term (V1) and the second order Volterra term (V2) can be explicitly modelled 

with respect to the stimulus sequence u and a basis function h as: 

𝑉1 = ∫ ℎ(𝜎)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝜎)𝑑𝜎
∞

−∞
, 𝑉2 = (∫ ℎ(𝜎)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝜎)𝑑𝜎

∞

−∞
)
2
  

where h denotes the HRF. Hence, equation (1) becomes: 

𝑦(𝑡) = ∫ ℎ(𝜎)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝜎)𝑑𝜎
∞

−∞
+

𝜆

2
(∫ ℎ(𝜎)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝜎)𝑑𝜎

∞

−∞
)
2
+ ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝜔(𝑖)𝐼

𝑖=0 + 휀(𝑡)       (5.2) 

Equation (2) can be re-formulated into a discretized form: 

𝑦𝑡 = ∑ 𝑢𝑡−𝑘ℎ𝑘
𝐾2
𝑘=−𝐾1

+ 
𝜆

2
(∑ 𝑢𝑡−𝑘ℎ𝑘

𝐾2
𝑘=−𝐾1

)
2
+ ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝜔𝑖

𝐼
𝑖=0 + 휀𝑡          (5.3) 

Given y, u and assuming reasonable positive integers for K1, K2, I, we can derive h, ω and λ using 

suitable nonlinear parameter estimation algorithms. In this work, for the sake of computation 
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simplicity, we linearize the nonlinear model and solve it with the Gauss-Newton iteration method 

(Montgomery et al., 2006), see section 5.8.1.1. It should also be noted that our nonlinear model is 

a generalization of the linear deconvolution model used in Lu et al. (2006) (see section 5.8.1.2), by 

introducing the nonlinear coefficient λ ≠ 0. 

5.3.1.2 Presentation of confidence levels 

The computation of a 1-α1 confidence level for a deconvolved sHRF (referred to as the true sHRF 

in this section) was based on a surrogate method (Timmer, 2000): a) for each hemoglobin data 

time-course, Ns = 1000 surrogate series were first generated using phase randomization (Maiwald 

et al., 2008) to maintain the autocorrelation of the original signal; b) a spurious sHRF was then 

deconvolved from each of these surrogate series; c) these Ns spurious sHRFs were compared with 

the true sHRF under a user-specified criterion. In this work, we used the highest peak amplitude 

(HPA) of a sHRF within 0 to 15 seconds after the stimulus. The 1-α1 confidence threshold was set 

to be the smallest amplitude value that was higher than the HPAs of 1-α1 of the Ns spurious sHRFs. 

5.3.2 Simulation methodology 

Simulations were then conducted to validate the use of the nonlinear term in the model. We 

compared the reconstruction outcome from the model with or without the nonlinear term. We 

denoted the model without the nonlinear term as the “linear model”. The sHRFs reconstructed from 

the nonlinear model and the linear models are thus called respectively the “nonlinear sHRF” and 

the “linear sHRF”. 

5.3.2.1 Baseline signal used for the simulation 

A ten-minute time period of the EEG-fNIRS recording on another one of our epileptic patients (not 

presented in this paper) was selected as the baseline signal. This “quiet” time period was carefully 

chosen to avoid any epileptic event or large body movement. Raw fNIRS data were first normalized 

to unit median, and were then transformed to HbO and HbR concentration changes with the 

Modified Beer-Lambert Law (MBLL). Simulations were done on both HbO and HbR recordings 

from 8 emitter-detector pairs (i.e. 8 HbO channels and 8 HbR channels). These pairs were selected 

with respect to channel length and position (with 2 located over the frontal lobe, 2 over the temporal 
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lobe, 2 over the parietal lobe and 2 over the occipital lobe). These base channels will be referred to 

as Bm later on. 

 

Figure 5.1 (A) Depiction of one random pulse stimulus sequence generated using a Poisson process 

with incidence rate of 20 per minute (or with expectation of stimulus interval of 3s). (B) Simulated 

hemodynamic responses of the stimulus sequence with different nonlinear coefficients. 

5.3.2.2 Stimulus sequence protocols and simulated signal pre-processing 

For each channel, we generated J=100 random pulse stimulus sequences Uj (j=1,2,...,J) using a 

Poisson process with an incidence rate κ = 20/minute, equivalent to a mean interval of 3s, see 

Figure 5.1A. The spike sequences were convolved with the SPM8 cHRF (H, normalised to unit 

area) to calculate first order V1,j and second order V2,j Volterra contributions. Simulated responses 

Rj(λ) were generated by combining the linear and the nonlinear components with different ratio 

parameters λ, i.e. Rj(λ) = (H ⨂ Uj) + (H ⨂ Uj)
2 λ/2, where ⨂ denotes the outer product. In our 

simulation, we varied λ/2 from 0 to -0.6, which corresponded to a gradual increase of mean 

nonlinear amplitude from 0 to approximately -30% of the mean linear amplitude in the response, 

see Figure 5.1B. One spurious response time series Gj(λ) for each true simulated response Rj(λ) was 

also produced by constructing ten phase-randomized surrogates of Rj(λ) and averaging them. As 

depicted in Figure 5.2, each set of spurious responses Gj(λ) and their true simulated responses Rj(λ) 

were then respectively added to the M=16 baseline signal Bm (m=1,2,...,M) to produce spurious 
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signals Fjm(λ,s) =  Bm + ηjm(s) Gj(λ) or true simulated signals Cjm(λ,s) = Bm + ηjm(s) Rj(λ), where 

ηjm(s) is a scalar parameter that controls the SNR (s), for which four levels from -15dB to -2dB 

were chosen. The SNR was specified as s = 10log10(PWRR/PWRB) where PWRR is the power of 

simulated response and PWRB is the power of the baseline. All the simulated signals C, F were 

then passed through temporal filters (Huppert et al., 2009) consisting of a high-pass Butterworth 

infinite response filter of order 4 with cut-off at 0.01 Hz, and a low-pass filter with an SPM8 cHRF 

shape, as e.g. in Ye et al. (2009).  

 

Figure 5.2 Hemodynamic responses computed from Figure 5.1 after adding a same baseline chosen 

as one typical HbO channel (channel 5) recording from one patient. SNR = -2db.   

5.3.2.3 Model validation with simulations 

From the filtered simulated signals Cjm(λ,s) and Fjm(λ,s), we deconvolved the HRF estimates using 

the linear model (L) and the nonlinear model (N), producing sHRFs that we labeled Deljm(λ,s), 

e=C,F; l=L,N; j=1,…,J; m=1,...M, respectively. A Gaussian low pass filter with full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) at 1.5s was applied to all estimated sHRFs to eliminate oscillations originating 
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from the iterative reconstruction process. HPAs were also calculated for all the sHRFs, denoted 

correspondingly as Aeljm(λ,s). Pearson’s correlation coefficients <H,D> were first computed 

between the SPM8 cHRF H and the estimated linear and nonlinear sHRF, D.L.. and D.N... These two 

types of sHRFs were then compared under the HPA criterion, in order to test whether D.N.. was 

able to better account for the nonlinearities in the data than D.L... For each of the M underlying 

channels, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were conducted testing the null hypothesis that A.N.. was not 

significantly higher than A.L.. (i.e. the nonlinear deconvolution did not perform significantly better 

than the linear method under the criterion of HPA), Wilcox(A.N..,A.L..). This was done by applying 

the Wilcoxon test to compare the list of J=100 AeNjm(λ,s) to the list of AeLjm(λ,s), for true or spurious 

sHRF e=C,F; each base channels m=1,...,M; each nonlinear coefficient λ (including λ = 0) and each 

SNR level s. The resulting p-value Pem(λ,s) of the test was then calculated.  

Finally, we assessed the sensitivity and specificity of using the difference between the HPAs of 

reconstructed nonlinear sHRFs and linear sHRFs to detect the presence of nonlinearity in a certain 

channel. This consisted in choosing a nonlinear coefficient λ0 and an SNR level s0, collecting the 

corresponding p-values given by the Wilcoxon tests Wilcox(ACN..,ACL..,) on the ensemble of M 

channels with (PCm(λ0,s0), m=1,…,M) and without nonlinear effects (PCm(0,s0), m=1,…,M) 

respectively, and graphing the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves resulting from 

varying a threshold p0 among these p-values: true positive rate at λ0 and s0, TPR(λ0,s0) = proportion 

of PCm(λ0,s0) < p0 (i.e. proportion of the M nonlinear channels correctly recognized),  false positive 

rate at λ0 and s0, FPR(λ0,s0) = proportion of PCm(0,s0) < p0 (i.e. proportion of the M linear channels 

mistakenly identified as containing nonlinearity). 

5.3.3 Epileptic patient data acquisition and analysis 

Patients with refractory focal epilepsy were recruited to undergo simultaneous EEG-fNIRS 

recording at the Optical Imaging Laboratory of Saint-Justine Hospital. The study was approved by 

the Ethics Committees of Sainte-Justine and Notre-Dame Hospitals and informed consents were 

obtained from all participants prior to the scan. Besides EEG-fNIRS, a comprehensive neurological 

evaluation was applied to the patients including ictal single photon computed tomography 

(iSPECT), positron emission tomography (PET), anatomical brain magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) and magnetoencephalography (MEG). An intracranial EEG study was also performed when 

needed. The most plausible epileptic focus region was then localized by an epileptologist (DKN) 
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based on multimodal analysis of clinical, electro-physiological, structural and functional imaging 

data (Nguyen et al., 2013, 2012). 

5.3.3.1 Simultaneous EEG-fNIRS recording 

We refer to Nguyen et al. (2012) for a detailed description of our EEG-fNIRS system. In brief, 

custom helmets adapted to different head sizes were made to mount up to 64 fibered light sources, 

up to 16 detectors as well as 19 carbon EEG electrodes. Two wavelengths of light were emitted, 

one more sensitive to HbO (830nm) and the other one more sensitive to HbR (690nm). The 

detectors were placed 3-5cm away from the sources so that a penetration depth of 1-2cm could be 

obtained to ensure cortical sensitivity of fNIRS signals (Strangman et al., 2013). The positions of 

the optical channels were intentionally arranged to cover areas including the whole lobe that 

contained the most probable epileptic focus, the contralateral lobe, and as much area as possible of 

the other lobes. FNIRS data was recorded at a frequency of 19.5 Hz using a multi-channel Imagent 

Tissue Oximeter (ISS Inc., Champaign, IL, USA). With a standard 10-20 layout for electrodes, 

EEG data were recorded at 500 Hz with a Neuroscan Synamps 2TM system (Compumedics, USA), 

and were band-pass filtered between 0.1 Hz and 100 Hz to remove instrumental noise and other 

artificial disturbances. For each patient, multiple consecutive EEG-fNIRS sessions of typically 15 

min each were usually recorded. During the recordings, the patient was simply asked to sit 

comfortably and relax. 

5.3.3.2 Data Pre-processing and HRF reconstruction 

Epileptic events such as IEDs and seizures were marked offline on the EEG traces using Analyzer 

2.0 (Brain Products GmbH, Germany) by certified clinical neurophysiologists and reviewed by an 

epileptologist (DKN). For some patients, recorded IEDs were classified into distinct types 

regarding the location where they took place, e.g. left temporal IEDs and right temporal IEDs for 

a patient suffering from bi-temporal lobe epilepsy. FNIRS data was processed with our home-made 

Matlab (MathWorks, USA) toolbox, nirs10, based on SPM8 (Friston et al., 2007) and NIRS-SPM 

(Jang et al., 2009; Ye et al., 2009). Optical channels with length greater than 6cm or a standard 

deviation of more than 10% of the mean were excluded (Nguyen et al., 2013, 2012). Hemoglobin 

concentration changes were calculated from light attenuation data for the remaining channels with 

the MBLL. A filter based on principal component analysis (PCA) was then applied by setting to 

zero the largest eigenvalue in the decomposition over all channels (Peng et al., 2014). Besides the 
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PCA filter, temporal filtering was also applied on HbO and HbR data with the same filters 

introduced in section 5.2.2.2. HbT changes were obtained by a direct summation of HbO and HbR 

changes (HbT = HbO + HbR).  

A time period was selected conservatively for each patient by a careful visual inspection on his/her 

EEG recordings. This period was a time interval between 2 and 15 minutes (depending on patients 

and sessions) during which the patient only had frequent IEDs but no other epileptic event or large 

body movement. The reconstruction of sHRFs of each channel as well as further statistical analysis 

(described below in section 2.3.3) was conducted only on these chosen “clean” periods. The sHRFs 

were then passed to the same Gaussian low pass filter as described in section 5.2.2.3.  

5.3.3.3 Statistical parametric mapping with patient-specific sHRFs  

Hemoglobin concentration changes for each channel were fitted with three different GLMs. These 

GLMs contained a design matrix consisting of a constant regressor, a heart rate regressor, and a 

distinct IED regressor which was obtained respectively using the SPM8 cHRF, linear sHRFs and 

nonlinear sHRFs. The IED regressor was either formulated by the convolution of IED onsets with 

the SPM8 cHRF in the first case, or was obtained by averaging the expected HbO responses of 

IEDs from three selected channels in the other two cases, with linear or nonlinear sHRFs. For each 

patient, we selected three HbO channels that showed highest HPAs for both linear sHRFs and 

nonlinear sHRFs. To be selected, a channel was also required to be located on the ipsilateral 

hemisphere to the epileptic focus and the HPAs of both types of sHRFs had to exceed the 95% 

threshold from the surrogate method (refer to section 2.1.2). 

Two-tailed 2D t-statistic maps (t-maps) were obtained with inhomogeneous interpolation kernels 

(Ye et al., 2009) for the IED regressor of each GLM, testing the null hypothesis that the hemoglobin 

concentration (HbO/HbR/HbT) did not change with the presence of IEDs. The patient-level results 

were then corrected against false positives using the Euler Characteristic (EC) correction (Li et al., 

2012), assuming a p-value of 0.05. T-maps of each GLM were presented in four views (left, right, 

frontal and dorsal). The most plausible epileptic focus region of the patient was represented as a 

30mm radius sphere around the epicenter of each patient, and was also projected onto the four 2D 

views.  
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5.4 Results  

5.4.1 Simulation results 

 

Figure 5.3 Reconstructed linear sHRFs and nonlinear sHRFs in one simulation. HbO channel 5 

was used as baseline. Stimulus sequence protocol and simulated signals were shown in Figure 5.1 

and in Figure 5.2. The original SPM8 cHRF as well as the filtered SPM8 cHRF are also plotted for 

comparison. Nonlinear coefficient λ/2 = (A) 0; (B) -0.2; (C) -0.6. Confidence levels (p<0.05) for 

HPA were calculated using the surrogate series method. 

Figure 5.3 shows the deconvolved sHRFs of one simulation (channel 5, SNR = -2dB, stimulus 

sequence and simulated signals were depicted in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). All sHRFs in Figure 

5.3 were normalized so that the SPM8 cHRF had unit HPA. The filtered SPM8 cHRF was produced 

by simply passing the SPM8 cHRF through the same spatial filters that were applied to the 

simulated signals. It can be seen from Figure 5.3 that both the linear sHRFs and the nonlinear 

sHRFs retained properties of the SPM8 cHRF such as peaking time and undershoot time. When no 

nonlinear effect was induced in the signal, the shape of the nonlinear sHRF overlapped quite well 

with the linear sHRF. The nonlinear sHRF showed its advantage in better retaining the peak 

amplitude (i.e. the HPA) of the true HRF when a relatively large amount of nonlinear effects was 

present in the data. 
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Figure 5.4 Simulation results with constant SNR = -2dB and varying nonlinear coefficient λ/2 from 

0 to -0.6: (A) Mean value and standard deviation of the Pearson’s correlation coefficients between 

the true HRF and either the reconstructed linear or nonlinear sHRFs from channels without true 

response (NR) and (B) with responses at different nonlinear coefficients. (C) Mean value and 

standard deviation of HPAs of linear sHRFs and nonlinear sHRFs, also for channels without true 

response (NR) and with responses at different nonlinear coefficients. HPAs have been normalized 

as explained in the text. P-values from Wilcoxon signed-rank test were averaged over 16 channels 

and displayed for HPA comparison. 

Next, we explored the correlation and HPA between the SPM8 cHRF and the reconstructed sHRFs. 

We first maintained a constant SNR = -2dB in the simulation (Figure 5.4), and then a constant 

nonlinear coefficient λ/2 = -0.2 (Figure 5.5). At each choice of SNR and λ, the HbO and HbR 

channels for the different random IED sequences (1600 time series) were pooled because of their 

correlations and HPAs were quite similar. At SNR = -2dB, channels that did not contain any true 

response were easily distinguished as most of the HPAs were within the range of -0.1 to 0.1 (Figure 

5.4A). When a real simulated response was included in the data but with no or small amount of 

nonlinearity (λ/2 from 0 to -0.05, corresponding to a mean nonlinear to linear amplitude ratio from 

0 to -2.5% over the 100 stimulus protocols), both the linear sHRFs and the nonlinear sHRFs 

provided excellent estimates of the true HRF, reflected by the large correlation coefficients of more 
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than 0.9. In these cases, the differences in the HPAs of the nonlinear sHRFs and the linear sHRFs 

were insufficient to reject the null hypothesis for most of the channels, suggesting comparable 

performance of the nonlinear model with the linear one (Figure 5.4B). As the nonlinear effect 

became more dominant (λ/2 from -0.1 to -0.6, mean nonlinear to linear amplitude ratio from -5% 

to -30%), a slight decrease in the correlation coefficients for linear sHRFs was noticed, together 

with an increase for nonlinear sHRFs. The loss in HPAs of the linear sHRFs was seen to be much 

greater than that of the nonlinear sHRFs. The null hypothesis of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was 

also rejected at 0.05 for most of the channels, indicating that the HPAs of the nonlinear sHRFs 

were significantly higher than those of linear sHRFs (Figure 5.4C). However, the overall 

correlation for both types of sHRF estimates was still high (>0.85). 

 

Figure 5.5 Results from similar simulations as in Fig. 4 but this time with constant nonlinear 

coefficient λ/2 = -0.2 and varying SNR from -15dB to -2dB. 

The impact of the SNR on the sHRF reconstruction can be clearly seen in Figure 5.5, where the 

SNR was varied from -15dB to -2dB and the nonlinear coefficient was maintained constant. With 

the SNR decreasing to -15dB, while the mean correlation between the true HRF and the estimated 

sHRFs was still at a moderate level (>0.6), the correlations dropped dramatically in some 
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simulations which implied a severe misspecification of the sHRF model (Figure 5.5A). The HPAs 

also tended to be more stable with increasing SNR, especially for nonlinear sHRFs (Figure 5.5B). 

 

Figure 5.6 Simulation results: detectability of nonlinearity using the nonlinear algorithm under the 

HPA criterion. (A) ROC curves for using the significance of HPA difference (p-value) of linear 

sHRFs and nonlinear sHRFs to detect nonlinear channels. SNR was fixed at -2dB. ROC curves at 

a λ/2 more negative than -0.2 (e.g. -0.4 or -0.6) maintained a same shape as that at λ/2 = -0.2. The 

arrows indicate a threshold of p = 0.05 on each ROC curve. (B) ROC curves of nonlinearity 

detection of channels at different SNRs with λ/2 = -0.2. 

These findings were supported by the ROC measures plotted in Figure 5.6, where the detectability 

of nonlinear channels using HPA was seen to be better with a larger nonlinear coefficient or with 

a higher SNR. For example, at a nonlinear coefficient of λ/2 = -0.2 and a threshold of p = 0.05, the 

detection sensitivity increased from around 0.4 to 0.9 with the improvement of SNR from -15dB 

to -10dB, while the specificity remained unchanged (at about 0.9, see the magenta arrow and the 

blue arrow in Figure 5.6B), i.e. at SNR = -10dB, 14/16 nonlinear channels and 12/16 linear 

channels were successfully identified under p = 0.05. The sensitivity and the specificity were 

generally poor in those cases where λ/2 was between 0 and -0.02 (mean nonlinear amplitude ratio 

≤ 1%, area under curve ≤ 66% in Figure 5.6A) or the SNR was smaller than -15dB (area under 

curve ≤ 70% in Figure 5.6B). 
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5.4.2 Patient results 

Five patients with refractory focal epilepsy were selected on the basis of unambiguous focus 

localization and frequent and clear IEDs. Focus localization was established by multimodal 

evaluation and confirmed by seizure-freedom following epilepsy surgery with a follow-up of more 

than a year. Table 5.1 lists the most plausible focus region, the length of selected recording time 

period as well as the frequency of recorded IEDs for each of the five patients. In the following sub-

sections, two case studies representative of overall results are presented. The readers are referred 

to Appendix B for the results on the other three patients. 

Table 5.1 Types and numbers of IEDs observed on EEG for the five selected patients. 

Patient # 1 2 3 4 5 

Focus region R F (IFG) L O 

(MOG) 

R OrbitoF, 

R aINS 

R T (ITG) R TO 

IED location on EEG R F L TO R FT R T, R FT R POT 

biPOT 

Total data length (min) 60 45 60 82.5 45 

Total IED number – Total 1541 1157 494 1196 1507 

Mean IED interval (s) – Total 2.3 2.3 7.3 4.0 1.8 

Median IED interval (a) – Total 1.3 1.3 4.0 0.5 0.9 

STD of IED intervals (s) - Total 3.6 5.4 10.3 9.5 2.1 

Sample data length (s) 654 180 221 230 133 

Total IED number – Sample 164 51 34 123 56 

Mean IED interval (s) - Sample 4.0 3.6 5.6 1.9 2.0 

Median IED interval (s) - Sample 3.0 2.6 4.6 0.5 0.9 

STD of IED intervals (s) - Sample 3.6 3.4 4.9 4.1 2.2 

• IED interval less than 1s (%) 12 14 12 67 51 

• IED interval between 1s to 5s (%) 63 52 48 21 40 

• IED interval greater than 10s (%) 8 4 24 3 0 

Abbreviations:  STD, standard deviation; L, left; R, right; F, frontal; T, temporal; P, parietal; O, 

occipital; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MOG, middle occipital gyrus; OrbitoF, orbitofrontal; aINS, 

anterior insula; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; bi, bilateral. 
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Figure 5.7 Patient 2. (A) MEG dipole localization of IEDs revealing a cluster of sources located in the left middle 

occipital gyrus; (B) EEG fragment with marking for left tempo-occipital IEDs; (C) Interpolated maps of nonlinear 

sHRFs, from 10s before an IED to 35s after the IED (left view); (D) The covered brain areas of the three selected 

ipsilateral channels with highest HPAs; (E) The reconstructed linear sHRF and nonlinear sHRF of channel 49 and 62. 

Compared with linear sHRFs, the first peak of the nonlinear sHRFs was greatly enhanced. Confidence levels of each 

deconvolved sHRF were presented using the surrogate method; (F) T-statistical maps of HbO, HbR and HbT response 

to left tempo-occipital IEDs, generated from GLMs using respectively the SPM8 canonical HRF (the first row), linear 

sHRFs (the second row) and nonlinear sHRFs (the third row). T-maps were EC-corrected, p<0.05. Solid black circle 

(30mm radius) indicates the projected most plausible focus region; dotted black circle shows the contralateral region 

corresponding to focus. 
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Figure 5.8 Patient 4. (A) MEG dipole localization of IEDs revealing a cluster of sources located in the posterior portion 

of inferior temporal gyrus; (B) EEG fragment with marking for right temporal IEDs and right fronto-temporal IEDs; 

(C) Interpolated maps of nonlinear sHRFs, from 10s before an IED to 35s after the IED (right view); (D) The covered 

brain areas of the three selected ipsilateral channels with highest HPAs; (E) The reconstructed linear sHRF and 

nonlinear sHRF of channel 6 and 12. Nonlinear sHRFs clearly showed higher HPAs. Both the linear and the nonlinear 

sHRFs peaked later than the cHRF, at around 12s; (F) T-statistical maps of HbO, HbR and HbT response to IEDs 

combined from right temporal IEDs and right fronto-temporal IEDs, generated from GLMs using respectively the 

SPM8 canonical HRF (the first row), linear sHRFs (the second row) and nonlinear sHRFs (the third row). T-maps 

were EC-corrected, p<0.05. Solid black circle (30mm radius) indicates the projected most plausible focus region; 

dotted black circle shows the contralateral region corresponding to focus. 
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5.4.2.1 Case study - Patient 2 

This 19 year-old girl with tuberous sclerosis suffered from drug-refractory epilepsy since age 14. 

Presurgical multimodal investigations localized her epileptic focus to the left middle occipital 

gyrus (Figure 5.7A, 5.7B).  

On the left view maps of interpolated nonlinear sHRFs (Figure 5.7C), the first positive peak of 

HbO arrived near 5s after an IED, and had the highest amplitude in the left middle occipital regions. 

A simultaneous HbO increase in posterior frontal area was also noticed (Figure 5.7D). The linear 

sHRFs and nonlinear sHRFs of the three selected channels (49, 62 and 51) are depicted in Fig. 7E. 

Two peaks with comparable amplitudes and durations were present in the plotted linear sHRFs, 

one peaking at about 5s and the other near 27s. In the nonlinear sHRFs however, while the peak 

value of the second peak remained more or less unchanged, the amplitude of the first peak was 

greatly enhanced. We were then able to recognize the first peak as the main response to IEDs.  

T-statistical maps generated using SPM8 cHRF, linear sHRFs and nonlinear sHRFs are shown in 

Figure 5.7F. No activation was seen for HbO, HbR and HbT on t-maps with the cHRF. On the 

other hand, significant increases in HbO and in HbT as well as a decrease in HbR were observed 

inside the focus circle on t-maps generated with either linear or nonlinear sHRFs, leading to a 

positive sensitivity of all hemoglobin types. The peak t-value of the activation at the focus site was 

higher with nonlinear sHRFs than with linear ones for HbO (nonlinear/linear: 11.6/7.8) and HbT 

(11.3/6.7), but was slightly lower in absolute value for HbR (-4.5/-5.2). Activations distant from 

the focus site were also discovered with sHRFs, such as in the contralateral occipital lobe (for HbO 

and HbT), or left posterior frontal areas. 

5.4.2.2 Case study - Patient 4 

This 17 year-old man suffered from daily pharmacoresistant seizures related to a cavernoma in the 

posterior portion of the right inferior temporal gyrus (Figure 5.8A). Two types of IEDs were 

recorded from 230s of selected time period: 62 right temporal IEDs and 61 right temporo-frontal 

IEDs (Figure 5.8B). These two types of IEDs were combined in sHRF reconstruction due to their 

spatial contiguity seen on EEG. From interpolated maps of nonlinear HbO sHRFs, large increases 

peaking at around 11s were observed in posterior temporal areas, anterior portion of temporal lobe, 

as well as a part of the inferior frontal gyrus (Figure 5.8C). Three channels (6, 81 and 12) located 

in the posterior temporal lobe were selected (Figure 5.8D, 5.8E). Two channels located in the 
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anterior temporal region were excluded in the selection (despite the high HPAs) because of their 

abnormally large mean square errors (MSE) when fitted with the nonlinear sHRFs. 

As seen in Figure 5.8F, we were unable to locate any significant activation on the contrast maps 

generated with cHRF. The detection ability was improved with linear sHRFs, thanks to significant 

HbO and HbT increases as well as an HbR decrease in the bilateral posterior temporal areas and in 

central regions. However, in this case, the activations observed on the side contralateral to the focus 

region (peak t-values for HbO/HbR/HbT: 6.7/-4.7/6.1) were stronger than those on the ipsilateral 

side (peak t-values: 4.8/-4.6/4.9). On contrast maps generated with nonlinear sHRFs, much higher 

t-scores and larger extent were estimated for the detected activations, especially on the side 

ipsilateral to the focus (peak t-values: 7.9/-6.8/7.9). 

5.4.3 Summary of patient results 

For the five patients, the markings as well as the peak t-scores that were congruent with the focus 

region are depicted in Table 5.2. For all the patients, the improvement on detection was seen when 

the cHRF was replaced by the sHRFs. The nonlinear sHRFs generally had the best performance 

among the three HRF models especially on HbO and HbT. 

In Table 5.2 and in Figure 5.9, we further explored the scale of nonlinear effect in the hemodynamic 

response to IEDs by presenting the estimated nonlinear coefficients and the temporal-averaged 

amplitudes of the reconstructed first-order component (i.e. V1 as defined in section 5.3.1.1) and 

second-order component (V2) of channels. For more accurate localization of the nonlinear effects, 

we reconstructed the V1 response and the V2 response only on channels that had a high t-statistic 

score in the previous GLM analysis using nonlinear sHRFs. The Bonferroni threshold was applied 

to the channel t-values to yield a corrected p value of 0.05. It was consistently seen for the five 

patients that the V2 response had amplitude of the opposite sign than the corresponding V1 

response, which suggested inhibitive nonlinear effect in patient data. Furthermore, the V2 response 

was also discovered to be of comparable order of magnitude to the V1 response. In most of the 

cases (except patient #4), the degree of suppression varied within the range of 0.1 to 0.5 relative to 

the highest mean V1 amplitude (or 10% to 90% relative to the corresponding V1 mean amplitude). 

These findings were in good agreement with our previous nonlinear study (Pouliot et al., 2012).  
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Figure 5.9 Ipsilateral hemisphere of the epileptic focus (circled in black) for the 5 patients: 

depiction of the first order Volterra component (the linear term, V1) and the second order Volterra 

component (the nonlinear term, V2) in the expected HbO response reconstructed using the 

nonlinear sHRFs. Only channels that presented significant nonlinear activations were chosen for 

interpolation (Bonferroni threshold). For each selected channel, the mean amplitudes of the V1 

term and of the V2 term in the expected response were calculated. For illustration purposes, the 

mean V1 amplitudes and the mean V2 amplitudes of a patient were both normalized so that the 

highest mean V1 amplitude had a unit value. 
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Table 5.2 Summary of patient results. Hemodynamic response congruent with focus: location and peak t-statistic value. An up arrow ↑ 

(down arrow ↓) indicates that an increase (resp. a decrease) in the hemoglobin concentration was observed in the corresponding locations, 

while a double arrow sign ↑↑ or ↓↓ indicates that the given activation was recognized as being the most significant among all the 

activations of the same hemoglobin type on the current set of contrast maps. The distribution of nonlinear coefficients (λ/2) and ratios of 

mean nonlinear to linear amplitudes (Anl/Al) is described using median value and median absolute deviation (MAD) to mitigate the 

influence of outlier channels. The negative sign of λ/2 and Anl/Al indicated an inhibitory effect of nonlinear components to linear 

components in the response. 

# Focus H Hemodynamic Response  

(SPM8 cHRF) 

Hemodynamic Response  

 (Linear sHRF) 

Hemodynamic Response  

 (Nonlinear sHRF) 

λ/2 

(median ± 

MAD) 

Anl/Al 

(median ± 

MAD) 

 

1 

 

R F (IFG) 

HbO ↑↑ R F (MFG): 4.0 ↑↑ R F (MFG+IFG): 4.8 ↑↑ R F (MFG+IFG): 5.7 -0.57 ± 0.26 -0.67 ± 0.30 

-0.27 ± 0.57 

-0.80 ± 0.38 

HbR ↓ R F (IFG): -4.2 ↓ R F (IFG): -4.5 ↓ R F (IFG): -5.2 -0.49 ± 0.40 

HbT ↑↑ R F (MFG): 4.3 ↑↑ R F (MFG): 4.4 ↑↑ R F (MFG): 4.9 -0.39 ± 0.19 

 

2 

 

L O 

(MOG) 

HbO   ↑↑ L O (MOG): 7.8  ↑↑ L O (MOG): 11.6 -1.18 ± 0.21 -0.36 ± 0.07 

-0.29 ± 0.13 

-0.40 ± 0.05 

HbR  ↓ L O (MOG): -5.2 ↓ L O (MOG): -4.5 -0.95 ± 0.41 

HbT  ↑↑ L O (MOG): 6.7 ↑↑ L O (MOG): 11.3 -1.29 ± 0.14 

 

3 

R OrbitoF 

R aINS 

HbO ↑ R F (IFG): 3.8 ↑ R F (IFG): 3.9 ↑ R F (IFG): 4.8 -0.92 ± 0.43 -0.41 ± 0.27 

 

-0.61 ± 0.89 

HbR     

HbT ↑ R F (IFG): 4.2 ↑ R F (IFG): 3.6 ↑ R F (IFG): 4.6 -0.65 ± 0.31 

 

4 

 

R T (ITG) 

HbO  ↑ R posT: +4.8 ↑↑ R posT: +7.9 -0.73 ± 0.30 -0.50 ± 0.25 

-0.50 ± 0.18 

-0.63 ± 0.22 

HbR  ↓ R T (ITG): -4.6 ↓↓ R T (ITG): -6.8 -0.39 ± 0.19 

HbT  ↑ R posT: +4.9 ↑↑ R posT: +7.9 -0.67 ± 0.40 

 

5 

 

R TO 

HbO ↓ R O: -4.3 ↑↑ R O, R posT: 17.3 ↑↑ R O, R posT: 19.3 -0.57 ± 0.50 -0.40 ± 0.27 

-0.41 ± 0.16 

-0.34 ± 0.28 

HbR ↓ R O: -4.2 ↓↓ R O, R posT: -16.6 ↓↓ R O, R posT: -16.0 -0.84 ± 0.40 

HbT ↓ R O: -4.1 ↑↑ R O, R posT: 12.6 ↑↑ R O, R posT: 13.3 -0.55 ± 0.47 

Abbreviations: L, left; R, right; F, frontal; T, temporal; P, parietal; O, occipital; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; 

MOG, middle occipital gyrus; OrbitoF, orbitofrontal; aINS, anterior insula; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; posT, posterior temporal lobe. 
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5.5 Discussion 

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to make an effort to model the HRF variability 

in epilepsy with fNIRS data. Besides the linear method, a nonlinear deconvolution approach using 

Volterra series was proposed for patients with frequent IEDs. This allowed also for the first time 

more precise HRF modelling in epilepsy with compensation for first order nonlinearity. The sHRF 

was reconstructed over a time interval from 10 seconds before a stimulus (an IED) to 35 seconds 

after the stimulus in the hope of capturing most of the characteristics of the hemodynamic response 

in the data. A constant term and a linear trend term were also added in the model.  

In the first part consisting of model validation, simulation results have shown that the 

deconvolution method yielded reasonable results in reconstructing the HRF under appropriate 

conditions. The second part of the work focused on using the sHRF models on real epileptic data 

with frequent IEDs. As fNIRS depth is insufficient for epileptiform activity arising from deeper 

cortical structures (Obrig, 2014; Peng et al., 2014; Steinhoff et al., 1996), we selected five patients 

with only neocortical epilepsies. Results confirmed that the specific HRFs were significantly 

different from the cHRF in both shape and latency. Higher HPAs were derived using nonlinear 

sHRFs, especially from channels sampling near the epileptic focus site. Compared with cHRF, 

using sHRFs (especially the nonlinear sHRFs) in the GLM analysis not only greatly improved the 

statistical significance of detected activations on all of our five patients, but also located new 

activated areas which were unable to be detected with the cHRF at the same threshold of 

significance. 

5.5.1 Criteria for sHRF comparison 

In the GLM analysis using sHRFs, the IED regressor was constructed by averaging the fitted 

responses of three distinct HbO channels. The purpose of the averaging was to enhance the 

robustness of the algorithm by mitigating the influence of false positives. Tests were conducted to 

ensure that choosing three channels was reasonable (results not shown here). Previous combined 

EEG-fMRI studies selected active voxels based on criteria including the concordance of voxel 

location with the spike field on EEG (Jacobs et al., 2009), the statistical significance of an 

activation in pre-conducted GLM analysis using the cHRF (Storti et al., 2013), or a combination 

of the two (Masterton et al., 2010). In our case, we opted to be as unbiased as possible by including 
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significant activity that might be distant from the irritative zone. Moreover, it was also noticed that 

for some of our patients, no significant response was detected with the conventional GLM (e.g. 

Figure 5.7F, Figure 5.8F). Hence, in this work, we constrained the selected channels to be on the 

ipsilateral side of the spike field, while comparing sHRFs mainly on the criteria of HPA and peak 

latency (Richter and Richter, 2003; Watanabe et al., 2014). The HPA was chosen as an indicator 

over other characteristics such as the area under curve (AUC) of the sHRF, mainly because using 

HPA was more accurate and specific in detecting nonlinear channels at low SNRs (see the 

Appendix section, Figure 5.13). 

5.5.2 HbO vs. HbR 

In this work, we decided to use the sHRFs for HbO to construct the design matrix in the GLM for 

all three types of chromophores, mainly because the sHRF for HbO was usually able to present a 

clear first peak within 0 to 15s that was able to be recognized as the main response to IEDs. By 

contrast, for four of our five patients (except patient 5), the shapes of the deconvolved sHRFs for 

HbR were less distinguishable from background noise and were more difficult to interpret. This 

difference between sHRFs for HbO and for HbR might be due to the fact that a much smaller SNR 

is often seen in the NIRS measurement of HbR relative to HbO, as reported in other NIRS studies 

(Ding et al., 2014; Schaeffer et al., 2014). The lower SNR might increase the variability of sHRF 

shape (see Fig. 4B) which made sHRFs for HbR less reliable to reflect the aspects of the true 

hemodynamic response. On the other hand, it is also worth noting that despite the use of sHRFs 

for HbO in GLM analysis, the statistical significance of HbR response and HbT response were still 

improved in most of the cases. However, it may be that including the chromophore-specific sHRF 

with a correctly-specified shape in the GLM analysis can further improve the statistical scores of 

HbR and HbT responses. 

5.5.3 Localization of the epileptic focus  

We assessed the accuracy of focus localization using different HRF models by examining the 

overlap between the projected focus region and the detected activation locations on each set of 

contrast maps. As in Peng et al. (2014), we defined the localization sensitivity to be positive for a 

patient if the epileptic focus region overlapped a non-inverted significant hemodynamic response. 

A positive specificity was assigned if the hemodynamic change in the focus region was the most 
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significant (i.e. held a highest t-score) among all the detected clusters, and thus would lead to a 

successful identification of the epileptic focus region. On the contrast maps generated with the 

SPM8 cHRF, we were only able to report positive localization sensitivity on two of the five 

patients (patient #1, #3) and positive localization specificity on one patient (patient #1) using HbO. 

The localization sensitivity and specificity were improved with sHRF models. For example, the 

localization sensitivity for HbO was observed to be positive on all the five patients with either of 

the two sHRF models, while the localization specificity for HbO was positive on three patients 

with the linear model and on four patients with the nonlinear model. The detailed localization 

results with all three types of chromophores are listed in the Appendix, Table 5.3. 

5.5.4 Early response preceding IEDs 

Early hemodynamic response preceding epileptic events has been reported in focal epilepsy with 

multiple types of imaging modalities (Hawco et al., 2007; Mäkiranta et al., 2005; Moeller et al., 

2008; Osharina et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2007). The localizing value of these early signals was also 

well discussed by the Montreal Neurological Institute’s group (Jacobs et al., 2009; Pittau et al., 

2011; Rathakrishnan et al., 2010). In this EEG-fNIRS study, we observed on some patients that at 

least a part of the first HbO peak was earlier than the IED event marked on EEG (patients #2, #3 

and #5). Moreover, the deconvolved sHRF might be able to provide a more direct view on the 

early phase of a response. For example, for patient #2, the significant HbO increase near the left 

middle occipital gyrus (which was recognized as the response to IEDs) was clearly shown to occur 

from approximately 5 seconds preceding the IEDs (Fig. 7(D) (F)). However, we are unaware of 

the confidence levels of these early phases as the 95% threshold used in this study was constructed 

according to the peak amplitude. Hence, more work is needed to confirm the presence of the early 

responses observed on our epileptic patients. 

5.5.5 Limitations  

For each epileptic patient, the reconstruction of sHRFs as well as the statistical analysis was 

conducted on a very conservative recording sample period in which only clear IEDs were included 

with a comparable frequency as in the total recording time (Table 1). By doing this, we intended 

to ensure the best SNR for IED response by minimizing the influence of all other confounding 

events. However, as the duration of the selected interval can be quite limited in contrast to the total 
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recording time, the relatively small sample size of IEDs may also lower the statistical significance 

of the reconstructed sHRFs. For example, no linear sHRF for patient 5 was seen to pass the 95% 

confidence level possibly due to the short sample data of around 2 minutes (Fig. 12E). Proper 

algorithms may need to be applied in future work to correct the effect of motion artifacts and other 

events in the data (Brigadoi et al., 2014). 

In this work, we applied temporal filters as well as a PCA technique to recorded data for the 

purpose of separating NIRS signals from various sources of noise originating from tissue layers 

over the brain and systemic physiology. However, this pre-processing step might also cause some 

distortion in reconstructed estimates of the true HRF, e.g. in our simulations, the spurious early 

dips occurring between -10s to 0s in the sHRFs were possibly due to the high-pass filtering of the 

simulated signals in pre-processing as we made an attempt to remove the DC component (see Fig. 

3, the sHRFs and the filtered cHRF). 

Finally, with this work being one of methodology development, the experimental design in this 

study was not randomized, not blinded and consisted of a relatively small number of patients (five). 

Future work with a randomized, blinded protocol and a larger patient number may be beneficial to 

further test our method. 

5.6 Conclusion 

In this work, we highlighted the importance of modeling patient-specific HRF to IEDs in the 

analysis of EEG-fNIRS data. Results acquired on five epileptic patients have suggested that 

including patient-specific HRFs in the GLM might be able to improve activation detection by 

increasing statistical significance and producing larger spatial extents of activations. In addition, 

nonlinear sHRFs generally had a better performance than linear sHRFs in the analysis when 

frequent IEDs were recorded in the data. We conclude that the deconvolved sHRFs might be more 

adequate than a canonical HRF in some analysis of IEDs with EEG-fNIRS. Clearly more work is 

required before such methods can be useful to clinical practice. 
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5.8 Appendix  

5.8.1 Specific HRF estimation 

5.8.1.1 Nonlinear deconvolution model 

Several nonlinear least square minimization algorithms (Madsen et al., 2004) can be applied to 

solve the HRF time-course ℎ from the nonlinear model. In this study, we linearize the nonlinear 

model followed by the Gauss-Newton iteration method (Montgomery et al., 2006) for the sake of 

simplicity. 

Using matrix notation, we first define: 

𝜽 = [ℎ−𝐾1
 ℎ−𝐾1+1 …ℎ𝐾2

 𝜔0 𝜔1 𝜔2 … 𝜔𝐼 𝜆]
𝑇
, 

𝒀 = [𝑦𝐾2+1 𝑦𝐾2+2 …𝑦𝑁−𝐾1
]
𝑇
, 𝒖 = [𝑢𝐾2+1 𝑢𝐾2+2 …𝑢𝑁−𝐾1

]
𝑇
, 

where 𝑁 is the sample number in the recording. We can re-write equation (3) concisely as 𝒀 =

𝑭(𝜽, 𝒖). The iteration process begins when an initial point 𝜽𝟎 is given. At the point 𝜽𝟎, we expand 

𝒀 using Taylor series, and only keep terms with a first-order partial derivative: 

𝒀 = 𝑭(𝜽𝟎, 𝒖) + ∑ [𝐽(𝜽, 𝒖)𝑣]𝜽=𝜽𝟎
(𝜃𝑣 − 𝜃𝑣,0)

𝐾1+𝐾2+𝐼+3
𝑣=1 + 𝜺𝑇      (5.4) 

where 𝐽(𝜽, 𝒖)𝑣 denotes the 𝑣th element of the Jacobian matrix: 𝐽(𝜽, 𝒖)𝑣 = 
𝜕𝑭(𝜽,𝒖)

𝜕𝜃𝑣
. 𝜺𝑇 is the error 

term of the approximation. Note the difference between 𝜺𝑇 in equation (A.1) and the noise term 휀 

in equation (2). If we define 𝒁 = 𝒀 − 𝑭(𝜽𝟎, 𝒖), 𝜷 = 𝜽 − 𝜽𝟎 , 𝑿 = [𝐽(𝜽, 𝒖)]𝜽=𝜽𝟎
, equation 5.4 

takes a GLM form 𝒁 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝜺𝑇, from which 𝜷 can be solved using the ordinary least square 

(OLS): �̂� = (𝑿𝑇𝑿)−1𝑿𝑇𝒁. A new point �̂�𝟏is then produced by �̂�𝟏 = �̂� + 𝜽𝟎, and is used as the 

starting point of the next iteration.  
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The iteration process is terminated when at least one of the following three ending criteria is met: 

a) all the parameters in 𝜽 converge, i.e. |
�̂�𝑖+1,𝑙−�̂�𝑖,𝑙

�̂�𝑖,𝑙
| < 𝛿, where 𝑖 is the iteration index and 𝑙 = 1, 2, 

…, 𝐾1+𝐾2+ 𝐼 +3, 𝛿 is a small positive number; b) a reduction in the residual sum of squares of 

equation (3) is not obtained with the new estimate of 𝜽, �̂�𝑖+1, than with the starting estimate �̂�𝑖, 

i.e. 𝑆(�̂�𝒊+𝟏) > 𝜑 ∗ 𝑆(�̂�𝒊) where 𝑆(�̂�) = (𝒀 − 𝑭(�̂�, 𝒖))
𝑇

(𝒀 − 𝑭(�̂�, 𝒖)), 𝜑 is a scalar around 1; 

c) the user-specified maximum number of iterations Q is reached. The first 𝐾1+𝐾2+1 elements of 

the final estimate of 𝜽, �̂�𝑄, are considered as the time-course of our estimated nonlinear sHRF. 

In this paper, we set 𝛿=10−6, 𝜑=1.05, Q = 20, and the initial 𝜆0=-0.001. The other elements in the 

initial point 𝜽𝟎 are specified by using the estimates from the linear version of the deconvolution 

model introduced in section 5.8.1.2.  

5.8.1.2 Linear deconvolution model 

When the nonlinear coefficient λ = 0, the model turns out to be a linear deconvolution model that 

is similar to the model introduced in fMRI literature (Lu et al., 2006): 

𝑦(𝑡) = ∫ ℎ(𝜎)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝜎)𝑑𝜎
∞

−∞
+ ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝜔(𝑖)𝐼

𝑖=0 + 휀                   (5.5) 

The discretized form of equation (A.2) is: 

𝑦𝑡 = ∑ 𝑢𝑡−𝑘ℎ𝑘
𝐾2
𝑘=−𝐾1

+ ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝜔𝑖
𝐼
𝑖=0 + 휀                   (5.6) 

Defining 𝒀, 𝒖 as in Appendix A.1, and a new 𝜽𝑙𝑛 by removing the coefficient 𝜆 from 𝜽: 

𝜽𝑙𝑛 = [ℎ−𝐾1
 ℎ−𝐾1+1 …ℎ𝐾2

 𝜔0 𝜔1 𝜔2 … 𝜔𝐼]
𝑇
, 

we then obtain a GLM model from (5.6): 𝒀 = 𝑿𝑙𝑛𝜽𝑙𝑛 + 𝜺 where 𝜺 =[휀𝐾2+1 휀𝐾2+2 …휀𝑁−𝐾1
]
𝑇
and 

𝑿𝑙𝑛 is: 

𝑿𝑙𝑛 =

[
 
 
 
 
𝑢𝐾1+𝐾2+1 ⋯ 𝑢1 1 𝐾2 + 1 ⋯ (𝐾2 + 1)𝐼

𝑢𝐾1+𝐾2+2 ⋯ 𝑢2 1 𝐾2 + 2 ⋯ (𝐾2 + 2)𝐼

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑢𝑁 ⋯ 𝑢𝑁−𝐾1−𝐾2

1 𝑁 − 𝐾1 ⋯ (𝑁 − 𝐾1)
𝐼
]
 
 
 
 

  

By OLS, the estimate of 𝜽𝑙𝑛is given by �̂�𝑙𝑛 = (𝑿𝑙𝑛
𝑇 𝑿𝑙𝑛)−1𝑿𝑙𝑛

𝑇 𝒀. The first 𝐾1+𝐾2+1 elements of 

�̂�𝑙𝑛 are the time-course of our estimated linear sHRF. 
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5.8.2 Supplementary patient results 

5.8.2.1 Patient 1 

This 14 year-old patient had drug-resistant epilepsy since age 5 years due to a subtle focal cortical 

dysplasia in the right inferior frontal gyrus (Figure 5.10A). By visually inspecting the EEG traces, 

we identified a relatively long data period of over 10 minutes that contained 164 clear right frontal 

IEDs (Figure 5.10B). The median interval between IEDs was near 3s and 63% of the intervals 

were within the range of 1s to 5s. 

The time-courses of the linear and the nonlinear sHRF were reconstructed for all fNIRS channels. 

From interpolated hemispheric maps of both linear sHRFs (refer to the video in supplementary 

data) and nonlinear sHRFs, high HbO concentration increase peaking at around 10s was observed 

in the right frontal lobe as well as in the central regions (Figure 5.10C). Channels 11, 18 and 67 

were chosen based on the selection criterion (Figure 5.10D, 5.10E). The HPAs of nonlinear sHRFs 

were nearly twice as high as those of linear sHRFs, suggesting a potential nonlinear intervention 

in the HbO channels in the frontal and the central areas. 

Fig. 5.10F shows the left and the right projections of EC-corrected concentration contrasts of 

hemoglobin concentration changes associated with right frontal IEDs. Each row of the image was 

generated from a distinct GLM using respectively the SPM8 cHRF, the linear sHRFs and the 

nonlinear sHRFs. Compared with the conventional cHRF, the use of deconvolved sHRFs 

(especially the nonlinear sHRFs) clearly increased both the statistical scores and the detected 

extents of the activations for all chromophores. The HbO increase with peak t-value of 5.7 on 

nonlinear contrast maps (and also, 4.8 on linear contrast maps) in the right frontal region was the 

most significant, allowing a correct localization of the epileptic focus site. Results were quite 

similar for HbT, with the peak t-value of 4.9/4.4 (resp. on nonlinear/linear contrast maps) inside 

the focus circle. The use of sHRFs also improved the detection of HbR activations by presenting 

more negative t-scores for the responses close to the right inferior frontal gyrus (peak t-values: -

5.2/-4.5 on nonlinear/linear contrast maps), as well as in the left posterior frontal areas (peak t-

values: -5.1/-4.4). 
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5.8.2.2 Patient 3 

This 27 year-old woman suffered since age 9 years from predominantly nocturnal gelastic seizures. 

After failing 9 antiepileptic drug trials, a comprehensive presurgical evaluation was performed 

which localized the focus at the junction of right orbitofrontal operculum and the anterior insula 

(Figure 5.11A). During the selected interval of 221s of the scan, 34 right fronto-temporal IEDs 

were recorded (Figure 5.11B). The IED frequency on this patient was below average of the five 

patients, with a median interval of 4.6s and 24% of the intervals larger than 10s.  

Peak HbO concentration increase was observed at about 5s after an IED mainly from channels 

sampling from the right frontal lobe (Figure 5.11C), including channel 16 which obtained the 

largest HPA gain with the nonlinear method (Figure 5.11D, 5.11E). In addition, a large HbO 

increase was also noticed in right central regions and parietal lobe. However, as the peak of the 

increase came out at around 28s, this increase was thus not considered as a direct response to IEDs 

and its corresponding channels were excluded prior to the selection. 

Including the sHRFs in the GLM again improved the activation detection, as seen in Figure 5.11F. 

For example, HbO clusters and HbT clusters on nonlinear contrast maps were located in bilateral 

frontal lobes with much larger extents and higher peak t-scores (5.4/5.1 for HbO/HbT), compared 

with those observed on maps generated with cHRF (peak t-score: 4.5 for both HbO and HbT). 

However, the detected HbO/HbT responses in the right frontal lobe were seen to be actually a bit 

too anterior to the focus. For HbR, in spite of the absence of any ipsilateral HbR response on any 

set of contrast maps, we located an HbR decrease (peak t-value: -3.8) in the left inferior frontal 

gyrus contralateral to focus area on the t-map with nonlinear sHRFs. This observation may still be 

informative reflecting the location of the epileptic focus. 

5.8.2.3 Patient 5 

This 25 year-old woman with seizures since age 13 years had an epileptic focus at the right 

occipito-temporal junction confirmed by multimodal evaluation (Figure 5.12A). On the EEG of 

the selected recording period, 31 bilateral parieto-occipito-temporal IEDs, 9 right parieto-occipito-

temporal IEDs and 16 generalized spike-and-wave discharges were identified (Figure 5.12B). 

These events were again combined due to their spatial contiguity and bilateral symmetry. 
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On interpolated maps of nonlinear HbO sHRFs (Figure 5.12C), we observed a high HbO increase 

near the right occipito-temporal junction, surrounded by noticeable HbO decreases in adjacent 

areas. Different from the cHRF, the sHRFs extracted from related area were seen to have a late 

peak time at about 11s as well as a large FWHM of around 10s. As can be seen from Figure 5.12E, 

the HPAs of the linear sHRFs of the selected channels were a bit lower than the 95% thresholds. 

In fact, none of the 71 right side channels was able to produce a qualified linear sHRF due to the 

low confidence level. This might be explained by that the selected recording time period for this 

patient (133s) was not long enough to provide sufficient number of observation points for the 

deconvolution model. The sHRFs from channel 19, 14 and 10 were nevertheless chosen to 

construct the design matrix for the following GLM analysis thanks to their relatively higher HPAs. 

On t-maps generated with the cHRF (Figure 5.12F), we were only able to locate a negative HbR 

concentration change in the right occipital lobe with a minimum t-value of -4.2. By contrast, the 

use of either the linear sHRFs or the nonlinear sHRFs greatly improved the detection and presented 

many activated areas for all chromophore types. The location of the most significant changes was 

seen to be in excellent concordance with the focus region, and thus was recognized as possible 

response to IEDs. Larger statistical scores were found on t-maps with nonlinear sHRFs for HbO 

(maximum t-values: +19.3/+17.3 with nonlinear/linear sHRFs) and HbT (+13.3/+12.6). 

Homologous responses in the contralateral corresponding area were also observed. These 

contralateral activations seemed to be more scattered with some spread to the left parietal lobe. 
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Figure 5.10 Patient 1. (A) MEG dipole localization of IEDs revealing a cluster of sources located in the right inferior 

frontal gyrus; (B) EEG fragment with marking for right frontal IEDs; (C) Interpolated maps of nonlinear sHRFs, from 

10s before an IED to 35s after the IED (right view); (D) The covered brain areas of the three selected ipsilateral 

channels with highest HPAs; (E) The reconstructed linear sHRF and nonlinear sHRF of channels 18 and 11. The HPAs 

of nonlinear sHRFs were nearly twice as much as those of linear ones. Confidence levels of each deconvolved sHRF 

were presented using the surrogate series method; (F) T-statistical maps of HbO, HbR and HbT response to right 

frontal IEDs, generated from GLMs using respectively the SPM8 canonical HRF (first row), linear sHRFs (second 

row) and nonlinear sHRFs (third row). T-maps were EC-corrected, p<0.05. Solid black circle (30mm radius): 

projected most plausible focus region; dotted black circle: contralateral region to the focus. 
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Figure 5.11 Patient 3. (A) MEG dipole localization of IEDs revealing a cluster of sources located in the junction of 

right orbitofrontal areas and operculum-anterior insula; (B) EEG fragment with marking for right fronto-temporal 

IEDs; (C) Interpolated maps of nonlinear sHRFs, from 10s before an IED to 35s after the IED (right view); (D) The 

covered brain areas of the three selected ipsilateral channels with highest HPAs; (E) The reconstructed linear sHRF 

and nonlinear sHRF of channel 16 and 120. Nonlinearity was seen to be the most significant near channel 16. 

Confidence levels of each deconvolved sHRF were presented using the surrogate method; (F) T-statistical maps of 

HbO, HbR and HbT response to right fronto-temporal IEDs, generated from GLMs using respectively the SPM8 

canonical HRF (the first row), linear sHRFs (the second row) and nonlinear sHRFs (the third row). T-maps were EC-

corrected, p<0.05. Solid black circle (30mm radius) indicates the projected most plausible focus region; dotted black 

circle shows the contralateral region corresponding to focus. 
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Figure 5.12 Patient 5. (A) MEG dipole localization of IEDs revealing a cluster of sources located at occipito-temporal 

junction; (B) EEG fragment with marking for right parieto-occipito-temporal (POT) IEDs, bilateral POT IEDs and 

general spike and waves; (C) Interpolated maps of nonlinear sHRFs, from 10s before an IED to 35s after the IED 

(right view); (D) The covered brain areas of the three selected ipsilateral channels with highest HPAs; (E) The 

reconstructed linear sHRF and nonlinear sHRF of channel 19 and 14. Both types of sHRFs were quite different from 

the cHRF in characteristics such as peaking time and full width at half maximum of the main peak; (F) T-statistical 

maps of HbO, HbR and HbT response to IEDs combined from right POT IEDs, bilateral POT IEDs and general spike 

and waves, generated from GLMs using respectively the SPM8 canonical HRF (the first row), linear sHRFs (the 

second row) and nonlinear sHRFs (the third row). T-maps were EC-corrected, p<0.05. Solid black circle (30mm 

radius) indicates the projected most plausible focus region; dotted black circle shows the contralateral region 

corresponding to focus. 
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Figure 5.13 Simulation results: detectability of nonlinearity under the criteria of HPA or AUC. (A) ROC curves for 

HPA or AUC to detect nonlinear signals at two different nonlinear coefficients. SNR was fixed at -2dB. The arrow 

indicates a threshold of p = 0.05 on each ROC curve. (B) ROC curves for HPA or AUC at different SNRs, with λ = -

0.2. HPA was a better indicator than AUC at low SNRs. 
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Table 5.3 Summary of focus localization results of the five patients. 

# Focus H Hemodynamic Response  

(SPM8 cHRF) 

SEN/SPE 

(cHRF) 

Hemodynamic 

Response  

 (Linear sHRF) 

SEN/SPE 

(linear) 

Hemodynamic Response  

 (Nonlinear sHRF) 

SEN/SPE 

(nonlinear) 

 

1 

 

R F (IFG) 

HbO ↑↑ R F (MFG): 4.0 1/1 ↑↑ R F (MFG+IFG): 4.8 1/1 ↑↑ R F (MFG+IFG): 5.7 1/1 

HbR ↓ R F (IFG): -4.2 1/0 ↓ R F (IFG): -4.5 1/0 ↓ R F (IFG): -5.2 1/0 

HbT ↑↑ R F (MFG): 4.3 1/1 ↑↑ R F (MFG): 4.4 1/1 ↑↑ R F (MFG): 4.9 1/1 

 

2 

 

L O 

(MOG) 

HbO  0/0  ↑↑ L O (MOG): +7.8 1/1  ↑↑ L O (MOG): 11.6 1/1 

HbR  0/0 ↓ L O (MOG): -5.2 1/0 ↓ L O (MOG): -4.5 1/0 

HbT  0/0 ↑↑ L O (MOG): +6.7 1/1 ↑↑ L O (MOG): 11.3 1/1 

 

3 

R OrbitoF 

R aINS 

HbO ↑ R F (IFG): 3.8 1/0 ↑ R F (IFG): 3.9 1/0 ↑ R F (IFG): 4.8 1/0 

HbR  0/0  0/0  0/0 

HbT ↑ R F (IFG): 4.2 1/0 ↑ R F (IFG): 3.6 1/0 ↑ R F (IFG): 4.6 1/0 

 

4 

 

R T (ITG) 

HbO  0/0 ↑ R posT: 4.8 1/0 ↑↑ R posT: 7.9 1/1 

HbR  0/0 ↓ R T (ITG): -4.6 1/0 ↓↓ R T (ITG): -6.8 1/1 

HbT  0/0 ↑ R posT: 4.9 1/0 ↑↑ R posT: 7.9 1/1 

 

5 

 

R TO 

HbO ↓ R O: -4.3 0/0 ↑↑ R O, R posT: 17.3 1/1 ↑↑ R O, R posT: 19.3 1/1 

HbR ↓ R O: -4.2 0/0 ↓↓ R O, R posT: -16.6 1/1 ↓↓ R O, R posT: -16.0 1/1 

HbT ↓ R O: -4.1 0/0 ↑↑ R O, R posT: 12.6 1/1 ↑↑ R O, R posT: 13.3 1/1 

 

Total (5 

patients) 

HbO  2/1  5/3  5/4 

HbR  1/0  4/1  4/2 
HbT  2/1  5/3  5/4 

Abbreviations: L, left; R, right; F, frontal; T, temporal; P, parietal; O, occipital; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; 

MOG, middle occipital gyrus; OrbitoF, orbitofrontal; aINS, anterior insula; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; posT, posterior temporal lobe; 

SEN, localization sensitivity; SPE, localization specificity. 
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CHAPTER 6 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

This thesis reports recent results and progresses in using a multichannel EEG-fNIRS system to 

study the cerebral hemodynamic response in human epilepsy. Two scientific papers are presented 

in chapter 4 and 5, focusing on the detection and the modeling of the hemodynamic response to 

IEDs. This chapter reviews the objectives that are initially proposed in chapter 1, validates the 

corresponding hypotheses, and discusses the limitations of current EEG-fNIRS technique in its 

application of epilepsy research. 

6.1 Objective 1 

The first objective of this thesis is to provide preliminary estimates of the sensitivity and the 

specificity of using EEG-fNIRS in detecting the hemoglobin concentration response to IEDs and 

in localizing the epileptic focus region. The article presented in chapter 4 addresses this objective, 

with a standard GLM-based analysis on a relatively large patient database (40 patients in total). 

EEG-fNIRS was sensitive in detecting the HbR/HbO/HbT response to IEDs in 62%/38%/38% of 

the 29 patients with neocortical epilepsies. The focus localization accuracy varied from 21% to 

28% depending on the chromophore type for those 29 patients. In MTLE cases, although 

projections of the IEDs were detectable by scalp EEG, fNIRS generally had difficulities in 

detecting the associated hemodynamic changes.  

Nevertheless, this study on one hand supports the idea that the hemoglobin concentration change 

associated with IEDs can be observed with EEG-fNIRS. With a large head coverage, we are able 

to locate remote cortical regions that are also activated by focal IEDs (especially the contralateral 

area corresponding to the epileptic focus, which is similar to the observation of seizures, e.g. by 

Nguyen et al. (2013, 2012)), despite no evidence on scalp EEG. This provides additional evidence 

to the current literature (Gotman, 2008; Holmes and Tucker, 2013; Rose et al., 2013; Stefan and 

Lopes da Silva, 2013) suggesting that the neurovascular response elicited by IEDs (although 

weaker than seizures) may also propagate through epileptic networks. More work is clearly needed 

to better understand the pathophysiology of such propagations. 

However, the modest sensitivity and specificity reported in this study also imply that the standard 

GLM-based analysis assuming a SPM8 canonical HRF may not be optimal in fNIRS data 

processing to detect hemoglobin concentration changes with IEDs. One of the explanations is that 
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the shape of the hemoglobin response to IEDs is distinct from the SPM8 canonical HRF which is 

characterized by the BOLD response to external stimulations on healthy subjects. The response to 

IEDs are shown in the literature that it can vary across different patients (Jacobs et al., 2007; 

Lemieux et al., 2008; Pellegrino et al., 2016), precede the EEG evidence of epileptic discharge 

(Jacobs et al., 2009; Pittau et al., 2011; Rathakrishnan et al., 2010), contain significant nonlinear 

components (Pouliot et al., 2012), and sometimes even present an inversed shape (deactivation) 

(Gotman, 2008; Kobayashi et al., 2006b). This study again implies the normal neurovascular 

coupling mechanism might be altered in the generation of IEDs. Therefore, in order to achieve 

higher detection sensitivity and specificity for fNIRS, further methodological improvements are 

needed, including more realistic and more flexible modeling for the hemodynamic response to 

IEDs. 

6.2 Objective 2 

The article presented in chapter 5 made an attempt to address the model misspecification problem 

by proposing a simple deconvolution method that is able to model the patient-specific variations 

in the shape of the hemodynamic response to IEDs. For the selected five patients, their estimated 

specific HRFs (for HbO) were seen to have distinct shapes, in terms of different peaking time (5-

15s), peak dispersion (FWHM from 8 to 20s), undershoot amplitudes, etc. Similar pattern of HbO 

response to IEDs was also observed in a recent fNIRS study by Pellegrino et al. (2016), where they 

maximized cortical sensitivity of fNIRS with a personalized optode montage. Moreover, for the 

first time, our study was able to quantitatively characterize the nonlinear contribution in the 

hemodynamic changes associated with rapidly recurrent IEDs. We confirmed that the nonlinear 

effect was always inhibitive to the linear component, but was of comparable order of magnitude. 

Modeling these patient-specific patterns of the hemodynamic response in the GLM-based analysis 

greatly improved the power of EEG-fNIRS in detecting brain areas activated by IEDs, and also 

benefited the accuracy of focus localization.  

In summary, all these results suggested that the variability of hemodynamic response to IEDs 

across brain regions and across patients is significant. Such variability can have a crucial impact 

on the outcome of EEG-fNIRS in the observation of IEDs, and definitely should not be neglected. 

A main weakness of this study was in its experimental design, as it involved very limited number 

of patients (five), and its patient selection criterion was not randomized and blinded. On top of that, 
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only a sample period of the EEG-fNIRS data (the “clean” period) was used for each patient. The 

same “clean” period was used both in the modeling process (as the “training” set) and in the GLM 

analysis (as the “detection” set). This is because the deconvolution method is a pure data-driven 

technique, and is highly sensitive to the SNR of fNIRS signals (especially the nonlinear 

deconvolution algorithm, see Figure 5.5). With the instrumental and analytical improvements for 

fNIRS artifact removal, the models proposed in this study should be further validated with a 

randomized, blinded protocol and a larger patient number. For example, adding a group of patients 

with rare IEDs as a comparison set to the current five patients with frequent IEDs may be beneficial 

to validate the deconvolution models on patient data with weaker nonlinear effect.   

It should be noted that we reported higher sensitivity and higher overall accuracy of focus 

localization for HbR rather than for HbO or HbT in the first study, but better results for HbO than 

for HbR in this study. This can be partially because the HRF used in the first study was presumed 

to have the SPM8 cHRF shape which was initially modeled for the BOLD response. As BOLD 

signals have been shown to be more correlated with NIRS recording of HbR rather than of HbO or 

HbT in temporal pattern (Gagnon et al., 2012b; Huppert et al., 2006; Toronov et al., 2007), it is 

thus not implausible that better activation detection was obtained for HbR through the standard 

GLM analysis. In this work, the sHRF was reconstructed with a mostly data-driven deconvolution 

technique (linear or nonlinear) that required few assumptions (causality, time invariance, impulse 

form, perturbative) on the shape of the HRF (Lu et al., 2006). In this study, we decided to use the 

sHRF for HbO for the GLM analysis of all chromophores, thanks to the higher SNR in the fNIRS-

measured HbO changes relative to HbR changes. Hence, unsurprisingly, the sensitivity and the 

specificity using HbO response was more distinctive than HbR response in this study. 

Despite that the selected “clean” periods did not contain large movements, a PCA was still 

performed in the pre-processing of fNIRS data because we initially preferred to maintain an 

identical pre-processing setup to that in the first study, and therefore ensuring that the improvement 

seen in activation detection in this study was the result of the inclusion of specific HRFs in the 

GLM. In fact, through tests, we discovered that excluding the PCA from the pre-processing 

pipeline for the “clean” periods usually would not have a major impact, e.g. Figure 6.1 shows the 

t-statistical maps obtained from the fNIRS data of patient 2 and patient 4 without the application 

the PCA, for HbO, HbR and HbT using the same cHRF, linear sHRF and nonlinear sHRF as 

described in section 5.4.2. We noticed that the contrast maps for patient 2 (Figure 6.1A) stay almost 
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unchanged from Figure 5.7E. For patient 4, a small increase of the statistical scores for the HbT 

cluster contralateral to the focus site was seen (Figure 6.1B, compared with Figure 5.8E), which 

might lead to incorrect focus localization using HbT. However, in Figure 6.1A and 6.1B, the use 

of sHRFs (especially the nonlinear one) still presents higher statistical scores and larger spatial 

extents for the detected activations. Therefore, we are confident that including or excluding the 

PCA will not alter the conclusion of this study which supports the use of the sHRFs in the GLM in 

the analysis of IED data. 

 

Figure 6.1 Test result without PCA for (A) Patient 2, (B) Patient 4: T-statistical maps of HbO, HbR 

and HbT response to IEDs, generated from GLMs using respectively the SPM8 canonical HRF 

(the first row), linear sHRFs (the second row) and nonlinear sHRFs (the third row). T-maps were 
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EC-corrected, p<0.05. Solid black circle (30mm radius) indicates the projected most plausible 

focus region; dotted black circle shows the contralateral region corresponding to focus. 

 

Figure 6.2 Test result, T-statistical maps. Expected hemodynamic response was derived using only 

one channel with the highest HPA for (A) Patient 2, (B) Patient 4. 

To decide the localization accuracy of EEG-fNIRS, our approach was to compare the location of 

the most plausible focus region of a patient with the location of the most significant activation 

cluster detected by fNIRS. The most significant activation cluster was recognized by two criteria, 

either by looking for the cluster with the largest spatial extent, or by identifying the cluster 

containing the highest statistical score. Through practice, we discovered that those two criteria 

were able to present a same cluster in most of the cases. However, in the first study, we favored 

the spatial extent of a cluster over its maximum statistical score (see section 4.3.4), mostly due that 
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the statistical score in the first study reflected the correlation of the detected fNIRS time courses 

only with the expected response calculated using the canonical HRF. Therefore, by putting larger 

weight on the spatial extent, we intended to mitigate the effect of the difference in the assumed 

SPM8 canonical HRF and the real HRF to IEDs of the patient. This preference for the cluster spatial 

extent might result in biased overlap with the compared focus region for some patients (and 

therefore a small bias in the final specificity estimates), e.g. sometimes two clusters could happen 

to merge into one large cluster through low statistical scores. In this study however, we were able 

to recognize the most significant activation cluster more based on the maximum statistical value, a 

bit similar to a previous EEG-fMRI study by Pittau et al. (2012a). The proposed HRF models 

accounted for the patient-specific variations when calculating the expected hemodynamic response 

for the GLM. Therefore, the statistical score in this study might more correctly reflect the degree 

of correlation between the fNIRS time courses and the real hemodynamic response to IEDs of a 

particular patient.  

To construct the expected hemodynamic changes to IEDs with specific HRFs, three channels which 

were ipsilateral to the spiking field and which generated sHRFs with the highest HPAs were 

selected, regardless of their locations on the hemisphere (see section 5.5.1). Due to the lack of 

similar studies in the literature, we did not know a priori how many channels should be used in the 

GLM analysis. Tests have been conducted on multiple patients with different number of channels 

involved (one, two and three). We did not observe much difference between the maps generated 

with different number of channels, in terms of the statistical scores and spatial extent of detected 

activations, see e.g. Figure 6.2 with Figure 5.7E, 5.8E. Hence, we decided that it would be 

reasonable to present the case of three channels in the manuscript. This number of channels for the 

analysis might help mitigate the possibility of false positive channels and thus might improve the 

robustness of our method. However, no extensive study of this was made, and is left for future 

work. 

6.3 Limitations of fNIRS in current study of epilepsy 

This thesis has again confirmed the potential of fNIRS, combined with scalp EEG, in the context 

of human epilepsy, by presenting promising results in studying the hemoglobin concentration 

changes associated with IEDs and in localizing the epileptic focus site with the observed 
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hemodynamics related to IEDs. However, much more work is necessary as fNIRS still has several 

limitations that prevent it from being a mature technique in clinical settings.  

A first issue of fNIRS is that it only provides measures of cortical hemodynamics, and thus relies 

on the neurovascular coupling to infer neural activity. However, the relation between the measured 

hemodynamic change and the underlying neural activity in epilepsy is not fully understood, which 

may bring extreme confusions in the interpretation of fNIRS results. For example, what is the 

correct shape of the HRF to IEDs in local activated areas and in remote propagated regions? How 

are factors such as the type of epilepsy, the site of IEDs, the frequency of IEDs, the age of the 

patient or other conditions affect the shape of the HRF? The two studies included in this thesis 

demonstrated that the correct specification of the HRF model is essential to produce favorable 

results. The second study made a first attempt to account for the patient-specific variability in the 

HRF with a simple approach. However, these studies did not provide a standard solution. 

Another disadvantage of fNIRS is its limited penetration depth, which is also shared by scalp EEG.  

The SD separation of 3-5cm in our work ensured sensitivity of fNIRS signals only within the top 

2-3mm of the cortex (Irani et al., 2007). This might explain why our approach encountered 

difficulties in detecting the hemodynamic response to IEDs in MTLE cases. Furthermore, the low 

sensitivity of fNIRS to the brain tissue also means that the recorded data contain a large 

contribution from extracerebral tissue, e.g. the scalp, which may interfere with data interpretation. 

For a normal adult subject, Monte Carlo simulation shows that only 8% of the signal is from the 

brain tissue for an SD channel of 3cm (Selb et al., 2014), and even less for shorter channels 

(Strangman et al., 2013). To increase the penetration depth and the brain sensitivity of fNIRS, some 

studies pointed out that the distance of SD channels should be increased, e.g. to be longer than 5cm 

(Germon et al., 1999). However, increasing SD distance may not only further lower the spatial 

resolution of fNIRS, but also decrease the SNR if the increased channel length exceeds the limit 

on the separation where reliable signals can be detected. Therefore, Strangman et al. (2013) 

summarized that tradeoffs have to be made among brain sensitivity, SNR and spatial resolution 

when using current fNIRS systems. Recent studies discovered that using a very short SD separation 

(e.g. <1cm as suggested by Brigadoi and Cooper (2015); Goodwin et al. (2014)) along with a 

normal channel may help filter out some of the physiological noise arising from superficial tissues 

in the normal channel (Gagnon et al., 2013, 2012a, 2011; Saager et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2009). 

Unfortunately, installing a short channel for each normal channel will probably lead to reduced 
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head coverage (considering that we usually have an instrumental limit on the total number of 

available channels), which is disadvantageous in epilepsy studies especially when the aim is at the 

localization of the focus region or the identification of epileptic networks. An interesting approach 

was applied in Franceschini et al. (2003) in their study of sensorimotor stimulation, where the 

authors used the signal timecourse from a single “inactivated” brain region far from the main 

recording site to correct the signals from all the other locations. However, this method needs to be 

further validated. 

The spatial resolution of fNIRS is usually quoted to be of the order of a few centimeters (Quaresima 

et al., 2012), which is considered to be poor compared to its peers. e.g. fMRI (Cui et al., 2011). In 

our work, keeping the SD distance to be 3-5cm leads to an estimate of our spatial resolution to be 

1-3cm depending on specific SD arrangement. Therefore, the activation reconstruction at most of 

the pixels on the 2D projection map relied completely on the inhomogeneous interpolation of the 

statistics from adjacent, sparsely distributed channels, and thus might not accurately reflect the 

strength or the extent of the activation at specific pixels. The spatial resolution of fNIRS can be 

greatly improved to of the order of ~5mm (Eggebrecht et al., 2012) by providing overlapping 

measurements of the tissue, a methodology called diffuse optical tomography (DOT) (Boas et al., 

2004a, 2004b), which allows 3D image reconstruction by solving the inverse problem (and thus 

also help distinguish extracerebral contamination from brain signals). This approach requires a 

dense array of NIRS optodes as well as complex and time-consuming data analysis process, e.g. in 

the inversion of the sensitivity matrix. These limitations of DOT normally result in a very limited 

sampling coverage (Hassanpour et al., 2014; White and Culver, 2010; Zeff et al., 2007). Therefore, 

this technique has not yet been applied to epilepsy research. 

Finally, fNIRS data acquisition can be disturbed by movement artifacts especially during the 

recording of seizures. Several methods have been proposed to address this problem, either with 

additional equipments (Virtanen et al., 2011; Yücel et al., 2014a) or with signal denoising 

techniques (Scholkmann et al., 2010; Vinette et al., 2015; Yücel et al., 2014b). However, there is 

still no standard method for the correction of motion artifacts in fNIRS signals (Brigadoi et al., 

2014). 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMANDATION 

In this thesis, multichannel EEG-fNIRS was employed to study the hemodynamic response to IEDs 

in human epilepsy. With a standard GLM-based analysis, significant hemoglobin concentration 

changes could be seen near the epileptic focus region on some patients, especially on patients with 

neocortical epilepsies. The sufficiently large head coverage also allowed the observation of remote 

activations elicited by IEDs in some cases. Although the overall sensitivity in detecting activations 

and the accuracy in localizing the epileptic focus region were modest in the standard analysis, it 

was also shown that they could both be improved with careful modelling of the patient-specific 

variations in the shape of the HRF, based on the results obtained from five selected patients. 

Compared with other functional neuroimaging techniques, fNIRS offers the potential for long-term, 

non-invasive monitoring and high temporal resolution hemodynamic imaging, with low cost but 

high safety and portability. However, most previous studies using EEG-fNIRS only focused on the 

observation of seizures which are known to be quite unpredictable and are difficult to be captured. 

Despite that no standard solution was provided, this thesis to some extent proposed an alternative 

option for doctors and epileptologists using EEG-fNIRS, that they might not necessarily need to 

wait for the occurrence of natural seizures which is a normally tedious process for both the doctors 

and the patients, but can instead study the hemodynamics associated with IEDs to acquire 

information regarding the location of the epileptic focus site, the epileptic networks, etc.  

However, the results from this study also suggested that further efforts are still needed to validate 

the clinical utility of EEG-fNIRS in epilepsy research and treatment. The following challenges 

need to be addressed: a deeper understanding of hemodynamics associated with IEDs; the 

development of a comfortable recording system with large spatial coverage combined with long 

term monitoring for days or even weeks, and portable use; and the improvements of analytical 

methods including appropriate modelling and artifact reduction. Randomized and blinded protocols 

with a larger patient number are also mandatory. Should it lives up to its expectations, combined 

EEG-fNIRS could in time be employed routinely in the epilepsy monitoring unit as a useful tool 

for long-term patient monitoring and for presurgical evaluations. 
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